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TRANSFORMER

LAMINATIONS

TO CONVERT
a d.c. moving-coil meter
to read:ALTERNATING

Sumped 1rom High Grade Steel, wtred
and packed 10 the same consecutl ve order
as they leave the press, ROLA laminations
crene low transformer costs by the1r
saving on labour. l:lght standard sizes of
E's and l's are available from stock, together with associated clamps and cove rs.
Core dimensions fn • to f t'· A comprehensi ve Bulleti n with design data for
manufacturers will be :ent on request.

CURRENT
BRITISH ROLA LIMITED
MINERVA

ROAD,

PARK

ROYAL ,

N .W . IO

WILl£SOEN 4Jll

AC

AC
Third Edition of

The ~imple atlchtton of a WesUn!(hou~c anstrumc nt typc
rectifier wall adapt a d.c. mtlliamett·r to read .\ .C. miliaamps with H% higher lull scal~ rnn!(t'.
Thml a am,\
D.C. instrument will read t.llm.\ R \Ui ., \ .C. A current
transfnnnl'r Le; necess:uy for thf• mt'asurcmcnt of high
ranges of alternating current.

WIRELESS
DIRECTION FINDING

A.C. VOLTAGES

By R. KEEN, B .Eng .
A B OOK O JI' fNS TRUCTIO N AI'. D REF E RENCE F O R ENG INEERS, T ECHNrQL\NS, T E LEG R.AI'HISTS AND OTHERS
£NO AGED OR INT ERESTED IN TH B USE OF DIRECTIV E
WIRELE S S T ELEGRAPHY FOR Til E N AVIGATION OF SHIPS
AN D AIRC RAFT.

D eals with the principles of Wireless
Direction :Finding and gives an account
of the circuits and apparatus used in
its application to n a v i a a t i o n. T he

Adcock Aerial has a separate chapter
The simple acldation of :1 ~·ne"
resistance will convert the ,\.C.
roilliameter into an ,\ C. voltAC
md~
AC
FuU details for the Clllcula.tton o! rc~i,tante values. the
design of current transformers, and lht• •·onstrucllon of an
A.C.fD.C. test sel are given in booklet I>.P.J 1 B, a. copy of
which may be obtained from Dept. W.W on r4"l'ript of 3d.
in stamps.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD.
PEW HILL HOUSE, CHIPPENHAM, WILTS.

80 0 paQes
550 Uluatntlooa

25/- net
By post 25/9

covering its principles, installation and

Shore, Ship and Air1s well as 1 special
section on the choice of 1 suitable site
for the Aircraft Ground D .F., with
Adcock Aerials are included.
Also useful references to a selected li st
of some 6oo of the more imponant
contributions to the literature of D .F.
performance.

craft installations,

F,.,. ltadtlfl Bdstll<n or dvtd from lA• Publislurs
ILl,llt 10111 LTD .,DORI IET HOUIE, ITAM FORD ITRIIET, LOIIDOI, LL1
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46-range Model 7
Universal AvoMeter

40-range Model 40
Universal AvoMeter
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"Avo" Valve Tester with Universal Panel

PRECISION
RiflliT~~§
tiznt 'lJiladeJz F?»elzzJ Jesting. Pw/Jem.
HIGH accuracy, simplicity, exceptional versatility and proven reliability, have won for
"AVO ·~

Instruments a world. wide reputation

for supremacy wherever rapid precision test
work

is demanded.

There

is

an

" A vo "

instrument for every essential electri(:al test.
QTHER "AVO" INSTRUMENTS (not illustrated)
High Resistance Avol\Iinor.
The"AVO"Bonding Meter.
"AVO"LowResistanceOhmmeter. The"AVO" l\Iilliobmmeter.
The AvoDapter.
9-pin AvoCoupler.

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS
BRITISH MADE

e Write for fully descriptive literature dealing with any instrument in which you are interested, and for current prices.

Sole Proprietors and Jl..!anufacturus:

THE AUTOMATIC COIL Wl NDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd., Winder House, Douglas St., London, s.W.I
'Pho11e: Victoria
AIJ.Wave ''Avo" Oscillator

A

''Avo" Test Bridge

3 4 0 4~7.
Universal AvoMinor

D.C. AvoMinor

2
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So near_ yet so far!

JOHN McCLURE LIMITED

On many occasions when a signal is tantalisingly ne::tr reception your

We have to announce to our customers
this month several changes in our products

receiver capabilities do not quite bring it in. Again, one finds the
station they want but second·channel interference ruins the
programme or signal, or possibly your receiver is not sufficiently
selective to separate this station from those immedbtely adjacent.

THE

We have at last been compelled to pass on some
of the price increases to which materials have
been subjected in the past six months or more.
Accordingly, the price of all our products has
been increased by 5%.

NINE PLUS" PIE-AMPLIFIER

u
gets over all these difficulties.

lt adds two stages of tuned rad1o frequency amplification ahead of

your exi~ting receiver and "boosts'' those signals up anything from
"'-6 R points.
By using the Nine Plus Pre-Amplifier your worst bugbe:r (second-

Secondly, owing to the withdrawal by our
suppliers of the "E " range of valves, our 6.3 v.
models will in future be fitted with and wired for
American type 6.3 volt 0.3 amp. valves.

channel interference) is eliminated ancl your receiver's selectivity
will be increased many hundreds of times.

Thirdly, we have to some extent compensated for
the price increase by making improvements in the
appearance of the Feeder Units. These are now
fitted with a large rectangular scale, with considerably greater effective length on the short
wave bands and semicircular pointer motion.
The overall height of the unit is reduced to 10",
and the scale bracket provides for mounting the
magic-eye indicator, which now appears through
an opening in the dial. A bakelite escutcheon is
provided. The greater compactness of the unit
makes for better balance and more convenient
adaptation to customers' existing cabinets.

Specification:
3 wave-ranges giving continuoUs coverage over 17-200 metres by
one switch.
Latest type Yaxley switch allows for
(a) Switched on and in use
(b) Switched oa completely and out or use.
(c) Heater fi~aments switched on, but instrument
out of use, yet ready for immediate action
without waiting for heaters to warm up.

THE NINE PLUS PRE-AMPLIFIER is su~~lied Com~lete with all-metal tubes, selfcontained power pack and full instructions for conn~cting the equ;pm~nt
to any all--wave or communication type receiver.

PRICE
·oNLY

full

£6-10-0

RADIOMART

reque$t.

JOHN McCLURE LTD.

This is the Pre-War price despite heavy increases in matcriJ.Is and
costs. Limited otocks. Order NOW.

44, HOLLOWAY HEAD,
. B I R M I N G H A M,
I.

particulars of our current me>defs on

'~,

ERSKINE ROAD, LONDON, N.W.3
~

Telephone: PRimrose 5435-6.

4

~
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Simmonds Speed Nuts are effecting great savings in assembly time
and costs in all the leading
industries. They eliminate ordinary nuts and lockwashers, halve
handling
time
and
reduce
assembly operations. Simmonds
Speed Nuts are unaffected by
vibration and absorb any movement
due
to
temperature
changes.
Fitted With amazing speed, Speed
Nuts are extremely flexible in
adaptation, being invaluable for
" blind " locations. For plastics,
glass and porcelain, Speed Nuts
are the perfect fastening.
Enquiries are invited from Manufacturers

and Designers. Our Development Department will be pleased to collaborate and
work out the most effective designs to salve
your assembly problems.
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PREMIER
RADIO
r----•
NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C. RECEIVER KIT

•,-----~

In responH to many requests we have now produced an A.C. version of the popular Premier Short Wave SGl Kit.
Circuit: Pentode H.F. Stage, Pentode Detector, Beam Po-r Output, and F.W. Rectifier. 200-250 v. A.C. Operation. Built in
Power Pack. Hum-free operation. For use in Phones or P.M. Speaker,
Complete Kit of Parts with drilled chassis, all components. Plug-in Coils coverin1 13-170 metres, 4 valves and full instructions and
circuits, £4-10-U. Completely wired and tested, IES-10-0. Send for full details.

PREMIER 1940
usv. 5" COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER
A 5-valve Superhet, covering 12-2,000
metres in 5 wave bands.
Beat Frequency Oscillator. ·
2-Spread Band-Spread Control
A.V.C. Switch
Illuminated Band-Spread Dial
Send-Receive Switch
Iron-Cored IF.s
Phone Jack
Over 4-Watts Output
Built into Black Crackle Steel case providing complete screening.
10! in.
Moving Coil Speaker in separate steel
cabinet to match.
Recelver,comple·e with
all tubes and Speaker ...

£9 • 9 • 0

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-86
metres without coi I changing. Each Kit is com·
plete with all components, diagrams and 2-volt
valves. 3-Band S.W. I Valve Kit, 1419. 3-Band
S.W, l Valve Kit, 2216.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working.
Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-In
coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
I Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor
Kit
...
... ... 201...
...
I Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter
Kit
...
.. . 231...
...
I Valve Short-Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit .. .
.. .
.. .
...
.. . 2613
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit ...
... 2913 Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit
...
. ..
.. .
.•.
.. . 611-

...
...

...

SHORT-WAVE GEAR "LEARNING MORSE"
Short-Wave Coils, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-16,
22-47, 41-94, 78-170 metres, 21· each, with circuit.
Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-15, 19·43, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2111.
4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formers.
Plain or Threaded
Ill each.
Utility Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100 : I
Ratios, 4i3.
New Premier 2-Gang S.W. Condenser.
2 x .00015 mf. with integral slow motion, 519.
Bakelite Dielectric Variable Condensers.
.0003 and .0005 mf. Suitable Tuning or Reaction,
116 each.
Short-Wa"e H.F. Chokes.
10-100' m., IO~d.
each. High grade Pie Wound \U.S.A. type,
119 each.
t..issen Dual Range Screened Coils. Medium and
Long Waves, 219 each.

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS
Trolitul imulation. Certified superior to
ceramic. All-brass construction. Easily ganged.

15 m.mfd. ...
25 m.mfd. ...
40 m.mfd. ...

. .. 119
. .. 21·
. .. 21·

100 m.mfd. ...
160 m.mfd. ...
150 m.mfd. ...

. .. 213
216
. .. 2111

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
All complete with transformer.
P.M.,, 1616; 10 in. P.M.s, 2216;

8 in,
G.l2 P.M.s,

Rota

661-.

ENERGISED MODELS
Plessy 8 In., 175 ohm field, 716; G.l2 energised. 5916. 10 In. B.T.H., I ,600 ohm field. less
transformer, 1116.

3/3
General Purpose Morse Key ...
... 5/10
Heavy Duty TX Key on Cast Base
... 10/ •
Bakelite Buzzers
... 1/9
Complete Kit of Parts for Valve Oscillator as described in W.W. "Learn.. 25/•
ing Morse "
•. • '
...
•••
•••
Premier Morse Practice Key on Bakelite
Base and Brass Movement •• .
. ..

PREMIER 1940 HIGH
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KITS

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Wire-ends. All L.T. Windings
Centre-Tapped
SP. 301
300-300v.l50m.a.4v.2-3a.,4v.
... 1512-3a.,4v.la.,4v.l a.
SP. 350A 350-350 v. 100 m.a. 5 v. la. (not
. C.T.), 6.3 v. l-3 a.
... 14/SP. 350B 350-350 v. lOO m.a. 4 v .2-3 a.,
1414 v. l-3 a., 4 v. l-3 a.
SP. 351
350-350 V. ISO m.a. ... v. 1-l a.,
4 v. l-3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a.
... 15/350-350 v. ISO m.a. 5 v. la., 6.3 v.
SP. 352
la., 6.3 v. la. ...
.. 15/9

...

...

...

...

...

...

.

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Will match any output valves to any speaker
impedance.

11 ratios from 13 :I to 80: I, 5-7 watts, 15/9.
I0-15 watts, 20/6. 20-30 watts, 35/.,

REPLACEMENT VALVES
FOR ALL SETS
Europa Mains Valves.
4 v. A.C. Types
A.C.IH.L.,
A.C.IL., A.C.IS.G.,
A.C.IV.M.S.G.
A.C.IH.P., A.C./V.H.P., A.C.P., all 513 each,
A.C./H.P., A.C.IV.H.P., 7-pin, 7/6,
A.C./Per s.,
I.H.,
716 ;
A.C.fP.X.4,
7f3 ;
Oct.
Freq .
Changers, 816 ; Double Diode Trlodes, 7/6 ;
3l-watt D.H. Trlode, 919. 350 v. F.W. Rect., 516 ;
500 v., 616. 13 v ••2 amp. Gen. Purpose Triodes,
5/6 ; H.F. Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double
Diode T riodes, Oet. freq. Changers, 8/6 each.
full and Half-wave Rectifiers, 616 each,

Triad U.S.A. Valves
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes In this
country and are sole British Distributors .for
TRIAD H1gh-grade Amer.ean Valves. All typeo
in stock. Standard types, 516 each. All the new
Octal Base tubes, at 616 each.

Clearance Line U.S.A. Valves
Each Kit Is complete with ready drilled chassis,
selected components, specially matched valves U.S.A. Types, 24, 30, 35/51, 55, 56, 57, 71, 85,
and full dlagramo and instructions.
2A5, lA6, 2A7, lB7, 6A7, 110,150, aLl tor 3/··
Completely
K;lt of Parts Wired and
Premier Pick-up Heads
with Valves. Tested.
Wi 11 fit any tone-arm ...
. ..
...
... 5/3
3-watt A.C. Amplifier ... £2 6 6
£3 4 0
3-watt A.C.fD.C. ,
... £2 6 6
£3 4 0
ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER
6-watt A. C.
,
... £6 2 6
£7 0 0
Rothermel Brush Piezo Crystal Pick-ups
8-10-watt A.C.ID.C.
... £5 5 0
£6 2 6
New Junior P.U. with arm, 19/6. Standard, S.S
IS-watt A. C.
,.
... £6 14 0
£8 l 6
Model with arm, 29/6. P.U. head only, De Luxe
Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 151- extra.
Model, 19/6.
Auto Transformer~. Step up or down. 100-125 v.
to 100, 130 or 150 v. A. C., 60 watts, 9111 ; 115 watts,
1316 ; 150 watts, I 816.
PREMIER BATTERY
LT. Transformers, all C.T.
4 v. l-3 a. ... ... 9111
6,3 "· 2-3 a. ... ... 9/11
CHARGERS for A.C. Mains
l.Sv.Sa....... 9111
7.5v.3a,
...... 9111
Westinghouse Rectification
5 v.l-3 a. ... ... 9'11
11 v. 3-.fa. ... ... 15/·
complete and ready for use
Lissen Hypernik QPP Driver Transformers.
Ratio 8 : I. 413.
To Charge:
6 volts at I amp. ll/6
11 volts at I omp. 2416
2 volts at! amp. 1119
. .. Rat,·o·~·. 616
Push-Pull Driver Transformers
Uni,ersal Output Transformers. 11
•
6 volts at ! amp. 191·
6 volts at 2 amps. 3716
SingleorPush-Pull ...
...
...
...
. .. 616

Microphone Transformer~. Suitable tor all
Moving Coil Mike. Permanent magnet model
mikes. Tapped secondaries. A, 20 and 40 : I ;
requiring no energising. Response 90-5,200 cyeles.
B, 30 and 60 : I. 6/6 each.
Output .15 volt average.
Excellent reproduction
Trans,erse Current Mike. High gra<le large
Microphone Stands. Bakelite table stand, 9 in.
output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss ring, 716 each. Adjustable Floor Stand. 8 In. of speech and music. 481-.
ring. Chrome fioish. 2616.
level. 23/-.
MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY 2ld. STAII/lP,
ALL ,.. • .,,,,,...

PREMIER MICROPHONES

PREMIER RADIO CO.

ALL POST ORDERS to: .IUBILEE WORKS, 187, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.&. (Amherst 47Z8).
fALLERS to: olullilet Works, or 188, Fleet street, E.c.A (Central 2833), or 60, High Street,
Clapllam, 8. W.4 (MaCCIII/ay 2381 ).
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LISTENING PROVIDES A NEVER
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TROPHY
ENDING

SOURCE

Or

THE
TROPHY IS
SPECIAL.L.V DESIGNED
FOR AL.L.-VIIORL.D
RECEPTION
TROPHV 6 Valve
incorporating all latest
improvements.
6.5 to
545 metres.
Built- in
Speaker, A.C.
£11 • 11 , 0 or ~51deposit and 3'1/6 monthly

TROPHV 8 Valve A. C.
A super communication
receiver with amazing
range. 7 to 550 me'.,;res.
£14. 19. 6 or £3
Deposit and +If- monthly

SEND FOR FULL SPECIFICATION
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BIG OPPORTUNITIES
for

SOUND REPRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
For large and small installations.
I. "MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK."
Broadcast Programmes or Gramophone
records in factories, work rooms, etc.

3. Speaker systems for A.R.P. shelters.

2. Staff location system.

5. Canteen installations.

4. A I arm c a 11
signal.

system

and

Four typical examples of the wide range of apparatus available.
Radio
Gramophone
amplifying
and control
equipment.

B.C.S. 1687;8.
Exponential Horn Speaker.

B.C.S. 3178 R.

1---- ------ - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
: Consult the &&t!- A staff of :
: sound reproduction specialists always :
I
I
: available to advise without obligation :

Industrial Pattern P.M. Speaker.
Twin Gramophone Amplifier
Turntable Type
30-watt or 60-watt assembly.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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Frequency Modulation and Interference
E must not dismiss the present stampede
in the U.S.A. to exploit frequency
modulation-described by a New York
contemporary as " radio's new bonanza "
-as merely another instance of the supposed
tendency of our American friends, like the Athenians
of old, to run after any new thing. True, responsible
American engineers have urged that broadcasting
"'f equally good quality, or at least of as good quality
as is commercially usable, can be obtained more
simply by the use of amplitude-modulated short
waves. That may be correct enough, but it ignores
the fact that the chief claim of frequency modulation
to our attention is the immunity it confers from
the effects of man-made interference. That immunity is not complete-for instance, F:\I is apt
to be affected by motor car ignition interferencebut, according to the most conservative reports
from across the Atlantic, it has proved itself in
actual working to be vastly superior to AM.
Now in this country it seems too late, as a con- .
tributor points out elsewhere, for us to do anything
to abate the production of man-made interference ;
the most that we can hope for is that its increase
may be curbed after the war. When Tlzc Wireless
JVorld first instituted its campaign for compulsory
suppression, the need for speed 1:vas urged, as
every day saw a step towards the complete electrification of Britain. Unfortunately, it was found
impossible to devise generally acceptable standards
of permissible interference and to have these standards given _the effect of law before the outbreak of
war. Regrets are now .useless, and we must face
the fact that, if high-fidelity broadcasting is to be
open to the majority of the population after the
war, it will only be obtained by the use of frequency
modulation. Thus it is hardly an exaggeration to

W
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say that the new system is likely to be more or less
forced on us, and so its development in America
must be carefully watched. It is also hoped the
B.B.C. may be able to fall in with the R.l\I.A. suggestion that an experimental F::VI station :::hould be
set up.
Most of the difficulties associated with the
establishment of F;d services in America seem to be
linked up with the commercial system of broadcasting in force there, and the elaborate rules
governing allocations of channels by the Federal
Communications Commission are necessary to safeguard the interests of both the public and the broadcasters from the effects of uncontrolled competition.
Here no such difficulties \Vould arise, and it would
be relatively easy and cheap to ensure a " highfidelity " service to most centres of population,
even though the useful range of the stations does
not exceed some so to 70 miles.
Of course, it is not suggested that the elaborate
amplitude modulated system that the B.B.C. has
built up should be ruthlessly scrapped. So far as
one can see at present, it will always be needed for
serving sparsely populated areas, to say nothing
of its uses during the transition period. There is
no reason why a parallel FM service should not be
built up gradually, starting with one or two stations.
The linking of widely separate stations by landlines
seems to be inconceivable when very high modulation frequencies are in question, and this problem
will probably be solved by the use of wireless links,
as in America.
Attention is drawn to this matter because we
consider that those who demand high-quality
reproduction form the backbone of the listening
public. There is no incentive to strive after quality
unless immunity from interference is in sight.

Reducing Interference
METHODS APPLICABLE TO THE RECEIVER
By R. I. KINROSS

I

T will be assumed in this article that the offending then connected to the receiver and the percentage
source of interference is inaccessible and that all the modulation of the standard signal generator reduced
well-known expedients (as applied to domestic until again it was only just audible. The ratio of these
broadcast receivers), such as the usual type of anti- two percentage modulations gives a figure of merit of
interference aerial, screened mains transformer and so at any rate one sort.
It was essential that all measurements should start
on are all already incorporated at the receiving station,
but reception is still being marred.
with a constant percentage modulation of (say) 40 per
cent. because most of the
In carrying out the experiA dis~ussion, backed up by t~e res~lts ~f
simple interference reducing
ments to be described it was
practtcal tests, of the various ctrcmt
arrangements, especially of the
decided to start by trying the
simplest methods first.
No
arrangements for reducing man-made
type that relied on limiting, revery great hopes were held out
electrical interference that can be incor·
duced large amounts of interfor these methods. but articles
·
h
·
•
lf
R
d
ference to small amounts but
porated in. t e receiver itse •
ea ers
1eft sma 11 amoun t s prac t.1ca11y
and patents have appearell
are remmded that these schemes
unchanged, so that completely
from time to time claiming usegenerally operate by "punching a hole of
different figures of merit would
ful results for devices requiring
only the addition of Yery few
silence" in the received signal at the
be obtained for different
components to an ordinary
instant corresponding to peaks of
st.rengths .of interference. ~
receiver.
These se e m e d
interference.
d1fferent. kmd of fig~re of ment
was obvwusly reqmred to take
worth a trial before getting
too deeply involved in some of the more complicated care of this property, and it was found that quite a satissvstems.
This work was carried out more in the in- factory way of expressing this was simply in terms of
terest of broadcast reception than that of communica- the lowest equivalent percentage modulation to which
tion engineering. The reader should bear this in mind any strength of interference of a given kind was reduceable.
In taking these measureif he finds devices which give apprements, care had to be taken to work
ciable improvement in signal/noise
at the same acoustic level and with
ratio nevertheless severely criticised
the same characteristics for the AF
on the score of quality.
amplifier and loud speaker throughAural impressions of improveout the experiments_
ments obtainable in static suppresThe four forms of interference insion are difficult to form and still
vestigated were an arcing contact, a
more difficult to memorise. It was
high-voltage spark, DC motor comtherefore decided that some rough
mutator and neon discharge tube.
method of measurement must be
The first was obtained from an ordievolved before proceeding any fur·
nary poor quality electric light
ther. The following system is crude
switch, the second from a car coil
but sufficiently accurate for the purignition system and the third from a
pose.
DC motor. The neon sign used was
A standard calibrated high-frethat of a well-known trade mark
quency signal generator was modiabout two yards long.
fied so that it could be modulated
Most of the interference suppresat r,ooo cycles per second to a
sion schemes put forward rely on
known depth of modulation, rangthe fact that interference is usually
ing from IOO per cent. to I I rooth of
of considerably greater amplitude
A signal from this
I per cent.
than the desired signal but is made
source at a strength of I millivolt
up of bursts of comparatively short
and modulated at 40 per cent. was
duration, separated by intervals of
fed through a dummy aerial into the
Fig. I--Nature of interference set up-'
silence.
A car ignition system is
receiver. At the same time a voltby (a) motor ignition system; (bj DC
one of the best examples of this, and
age from whatever source of intermotor commutator; (c) neon sign.
a neon sign one of the worst.
ference was under investigation was
The voltage set up in a conductor placed near a coil
also fed to the dummy aerial and adjusted in strength
so that the I,ooo-cycle note was just audible through it. ignition system looks something like figure I (a) when
The device under test for reducing interference was viewed on an ordinary monitoring cathode-ray tube.
SEPTEMBER, 1940.
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Reducing InterferenceObviously there must be an upward stroke, but it is
quite impossible to see it or tell how high it rises by
this method. The comparatively low-frequency oscillations are due to the resonance of the coil winding
(in the particular case under consideration equivalent
to a frequency of about 3,500 cjs), but including this
LF oscillation, the whole wave-train only lasts about

R4

2WIO

••

duces a DC voltafe of 30V across this load, and the
voltages set up as a consequence of this in the rest of
the system are indicated.
As R4 and R3 are equal, it is obvious that the
voltage at their junction will be halfway between -30
and - ro, that is - zo when D2 is conducting.
The
condenser Cr is lar~e (2f1fd.) so this value of -20 will
only vary for mean variations of carrier amplitude,
but will not be able to do so for variations of short
duration.
Under these conditions, D2 will conduct
comfortably to the AF amplifying valve.
Now
assume roo per cent. modulation. The anode of D2
will rise on peaks of modulation to - 20. the same
voltage as its cathode. In other words, it will only
just be conducting, and at anything over roo per cent.
modulation, it will be definitely non-conducting .

OUT PUT

T

Automatic Limitation
The ingpnuity of this device lies in the fact that it is
sdf-adjusting for any strength of carrier. Ymo can see
R2
0.251¥10
that it is possible to multiply the figure of IF ampliov
tude by anything one likes, and the diode D2 will only
pass up to roo per cent. modulation, and nothing oYer.
In practice, results were poor. That is to say, if a
signal were completely drowned by ignition noise, the
Fig. 2.-A system of suppression which momentarily silences
addition of this gadget would certainly make speech
the receiver by cutting off the signal from the AF amplifier
intflligible, but as, at the time, the author was princiduring peaks of interference.
pally interested in receivers for broadcast reception,
I i milliseconds. . Assume an engine speed of 3,000
the real qufstion he \Yanted ans\vered was . . . '' Does
r.p.m., that is, roo sparks per second on a four-cylinit provide programme Yalue? " and the answer is that
der engine, the wave-train only takes up 15 per cent.
it doE's not.
If you cheat with it-that is to say, if
of the total time; and actually the LF component does you apply a bias to the lmwr diode so that it s-tarts
not cause much trouble, so that it is an even lower cutting at a lower percentage modulation-considerably
proportion still.
The first part of this wave-train,
better results are possible, but you ,an imagine tlie
which is the one that causes the trouble, will be dealt effect that this will have on quality.
For instance,
with more fully later on.
measurements for loud spark gave an improvement of
Cummutator spark on a DC motor induces a voltage 12 : r in signal/ noise ratio under normal conditions, and
of the genera} appearance indicated in figure r (b), the 35: I if bias \\We added and adjusted so that speech
main low frequency being that of the commutation · was still just intelligible. Subsequent measure of harperiodicity.
monic distortion with the bias left like that showed
-20V

Neon Interference
With the neon sign, the wave form is as indicated in
The purely low frequency component
figure r (c).
which is, of course, at the periodicity of the mains
would not be radiated far, but showed up on the oscillograph, as, in order to obtain sufficient voltage to
operate the latter, a conductor was placed close to the
neon sign.
Of the simpler schemes, let us consider those providing self-adjustable "gapping" or interruption of the
AF feed. One of the first systems of this nature to.
be tried was an ingenious arrangement developed by
the General Electric Company. The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. LC constitutes the last IF
tuned circuit -of a superheterodyne receiver.
The
diode, Dr, is used for speech and AVC in a conventional manner, and the diode D2 is used for cutting
{)ff the signal from the AF valve during peaks of interference. Rr and R2 constitute the speech diode load,
and it is assumed that an unmodulated carrier proSEPTEMBER, r940.

L.

AF

R1

Fig. 3.-A simplified version

?f

OUTPUT

the suppressor shown in Fig.

1.

ro per cent. 3rd harmonic, starting at ro per cent. modulation instead of about 8o per cent.
There are several other disadvantages to the scheme
as a whole: (r) There is a 3: r loss of signal sensitivity
due to the "potentiometering" of the diode load.

Wireless
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(2) The cathode of the lower. diode intwduces hum on
the AF amplifier. (3) The capacity of this diode allows
a certain amount of the higher components of interfer(4) Results are extremely disence to get through.
appointing on commutator noise, the measured result
being only 3: I improvement. (5) The minimum level
to which it would reduce either high or low levels of interference was considerably too high for programme
value, in the author's opinion.
If it were considered practical to introduce a manual
adjustment, a much simpler arrangement, like that

0.0003 mfd

AF OUTPUT

modulation of spark noise initially, this would still not
have been reduced to below I! per cent. This latter
figure, therefore, constitutes the second figure of merit
(as explained when discussing methods of measurement).
These results are about the same as were obtained for
the previous arrangement manually controlled.
Right at the beginning of this work some tests ·were
carried out to try and find the highest levels of interference of different types which could be tolerated without detracting from programme value.
The figure
obtained for the spark was equivalent to O.I per cent.
modulation, and for commutator \Yas 0.25 per cent.
These figures represent a purely personal opinion, and ·
even though other people may hold other views on this
point, it is obvious that \Ye are still a long way from our
ultimate goal.

An RCA Circuit

Fig. 4.-In this suppressor the control diode D2 paralyses the
signal diode DI on peaks of interference.

shown in Fig. 3, could be used. Here again, LC constitutes the last IF tuned circuit of a superhet, and Dr is
the speech and AVC diode. D2 is simply a limiting
diode, and RI is the diode load. D2, however, is more
cunning than it looks at first sight, because on peaks of
interference it virtually short-circuits not only the IF
tuned circuits, but the diode load as well.
Incidentally, the classic method of reducing interference by limiting across a tuned circuit by means of a
couple of diodes, one the right way up, and one upside
down, and both suitably biased, really affords extraordinary little relief, even if it is tried in a part of the
receiver where large voltages are appearing. The
reason for this is probably that in the average radio receiver there is already plenty of limiting going on accidentally due t.o RF valves running off the linear parts of
their characteristics during peaks of interference.

Another scheme tried out is shown in Fig. 4; this
was developed by the Radio Corporation of America.
Here again, LC i~ the last IF tuned circuit, DI is the
signal and AVC diode, and D2 is a diode added so as
to cut off the signal diode on peaks of interference.
Under normal conditions of reception, D2 is biased
out of action by the voltage V which applies a negative
voltage to its anode via the IF tuned circuit. On peaks
of interference, however, it comes into action and
applies a positive voltage to the cathode of the signal
diode and so momentarily paralyses it.
It seemed
desirable to try out this arrangement because it appeared
to have a few advantages over the first scheme tried out.
(I) Capacity of the noise-reducing diode will not let
through the higher LF frequencies. (2) There should .
be practica~ly no loss of sensitivity. The only loss that
can occur Is due to the LF voltage wasted across the

Results of Tests
This particular arrangement we are discussing,
although it only needs one extra diode, works better
than a conventional limiting device. If it is only connected across the diode load, for instance, an improvement in I2 : I in signal/ noise ratio is possible on loud
spark, but if it is connected as shown, improvements of
the order of 40: I are possi~le, the exact amount being
dependent on the degree of distortion tolerable. 40: I
may sound quite a lot, but it must be remembered that
this figure is only obtainable on spark noise equivalent
initially to about 6o per cent. modulation, which is
consequently reduced to I! per cent. modulation. If we
had started with the equivalent of only IO per cent.

"-----l~AVC

Fig. s.-The Lamb circuit, in which the IF amplifier is blocked
during noise pulses.

roo,ooo ohm resistance, but that only amounts to about
30 per cent.
In practice it worked just about as well as the second
arrangement (Fig. 3), but was not quite so easy to get
working. It will be noticed, for instance, that there is
rather more IF filtering than is usual in domestic reSEPTEMBER, 1940.
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Reducing Interferenceceivers. The reason was, that without it, it was found
that the AF amplifier was acting quite happily as an
anode bend detector on peaks of interference, while the
detector was supposed to be paralysed.
The three arrangements just described seemed to be
the most promising of the many suggested for application at the second detector.
There was some slight
method in the choice of these particular three, because
each one of them was representative of its own individual
method of stopping the signal during a peak of interference. For instance, the first arrangement, it will be
remembered, worked by introducing a high series impedance to AF. The second worked by introducing a
low shunt impedance to AF, and IF as well incidentally.
The third worked by paralysing the speech diode.
These are about the only simple ways in which you
can shut off your signal quietly in this part of the receiver, and although dozens of different methods for
doing so have been brought out, these are often extremely clumsy and expensive by comparison. One of
them, for instance, uses a pentode as a diode-just using
the anode and cathode for rectification-and paralyses it
by applying negative pulses to its grid.
Another one
actually applied negative pulses to the grid of the AF
amplifying valve, but the change in anode current
would probably make as much noise as the original
interference.

Lamb's IF " Gapper"
There is one more arrangement of interest \Yhich still
This is due to
comes under the category of simple.
Lamb, who introduced it in America. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 5·
Vr is the amplifying valve of a
superheterodyne receiver, but a 6L7 type \vas used instead of an ordinary RF pentode, so that the gain
could be cut off by applying a negative voltage to the
third grid.
A portion of the IF voltage is taken off to the grid
of another valve V2, where it is amplified and rectified.
By correctly setting R, which biases both the valve V 2
and the diode, matters can be so arranged so that only
the peaks-in other words interference of a peaky
nature-will be rectified.
This produces negative
pulses across the resistance Rr, which are fed by the
RF choke back to the third grid of the IF amplifying
valve. The object, of course, is to block the amplifier
during the noise pulses. The detector is arranged in
push-pull, so as to reduce the risk of IF getting back
into the IF amplifier.
This ammgement, it is regretted, did not work any
better than · the best of the simple arrangements
described so far ... despite its slightly greater elaboration. The reason is not very far to seek.
Though the originator stated that the negative pulse
arrives at the third grid of Vr at the same time as the
corresponding pulse of interference arrives at the first
grid, in actual fact, this cannot be the case: it is bound
to arrive there slightly later, the actual time difference
being accounted for by the time taken for a sufficiently
large voltage to build up across the tuned circuit LC,
and sufficiently large DC voltage across Cr : and
SEPTEMBER, r940.

although this time may only be of the order of a few
microseconds, this will be sufficient to allow the first
part of the interference pulse to reach the anode of the
IF amplifier valve, and so to set it ringing.
An attempt was made to speed up the passage of the
negatiw pulse through the parallel amplifier as much
as feasible by reducing the Q of the circuit LC as much
as possible, consistent with leaving sufficient gain, and
also by reducing the time constant of Rr Cr, but the
improvement was not appreciable.
Delaying the interference pulse through the normal
channels was then tried by adding another stage of IF
amplification and taking the negative pulses to this .
later stage of the receiver, so that these negative pulses
should get there, if anything, slightly before the arrival
of their corresponding pulses of interference.
This
certainly did give an improvement. Signal 1noise ratios
were improved now by about 25: r by means of the
device as a whole on bad spark interference-the sort
that almost completely masks the originaJ signal-but
the resultant signal was still not of programme value.
The trouble was that there was still an appreciable
background of interference, and there was also a new
form of background noise, a kind of dull thudding
sound.
Furthermore, music, especially singing, was
badly ~hopped up; it \Yas in fact bein_g modulated by
the mams spark frequency about roo hmes per second.
This figure of 25: r reduction \Yas obtained from the
fact that 40 per cent .modulation was just audible without the arrangement, and r.6 per cent. with the arrangement through spark. The trouble was, howeYer, that
whenever one. started :"ith the equivalent of roo per
cent. modulatiOn of nmse or only ro per cent. without
the arrangement, the answer with the arrangement connected was always over r! per cent. for spark and ro J:<€r
cent. for commutator.
(To be continued.)

Henry Farrad's Problem
Corner
No. 50-Mains Hum
An extract from Henry Farrad's correspondence, published to give readers an opportunity of testing their own
powers of deduction:2,

Tanner Road,
Shillings worth.

My dear Henry,
My receiver has recently developed a decided hum. The
curious thing is that a high-impedance permanent-magnet
speaker connected as an extension is much less affected
although it gives quite as good volume. The one built into
the set is not a permanent magnet, and that is the ·one
that is giving the trouble. It isn't a violent hum, but I dislike any at all, and it used to be very quiet. Can you advise
me where to look for the cause?
Yours ever,
Bob.
How might hum have developed? Turn to page 397 for
Henry Farrad's solution.

Sound on Film
PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS

OF RECORDING

By R. F. E. MILLER
(B.B.C. Technical Recording Section,)

An outline of the principal methods employed in recording sound on photographic
film. Variable area and variable density systems are discussed, and it is shown how
background noises are reduced

W

HEN, in 1927, or thereabouts, the cinema finally
found its voice, the idea of sounU. recording on
film was already many years old. In 1900,
Ruhmer, a German, was photographing sound on film,
the sound track, occupying almost the whole available
width of the film, being produced by modulating the
intensity of a " singing" arc. Reproduction was effected
by passing a beam of light through the film and
thence on to a light-sensitive selenium cell.
In 1918-19,
Petersen
and
Poulsen, of Denmark, were recording so u n d
on film, using
mirror
oscillographs, while in
1923-24
the
Germans, Engl,
Vogt, and lVlasFig. I.-" Variable area" sound recording on film by means of a galvanoolle, and the
meter. L, recording lamp; CI, C2,
American,
de
condenser lenses ; M, mask with
Forest,
were
rectangular aperture ; RG, recording
producing varigalvanometer ; S, optical slit ; 0,
objective lens ; F, film.
able density
records
by
means of a process using gas discharge tubes.
To-day the mirror oscillograph and the gas discharge
tube, together with a varia,ble density system using a
"light valve," form the basis of photographic recording
of sound on film.
In the photographic recording of sound a track is
formed in which the modulation is represented by the
variations in the amount of light that will pass through
a given area of this track at any instant. This area,
m practice, is the full width of the track, approximately
0.001 inch deep, and is technically known as the light
slit.
Now it will be obvious that we can vary the track in
two different ways to produce the same effect. Either
we can have a uniformly transparent track of varying
width, or we can vary the general opacity of the track,
keeping its width constant. Both these systems are used,
the former being known as the variable area, and the
latter as the variable density system.
In making a record of the variable area type, a rectangle of light from a recording lamp is projected on to
the mirror of a recording galvanometer. This galvanometer consists of a loop of wire stretched over two ivory
J86

bridges and kept under tension by a spring attached to
the .closed end of the loop. To the two arms of the
loop where they pass over the bridge a tiny mirror is
attached.
This loop is placed in the field Df a permanent magnet
so that the wires lie across the plane of the magnetic
flux. A current passing through the loop will therefore
tend to make the two arms rotate about each other, the
direction of rotation being determined by the direction
of the current. The application of speech currents will
cause the arms (and therefore the mirror attached to
them) to vibrate in sympathy.

Moving Iron Galvanometer
A later type of galvanometer developed for recording
purposes is of the moving iron type, the mirror being
mechanically coupled to the armature. The virtuai
image formed in the mirror is in turn projected on to a
narrow slit in an opaque mask, and an objective lens
in turn projects an image of this slit on to the photographic film. A schematic diagram of the system is
shown in Fig. r.
Matters are so arranged that when no voltage is beingapplied across the galvanometer one edge of the rectangle of light bisects the optical slit-that is, we have
an optical slit illuminated along half its length.
The application of a voltage across the galvanometer

~I

(a)

(b)

(o)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2.-Five types of variable area sound track, without
noise reduction : (a) unilateral ; (b) bilateral, using light
wedge; (c) duplex, using "M" shutter; (d) push-pull, class
A; (e) push-pull, class B.
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along its whole length, but that the intensity of truwill rotate the mirror and cause the rectangle of light illumination should be variable.
In practice two methods are employed. In one system
to embrace more or less of the optical slit, according to
CJ. gas discharge tube is used as the source of light.
A
the direction of the applied voltage.
This optical slit, with its varying length of illumina- steady striking voltage is applied across this, and superimposed upon it are the speech voltages, which vary
tion, being projected as a sharply defined image on to
the photographic film, which is moving at a steady rate the amount of light about its mean value. The modulaof 18 inches per second in a direction at right angles tion voltages must not, of course, swing the voltage
to the length of the projected slit, produces on develop- across the tube beyond the quenching or overload values.
ment a sound track negative of the type shown in No optical system is necessary, as the film is drawn past
an optical slit in contact with the tube.
Fig. z(a).
The other system of variable density recording
Whilst this system as it stood gave fair results, it had
many defects. One of the most noticeable and objection- employs a light valve, the intensity of the light source
remaining constant. In its
able shortcomings was an
RELATIVE POSITION
OF SLIT. LIGHT IMAGE
essentials the · light valve
excessive amount of backTRACK FOAMED
AND SHUTTERS UNDER
METHOD OF' NOISE
CONDITIONS OF NO
REDUCTION
consists of a loop of durground noise, which, unMODULATION
alumin tape, stretched tight
fortunately, became pro(a) BIASED GAL VO
under spring tension, · the
gressively worse with each
central portion being held
" playing," until low levels
of modulation were lost in
by insulation to form a slit
an excess of " mush."
o.oOI inch wide.
(a') SINGLE sHUTTER
The cause was modulaThis loop is placed in a
tion of the photoelectric
magnetic field in a plane at
cell by scratches and abraright angles to the flux. A
sions on the clear portion of
current passing through the
( b) BIASED GALVO
the sound track.
This
0
loop will cause it to open or
problem was solved by
close, according to the direction of the current. It will
rectifying a portion of the
X
X1
speech currents, thus obbe realised that we have, in
~ I (c) DOUBLE SHUTTER effect, a shutter whose opentaining a voltage to bias
back the recording galvanoing and closing we can vary
meter, or actuate a shutter,
in sympathy with applied
Fig. 3.-Tracks resulting from various methods of noise
so that the amount of clear
speech currents.
reduction.
film in the positive copy
By mounting the ribbons
got progressively less as the modulation decreased.
in slightly separated planes, clashing together at periods
Another trouble experienced was distortion ot the of over-modulation with attendant risk of mechanical
higher frequencies, especially at high modulation levels,
damage will not occur.
due to the excessively steep wave face, the spaces or
The light from the recording lamp is focused by the
valleys between the waves becoming clogged during the condenser on to the slit of the light valve, an image of
subsequent developing and printing processes.
this illuminated slit being focused on to the film by an
One can liken this trouble to the clogging by dust,
objective lens.
etc., of the spaces between the teeth of a fine tooth
comb-the higher the frequency the more teeth per inch,
Sound Reproduction
and consequently the smaller the clearance between
To reproduce either type of recording, a light image
them.
By projecting a triangular "wedge" of light on to
the full width of the track and 0.0013 inch wide is
the optical slit, instead of a rectangle, and causing this focused on the film, and this light, passing through the
to oscillate across it a sound track of the form shown film, impinges on to a photo-electric cell.
As the film is moving at a uniform velocity past the
in Fig. z(b) is produced, in which it will be seen that
for a given frequency and depth of modulation an in- projected light slit, the variations in the opacity of the
crease in the angle between adjacent wave faces is track will cause variations in the amount of light falling
on the photo-electric cell, the voltages thus produced
obtained.
A modified form of this light " wedge " now exten- being amplified and finally fed to the loud speakers.
sively used is the "M" type. aperture, producing a
The principles of push-pull have been applied to both
track of the form shown in Figs. z(c) and 3(c).
variable area and variable density film recording with
A double noise reduction shutter x, XI (see Fig. 3) the object of minimising or eliminating certain distoris used, the hvo portions of which close towards the tions in the same manner as it has been applied to valve
amplifiers.
centre of the track during periods of low modulation,
Although space does not permit ihis type of recording
occupying the position shown in the diagram during
to be gone into very deeply, we might note the main
periods of no modulation, and opening out from each
points. Push-pull film recording is classified under
other as the modulation increases.
The production of a variable density record necessi- three headings....-Class A, Class B, and Class AB. In
tates that the optical slit will, at all times, be illuminated Class A the signal energy is divided to form two identical

Sound on Film-
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Sound on Filmtracks r8o 0 out of phase. In Class B one track records
the positive half-cycles, whilst the other track records
the negative half-cycles. In Class AB, which is of
an experimental nature, the recorder is so adjusted that
low levels are recorded as Class A and high levels as
Class B. Reproduction of either class requires an amplifier with a push~pull input using two photo-electric cells,
or a photo-electric cell having two anodes and two
cathodes.
As photographic considerations play such an important part in these recordings it will not be out of
place to touch upon them here. The light transmission
of a variable area type of recording at any point is
directly related to the ratio between the dark and_light
portion of the track, consisting as it does of a combination of opaque image and clear film. It does not, therefore, depend upon gradations of exposure for either
output or quality, and, provided that the density of the
exposed portion is constant and of sufficien,t opacity, a.
satisfactt'ry recording from the photographic standpoint
is obtained.
This state of affairs is fairly easily realised in practice,
WAVE FORM OF LIGHT VARIATIONS
"'ALLINO ON P.E.C. DURING
ftEPROPUCTIOI'II

1z

:-:
0

iz

...
a:

WAVE FOAM OF LIGHT
VARIATIONS FALLING ON
PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSION

DURINQ RECORDING

-

SLIT

i

OPENING

WAVE f:ORM OF RECORDING
AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

Fig. 4.-Recording sequence in the production of a variable
density track by means of a light valve.

as the only two factors governing the exposu!'e are the
light intensity and the speed of the film. Variable
density recording, however, depends for its modulation
upon variations in the densities or transmission values

of the track. The photographic requirements for this
type of recording are therefore somewhat more exacting.
If we plot the log of the relative exposure of the sensitive film to light against the log of the reciprocal of the
light transmission
log E against log

t

we get the well-known Hurter and Driffield (H and D)
curve-a standard curve used in photographic calculations, forming a basis from which many other factors
are derived.
One of the most important of these factors derived
from the curve is the value of " gamma," \Vhi eh is the
tangent of the 8.ngle formed by the straight portion of
the curve with the log E axis. This '' gamma '' is
actually a contrast factor and is an expression of variations in density against variations in exposure. It will
be seen that the higher the value of '' gamma '' the
greater will be the contrast for a given variation in
txposure.
As an increase in contrast means an increase in the
variations of the transmission value T, it follows that
the greater the value of "gamma " the greater is the
effective volume for a given variation in exposure. A
limit, however, is set to the value of "gamma" by the
fact that, as it increases in value, the effective length ot
the log E axis decreases. In sound recording an ultimate "gamma" of r is considered the ideal, but in
actual practice this is often exceeded, a value of 1.3 or
more being used without noticeable depreciation.
It must be realised, of course, that the original recording is a ''negative '' from which a positive is printed
for reproduction purposes. The ultimate "gamma" is
the product of the negative and positin "gammas,"
and if the negative "gamma" is low, then the positive
"gamma" must be correspondingly high.
As we are primarily concerned in our recording with
the relation between exposure and transmission, we can
replot the H and D curve in terms of Transmission T
against Exposure E, this curve being known as the ET
curve.
The toe, or under-exposed portion of the H and D
curve, becomes in this curve practically straight except
for the region of extreme under-exposure. Due to the
small intrinsic brilliancy of the gaseous discharge tube,
it is the under-exposed portion of the ET curve that is
used for this system of recording, and an almost linear
relationship betwt:en exposure and transmission is
obtained.
In the production of a variable density recording
using a light valve, however, we are not confined to this
portion of the ET curve, and can use the central
straight portion, which corresponds to the central
straight portion of the· H and D curve, representing
normal exposure.
The main application of photographic sound recording is perhaps in connection with the cinema, but it
has many other applications. The G.P.O. talking clock
.(or TIM) uses a photographic sound track on circular
glass discs, while there is at least one commercial radio·
gramophone designed to use film records instead of the
more familiar disc.
SEPTEMBER, 19-W

Negative Feedback Amplifiers
PROBLEMS OF STABILISATION

T

HE merits of amplifiers which make use of nega- at some sufficiently high frequency the effect of "negative feedback are now widely known, and the tive " feedback will be the return to the input side of
improvement in the matter of harmonic distor- the amplifier of an "in-phase" signal of appreciable amtion is probably the one that is first thought of by all plitude. If this signal is too large the amplifier will not,
those who are interested in the problems of amplifica- in fact, be an amplifier, but a self-excited oscillator.
To prevent multi-stage negative feedback amplifiers
tion-undoubtedly because negative feedback is now so
much used in ordinary AF amplifiers, and the most im- from becoming unstable it is thus essential that the ammediate problem there is that of curved valve charac- plification should have fallen sufficiently before the
teristics. Negative feedback, however, has other uses, phase rotation in the amplifier has increased to r8o
and one is that of levelling up the response of an am- degrees. Methods to this end that have been used include the insertion of coupling networks in the amplifier
plifier over a considerable range of frequencies; in fact,
in telephone technique this use is of the greatest value, for or in the feedback path itself, and even an auxiliary
it enables a large number of modulated carrier-speech path connected in shunt to the main feedback path
which comes into operation at the
channels, covering a very wide total
higher frequencies to reduce the amrange of frequencies, to receive equal
plitude of signals fed back. Another
amplification, and all by the same
method lies in the use of a special
amplifier. In the absence of negaform of feedback applied to operate
tive feedback stray capacities in the
R
upon one or more stages separately
amphfier make it difficult to realise
in the amplifier.
the wide and level characteristic
An example of the latter method
needed-at least in any simple
is shown in the diagram. The stage
manner. The same difficulty can
Vz having the special feedback apbe surmounted in the same way in
plied to it is driven from an earlier
television vision-signal amplifiers
stage Vr, which appears to the
where an even greater. frequency
driven stage as a constant-current
range is met with.
source and may simply consist of a
It must not be thought that feedpentode-type amplifier. The feedback methods never give rise to any
Auxiliary circuit for feedback
back is of the current variety, and
problems of their own; tht-y do, and
stabilisation.
is brought about by the connection
especially in the wideband type of
of an impedance R, complex or
circuit just referred to. To achieve
the greatest benefit from negative feedback it is neces- otherwise, between the output circuits of the two stages ;
sary to use an amplifier of very large amplification. In it has the effect of reducing the gain of the driving
this way the flattest characteristics and the least non- stage Vr as currents are fed back in phase opposition
linear distortion are obtained. At the same time many into the output circuit of this stage, but the gain of
~mplifier stages are needed, and this is of significance the driven stage V 2 remains almost unaltered. The
when the presence of stray and coupling reactances is feedback impedance in a simple case may be constituted
remembered.
by a fairly high-resistance R, namely, one fairly large
compared with an anode-load resistance, and by a condenser C connected in series with it. The condenser C
Causes of Self Oscillation
is of small value so as to prevent the feedback functionSuppose we consider a single amplifying stage in ing appreciably in the normal operating range of the
which the anode circuit contains simply a resistance. amplifier, but at higher frequencies its reactance beIn calculating the gain of the stage quite generally we comes small and feedback occurs through the feedback
cannot think of the anode-load impedance as just this resistance. Thus although the phase rotation through
'resistance ; we must think of it as this resistance the whole amplifier still occurs as before, yet the reduction of the gain by means of the auxiliary current feedshunted by whatever stray capacities there may exist,
for instance, the stray anode-to-earth capacity. At back reduces the amplitude of the signal components
sufficiently high frequencies the reactance of the shunt which are subject to the rotation sufficiently to prevent
capacity will be of less magnitude than the n:sistance any danger of self-oscillation.
Advantage may be taken of the increased stability
of the nominal load element. This, of course, means
that the amplification of the stage will be less ; but,
of the amplifier to obtain a higher amplification or with
rn.ore important, it means also that signals will be re- increased overall feedback a more level characteristic.
tarded in phase as compared with their transit through In order to increase the rapidity with which the auxiliary
the amplifier at lower frequencies. The maximum feedback is brought into action at the higher frequencies
retardation at the highest frequencies is go degrees.
an inductance can be connected across the ~ries resistThus if three stages operate in cascade it is clear that ance in the feedback impedance.
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THE NUMANS CIRCUIT : RF, AF AND SAW-TOOTH GENERATOR
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! A simple single. .coil oscillator i
circuit that at one time en.. i
i joyed a considerable vogue i
i is here discussed in the light !
l of modern knowledge-and !
J
I

I

I

I

0

I

: valves-particularly with re- :
i gard to its use as a saw-tooth !
generator.
!

l[________________________________________ l

J\ N exceedingly interesting form
f i of oscillator was described in
Experimental Wireless (now
The Wireless Engineer) for December, I924, under the title of lhe
Numans Oscillator. In the form then
developed a tetrode was used to provide a negative mutual conductance
between two electrodes and so a
two-terminal tuned circuit could be
made to oscillate. In other words, no
reaction coil nor tappings on the
tuned circuit were required. In this
respect the circuit was the equivalent
of the dynatron.
The circuit has lately been revived
under the name Transitron, 1 • 2 but
now using a pentode instead of a tetrode. It forms a very useful RF or
AF oscillator, and it can also be employed for generating saw - tooth
waveforms. It then forms a convenient hard-valve saw-tooth oscillator which does not need coils and
which uses only one valve.

Principle of Operation
Theoretically a tetrode is not
essential to the Numans oscillator-a
ttiode can be used. Consider a
triode with a positive grid potential
and start with zero or a very small
positive anode potential. Electrons
emitted by the cathode are attracted
by the positive grid. Some of them
land directly on the grid wires, others
fly through its meshes. These come
within the grid-anode space and are
' Proceedings of the Institute of l{adio
Engineers, October, 1935·
• Electronics, August, 1939.

By W. T. COCKING, A.M.I.E.E.

attracted very slightly by the anode
some distance in front of them and
strongly by the highly positive grid
just behind them. Nearly all the
electrons consequently fall back to
the grid and very few reach the
anode. Thus the grid current is
large, and the anode current very
small indeed.
Now suppose that the anode voltage is raised. The attractive force
of the anode on the electrons which
initially pass the grid is increased
and a greater number pass to
the anode, so that the anode current
is greater. The grid, however, substantially shields the cathode from
the anode, consequently the increased anode potential does not result in any appreciable increase in
the number of electrons drawn from
the cathode. As the number of elec-

----------------ANODE CURRENT

GRID CURRENT

ANODE VOLTS

Fig. I.--Characteristics of a triode
valve used as a Numans oscillator.

trons from the cathode is unchanged
and more reach the anode there must
be fewer finally landing on the grid.
Therefore, increasing the anode voltage reduces the grid current.
As the anode voltage is raised from
zero the anode current rises and the
grid current falls. At length, however, the anode voltage gets high
enough to attract nearly all the electrons which pass the grid wires in
the first instance. As the total
number of electrons leaving the
cathode is constant and all that pass
the grid go to the anode, both anode
and screen currents become independent of further increases in anode
voltage. The valve curves become
of the form sho.wn in Fig. r.
These curves represent an idealised
case. In practice, the screening

effect of the grid is not perfect, so
an increase in anode potential ooes
result in an increase in the number
of electrons leaving the cathode.
This is especially so at high anode
voltages and results in a continual
increase of anode current with voltage and possibly in a slight increase
of grid current. This is indicated by
the dotted curve of Fig. r.

Secondary Emission
In practice, too, matters are complicated by secondary emission at the
anode. The action goes on as described until the anode voltage is
high enough for the electrons reaching it to have sufficient velocity to
knock secondary electrons from it.
On the average there are more
secondary ·electrons knocked out of
the anode than there are primaries
reaching it .. Some of them fall back
on to the anode, others are attracted
by the more positive grid and pass
to it. Consequently, the anode current is less and the grid current is
greater than it should be. As the
anode voltage is raised the anode
current falls and the grid current
rises.
Referring to Fig. 2, the action is
normal over the region a b and
secondary emission is beginning to
show up at b. 0\·er the region b c
secondary emission is playing an important part. At c the anode voltage
is nearly as high as the grid volta~e
ANODE CURRENT

GRID CURRENT

E
ANODE VOLTS

Fig. 2.-Grid and anode current relationship in a dynatron oscillator.

and it is much nearer the secondary
electrons. Consequently, the secondary emission no longer goes to the
grid to any great extent and the electrons fall back on to the anode. The
SEPTEMBER, r940.
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It is not popular because valves
anode current consequently rises are not designed for good .Uynatron
rapidly with a further increase in characteristics. To obtain a low
anode voltage (c d) and the grid cur- negative resistance, necessary for
rent falls. Beyond d conditions re- poor circuits and on short waves, a
vert to the idealised case ; secondary high grid voltage is needed and the
emission only affects matters over the grid dissipation may be too heavy to
range b c d.
obtain a reasonable life from the
;Now the anode AC resistance of a valve. Moreover, different specivalve at any anode voltage is equal mens of the same type of valve often
to a change of anode voltage divided have widely different negative resistby the resulting change of anode cur- ance characteristics. Certain types
rent, infinitesimally small changes are quite good, however.
being assumed. It is, in fact, a
Of course, in practice a triode is
measure of the slope of the curve.
not used, but a tetrode. This is beIn Fig. 2 over the range a b the cause few modern triodes would
curve is nearly straight and the stand being worked with a highly
anode AC resistance is nearly con- positive grid potential ; the cathode
stant ; an insurface
would
crease of voltage
almost certainly
is accompanied
be destroyed by
by an increase of
t h e enormous
current so that
current
which
the resistance is
the grid would
positive. In a
try to draw. Inpractical case it
stead a tetrode is
might be of the
used. The conorder of 10,000
trol grid then
ohms.
plays no major
Approachaction but that
Fig. 3.-Use of a pentode valve ;
ing b, however,
of limiting the
conditions for oscillation are given in
the change of
current.
It is
the text.
current for a
normally kept at
given anode voltage change falls off zero or a slightly negative potential.
rapidly and becomes zero at b. The The function of the screen grid is
resistance consequently rises rapidly then exactly that of the grid in the
to infinity at b. Beyond b the foregoing description.
A normal screen-grid tetrode when
change of current is in the opposite
direction and is consequently used as an amplifier may need 200
reckoned as negative. Between b volts for the anode and 8o volts for
and c, therefore, the resistance is the screen. The working point is
negative and is at its lowest roughly then well to the right of d in Fig. 2.
half-way between, where the slope · The point d corresponds to an anode
of the curve is the steepest. The potential about equal to the screen
resistance rises again approaching c potential and the mid-point between
and is infinite at c. Beyond c it b and c corresponds to an anode
again falls but is now positive. At voltage of about one-half tlie screen
d the resistance rises again and be- voltage or some 40 volts. The screen
yond d settles down to a fairly con- current is then abnormally large and
it is kinder to the valve to operate
stant high value.
In a practical case the resistance with some 40-60 volts on the screen
might well be s.ooo to 1o,ooon over and 20-30 volts on the anode. The
the ranges a b and c d; s,ooo to negative resistance is higher, how-1o,ooo!J over b c, and 0.1 to 0.2 ever, so that oscillation is not so
M Q beyond d. If a tuned circuit readily obtained.
In the case of the Numans oscilis connected in the anode lead of the
valve and its dynamic resistance is lator or Transitron, use is made of
greater than the anode AC resistance the sloping portion of the anodeover the range b c and the valve is volts-grid-current curve of Fig. I.
given an anode voltage between b This amounts to a negative mutual
conductance between anode and
and c, then the valve will oscillate.
This is, in fact, the dynatron oscil- grid.
Reverting a moment to the triode,
lator.
Versatile Oscillator-
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tHe basic idea for its use as an oscillator is to couple the grid and anode
together through a condenser so that
they are at the same potential to
alternating voltages and ·to join
them to cathode through a tuned
circuit. The idea is that an increase in anode potential causes a
decrease in grid current and hence
a lower voltage drop across the
tuned circuit. This means a higher
voltage applied to the anode and
hence still lower grid current. The
action is cumulative.

Triode Limitations
In practice, it is upset by the fact
that the anode current increases.
The increase in anode potential increases the anode current at the
same time as it reduces the grid current. Both currents flow through
the tuned circuit and oppose one
another. To put it another way,
the valve is acting as a triode with a
negative mutual conductance between anode and grid, but the input
circuit is shunted by the low positive anode AC resistance. This
makes the circuit oscillate much less
readily, and in some cases may prevent it from doing so. .
In the ideal case the control electrode, the anode, would draw no
current. This may be approached
with a pentode, and the modern
form of the oscillator with such a
valve is a great advance on its prerlecessors.

R2

Fig. 4.-Circuit for the production of
saw-tooth oscillations.

The arrangement is shown in Fig.
3, and in comparing it with the
triode description the cathode proper
and G1 correspond to the triode
cathode, G2 to the triode grid, and
G3 and anode to the triode anode.

J9I
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Versatile OscillatorGI is kept at a suitable potential
to give the required electron flow to
G2. It is usually biased by Vgi to
about -3 volts. G2 is the output
electrode, with a mean positive
potential Vg2 of up to 200 volts.
G3 is the control electrode and is at
zero or a slightly negative bias Vg3.
The anode is kept positive by Va at
some 20-60 volts.
+220 V

Fig. 5.-A practical form of sawtooth oscillator.

The action is as follows : G2 is
highly positive and draws electrons
from the cathode through Gr. The
number of electrons drawn depends
only on Vgi and Vg2. Some of
them strike the wires of G2, others
pass through its meshes. These
come within the composite field of
G3, anode, and G2. The electrons
which have only just succeeded in
passing Gz and are at low velocity
are so strongly attracted by it that
the;r fall back to it. Some of the
higher velocity electrons succeed in
escaping it, however, and come
within the combined .field of G3 and
anode. This field is positive aml
attracts them. The electrons do
not land on G3, however, because it
is negative; they pass through its
meshes to the anode.
Now if G3 is made less negative
the combined field of G3 and anode
becomes more positive, and more
electrons are rescued from G2 and
pass to the anode. Consequently, the
G2 current decreases. The action is,
- in fact, identical with that described
for the tetrode, but the anode is in
two parts-an anode proper and a
negative control electrode. Instead
of varying the attractive power of
the anode itself it is kept at a fixed
potential, and its attractive power is
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varied by altering the negative bias
applied to G3.
This effectively overcomes the
difficulty of the anode AC resistance.
G3 draws no current and has an infinite AC resistance (ideally).
The usual application of the circuit is as an RF or AF oscillator with
the basic circuit of Fig. 3· For
radio-frequency CI and RI can be
0.0005 pF. and 0.5 MD respectively,
while the various voltages must be
found by trial to suit the valve
selected. U sual!y Vgi can be o to - 3
volts and Vg3 about the same ; Vg2
can well be IOO volts or thereabouts
and Va adjusted for satisfactory
oscillation. None of the voltages is
very critical, but as suitable valve
curves are rarely available all must
be chosen experimentally.
Most RF pentodes work well, but
some of the high-g television types
are more ready oscillators than
ordinary valves. GI is of course the
" control grid," G2 the "screen
grid,'' and G3 the ''suppressor
grid."

Saw-tooth Generator
The circuit can also be used as a
saw-tooth oscillator, and this arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. G2
is fed from positive HT through R2
of some 50,000 vhms, while G3 is
biased through RI (0.5 MD) by Vg3
(o to -3 volts). Vgr is kept at about
the same value. G2 and G3 are
coupled by CI ; for very low frequencies this may be I p.F, but for
the higher frequencies it can be
smaller. It is in no way critical,
however.
The operation is quite simple.
When first switching on, C is uncharged and the anode potential is
zero.. The G2 voltage is determined
by the drop across R2. The condenser C charges exponentially from
the HT supply through R, and at
length the anode voltage becomes
large enough to draw some anode
current. The G2 current then decreases and also the voltage drop
across R2, thus increasing the potential of G2. This change of potential is communicated to G3 through
CI and makes G3 less negative, thus
increasing the anode current and
further reducing the G2 current.
The action is cumulative and C is
rapidly discharged through the
valve. When C is nearly discharged

the anode current naturally falls, because the voltage across C is no
longer sufficient to maintain the current. The drop in current means an
increase in G2 current and hence a
decrease in G2 potential. This drives
G3 negative, anode current is rapidly
cut off, and the valve returns to its
initial state and C commences to
charge again.
The circuit is very easy to get
working and the writer has used the
Mullard TSP4, the Mazda AC/SP3,
SP4I and SP42, and the Osram
MSP4 types successfully. With Va
of 250 volts and the values given,
Vg3 can be zero for all valves and
Vgi can be zero for the TSP 4 and
MSP4 but about -1.5 volts for the
ACjSP3 and SP4r. In the case of
the MSP 4, the resistance R2 should
be returned to a point of rather lower
potential than 250 volts; +I 50 volts
is better.
The operation of the circuit is
seriously affected by the inclusion ot
resistance in the GI lead. A few
hundred ohms makes little difference
with some valves, but with others it
is sufficient to upset the operation.
The fly-back time is lengthened and
the amplitude reduced; with too
much resistance the valve will not
oscillate.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.-0utput and pulse waveform
of the oscillator shown in Fig. 5·

The resistance that can be tolerated depends on Vgi, but is- usually
too small for GI to be used for any
purpose, such as the injection of
sync pulses. Grid current varies
considerably with the operating conditions and with Vgi = o can be as
high as I mA. Even when it is less
than Iop.A., however, resistance in
the grid circuit still upsets the performance.
An arrangement which the writer
has found very satisfactory is shown
in Fig. 5· Using a Mazda SP42
valve an output of some 8o volts
(peak potential) is obtained across
Cz at about Io,ooo cfs. The flySEPTEMBER, 1940.
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Versatile Oscillatorback time is about 5·5 per cent. of
the time of one cycle. The scan
stroke is, of course, non-linear, for
the output is some 36 per cent. of the
HT voltage. With R2 returned to a
higher voltage, a more linear output
can be secured, or a correcting circuit may be used.

Under the conditiOI)S given the Gr
current was ro ~tA., G2 current r.6
m A., G3 current 30 p.A., and anode
current o.6 mA. This gives a total
of nearly 2.25 mA. The voltage
across C2 is of the form shown in
Fig. 6 (a), while the waveform on
G2 and G3 takes the form of pulses
(b).

Letters to the Editor
THE EDITOR DOES NOT NECESSARILY ENDORSE
THE OPINIONS OF HIS CORRESPONDENTS

Thoughts on Morse Operating
QUT of an experience of the matter
both extensive and peculiar, I beg
to offer a few remarks.
Those who learn to read the clicks
of a sounder have no difficulty in proceeding to the buzz or musical note
of wireless telegraphy, but the oppo~ite process is very tough indeed.
Telegraph operators accustomed to the
::;ingle-needle system can usually copy
dots and dashes readily enough, but
when they first essay sending on the
normal key their dots and dashes tend
to be too equal to each other, and the
unfortunate operator at the other end
is hard put to it to make sense of it
all. There used to be an operator at
U5hant whose cramped style suggested
an earlier experience on the railway.
Operators with much experience of
wireless, which is our concern here,
all agree that it is most important to
get the dashes clear and distinct, if
necessary spinning them out beyond
their precise three-dot length. Never
clip the dashes ; when interference or
atmospherics are bad, the good operator instinctively sits on his dashes a
little more, and is grateful if the other
fellow reciprocates; or, at any rate,
is vocally ungrateful if he doesn't!
" Machine " sending is only really
suitable for machine reception: anyone who has copied much press, as
distinct from scrappy messages with
breaks between, has experienced that
rnaddening feeling that comes from the
monotony of the machine-or the
wulless,
machine-like hand telegraphist.
Personally, I dislike the
"bug" for this reason; as a multitude
of ordinary Post Office operators used
to have no difficulty in working at a
steady 30 without fatigue or cramp,
with a burst up to 40 if required, one
fails to see any reason for using a bug
at all, when the normal key will take
anything one can give it. This is not
to say that I don't like the American
style of sending, as taught by the
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Candler system, where the character
is formed as a whole, and the sheer
speed is more a matter of spacing
between characters than of spinning
out dots, dashes and pauses to fill all
the available time.
Old-timers will perhaps remember
a weather report that the Air Ministry
used to transmit in the early 192o's,
supposed to be for the benefit of
beginners in telegraphy; this consisted apparently of a normal perforation on vVheatstone tape run through
slowly, thus dragging out all the components of the message. Operators
of many years' experience found it
most difficult to read ! \Vhen I was a
learner myself, one of our· instructors
sent his stuff in the American style,
and we beginners could always take
him at several words per minute
faster than another who insisted that
his was perfect telegraphy. His fast
stuff, when we had progressed a bit,
was indeed pretty good, but he drew
out his characters when sending slowly
so that one forgot the beginning of a

letter before the end was reached.
Holding the key is ruled by the size
and shape of the knob and by the
set and length of the operator's
fingers. My own handwriting was
ruined in early life by a schoolmaster
who insisted (with a stick) on our resting two fingers on the pen: that
suited his own hand all right, but he
could not see that most of us had a
middle finger appreciably longer than
the index, and so needed to rest it
at the side of the pen for comfort,
the essential factor for good writing
as for good telegraphy. And writing
is an important matter to the telegraphist, whether or not a typewriter
is normally used. A good style to
practice
resembles
the
favoured
American style of sending, in that
each letter is made in a narrow space,
and joined to the next by a long,
sweeping line. As fluency is deYeloped, the spacing is shortened,
while keeping the letters clear and
distinct.
L. J. VOSS.
Plympton, Devon.

Interval Signals
JF the B.B.C. must use its initials
as an interval signal, surely it
would be better to send them in slow
morse rather than as musical notes,
and to add H or F to distinguish the
Home and Forces programmes. As a
compromise, the dots and dashes
representing the letters could be
attuned to the respective musical
notes, although, for obvious reasons,
H would be barred as a prefix. I
would suggest D (Domum) and C
(Copiae).
Teddington, Middx.
H. WEST.

Two New Murphy Sets
A

BATTERY

PORTABLE

AND

AN AC CONSOLE

The new B93 battery portable.

JN the general design of its circuit
the new B93 ("Service") portable
follows the lines of its predecessor, the
BSI. It is intended for high-quality
reproduction, and has a QPP output
stage powered from a 120-volt HT
battery.
A feature of the new model is ·the
generous space allowed for the 2-volt
accumulator. When nsed at home a
really large glass-cell can be installed
if desired. The new cabinet is finished
111 black and white throughout.
The range of the B93 should be comparable with that of a four-valve battery set working from an external
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aeriaL for not only is there a stage of
RF amplification, but the frame area
has been increased relative to the
earlier model. The price, less batteries,
is £ro.

Book Review
Amateur R a d i o Handbook.
Second Edition. Published by the
Incorporated Radio Society of
Great Britain, r6, Ashridge Gardens, London, N.13. Price 4s. 2d.
post free. Overseas ss.
the second edition of this handbook which is now available,
several chapters of only peacetime interest, such as that dealing with the
obtaining of a transmitting licence,
have been omitted. A very generous
amount of space is, however, still devoted to the technical side of transmitting, as it is quite rightly thought
that the amateur cannot do better
than prepare himself for the eventual
return of peacetime conditions.
At the same time a goodly number
of the book's twenty-four chapters are
devoted to non-transmitting aspects of
radio, including television technique.
The whole of the book has been very
drastically revised, and a considerable
amount of new matter has been included. There are two new chapters
dealing with workshop practice and
with crystal band-pass filters. It is
noted that the lucidity of style which
characterised the first edition has been
retained in the present one.
The

IN

Murphy A9oC console receiver for
ACmains.
The new console is an adaptation of
the Ago receiver reviewed in our May
issue this year. It costs £r8, and is
available for AC mains only. Special
attention has been given to the acoustic design. The large diameter loud
speaker has an improved field magnet
and a reduced air gap, the latter bemg
completely dustproof. The cabinet is
shallow from back to front, and the
loud-speaker is off-set to minimise air
column resonance and baffle interference effects. Wood resonances in the
cabinet :tre prevented by a system of
interval struts.

lished articles on wireless and allied
subjects.
. The issue, which is obtainable
through newsagents or direct from the
publishers, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.r, at zs. 8d. post
free, also contains an article giving a
comprehensive survey of the application of feedback to receiver circuits.
Another article describes a method of
neutralising the grid-anode capacitance coupling in screened grid valves.

"Flik·o-Disk" Resistance
Calculator.

FroM the World's Journals
'' THE Abstracts and References section of The Wireless Engineer
is in itself worth the half-a-crown a
month." This testimonial to a regular
monthly feature of our sister journal,
offered by a wireless engineer some
months ago, is still more to the point
to-day when it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain journals from
abroad. In the August issue, which
was published on the first of the
month, the Abstracts and References
section includes references to and abstracts from over 400 recently pub-

G.E.C. Portable BC4141

relating to Ohm's
A LLLawthecanproblems
be quickly solved with the

aid of the "Flik-o-Disk '' calculator
made by Ionic Laboratories, 514,
Ipswich Road, Trading Estate, Slough,
Bucks. Not only are resistance, current
and voltage relationships simplified, but
wattage calculations--often a source of
trouble to the beginner-can be worked
out with speed and certainty. The
scales are direct-reading for most values
met with in servicing work, and the
accuracy of graduation is sufficient for
all practical purposes. The price is
4S. 6d.

INTUMt:OIATI!.
FREQUENCY

4H kef•

A Correction
the circuit diagram which
I Naccompanied
our test re-

port on this receiver on page
367 of last month's issue, the
AVC was shown connected only
to the first valve. The control
is actually applied to the IF as
well as the freq uency-changer
stage.
Unfortunately, there
was also a draught&man's error
in the lettering of the valve types. To
make matters quite clear, we take thi~
opportunity of reproducing the corrected circuit.
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Short, vvave Broadcasting Stations
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Station

I Call Sign ~~

'"·Metre Band (6.000- 6.200 Mcjs)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
Pretoria (South Africa)
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
•.
..
Boston (U.S.A.)..
.•
..
British Oversea Service
..
Philadelphia (U.S.A.) . .
..
Motala (Sweden)
..
..
Toronto (Canada)
•.
..
Lima (Peru)
.•
.•
..
Nairobi (Kenya)
..
..
..
Cape Town (South Africa)
Belgrade (Yugoslavia) • •
..
British Oversea Service
..
Wayne (U.S.A.)
..
..
Lahti (Finland)..
..
..
Hsinking (Manchukuo)..
..
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
..
..
Winnipeg (Canada)
..
..
Wayne (U.S.A.)
.•
..
Schenectady (U.S.A.) . •
..
..
..
..
Vatican City
Athlone (Ireland)
..
..
lea (Peru)
..
..
..
Radio Nations (Switzerland)
Bandoeng (Dutch E. Ind.) . .
Valladolid (Spain) . .
..

RNE
ZRH
RW96
WRUL
GSA
WCAB
SBO
CFRX
OAX4Z
VQ7LO
ZRK
YUA
GSL
WCBX
OFD
MTCY
WPIT
CJRO
WCBX
WGEO
HVJ
OAX1A
HBQ.
PMH
1<'ET1

41· Metre Band (7.200 -7.300 Mc/s)
British Oversea. Service
..
Tokio (Japan) • •
.•
•.
British Oversea Service
•.
Lisbon (Portugal)
.•
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) ..
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) • .
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
Cairo (Egypt)..
..
..
Bangkok (Thailand) • .
•.
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) • •
..
Budapest (Hungary)..
..
Bucharest (Rumania)
..
Lima (Peru)
.•
..
Radio Nations (Switzerland)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) • .
..
Ankara (Turkey)
..
..
St. John's (Newfoundland) . .

GSW
JVW
GSU
CSW8
RWG
RKI
SUX
HSP6
RIA
HAT4
OAX4J
HBL
TAP
VONG

31-Metre Band (9.500-9.700 Mc/s)
Chungking (China)
..
• . XGOY
Bangkok (Thailand) . •
. . HS8PJ
Lahti (Finland) . .
.•
. . OFD
Mexico City
..
..
. . XEWW
Belgrade (Yugoslavia) • .
. . YUC
British Oversea Service
• . GSB
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
.. RW96
Pretoria (South Africa)
. . ZRG
Hong Kong (China)
..
.. ZBW3
. . WGEO
Schenectady (U.S.A.) . •
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
Treasure Island (U.S.A.)
. . KGEI
Calcutta (India)..
.•
. . VUC2
Toldo (Japan) . •
.•
• . JZI
Motala (Sweden)
.•
. • SBU
Suva (Fiji)
••
•,
, . VPD2
. . WGEA
Schenectady (U.S.A.) • .
Vatican City
..
..
.. HVJ
Bombay (India)..
••
. . VUB2
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
.•
. . WPIT
Millis (U.S.A.) . .
••
. . WBOS
••
• . VUM2
Madras (India)
Montevideo (Uruguay)..
. . CXA2
. . GSC
British Oversea Service
Melbourne (Australia) • •
. . VLR
Cincinnati (U.S.A.)
..
. . WLWO
Delhi (India)
..
..
. . VUD2/3
Philadelphia (U.S.A.) • •
• . WCAB
British Oversea Service
. . GRY
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
.. RAL
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Metres

kW

6.000
6.007
6.030
6.040
6.050
6.060
6.065
6.070
6.080
6.083
6.097
6.100
6.IIO
6.120
6.120
6.125
6.140
6.150
6.170
6.190
6.190
6.190
6.335
6.675
6.720
7.070

50.00
49.94
49.75
49.67
49.59
49.50
49.46
49.42
49.34
49.31
49.20
49.18
49.10
49.02
49.02
48.98
48.86
48.78
48.62
48.47
48.47
48.47
47.33
44.94
44.64
42.43

20-100

7.230
7.257
7.260
7.260
7.360
7.520
7.545

41.49
41.34
41.32
41.32
40.76
39.89
39.76

10-50
50
10-50
10
20-100
20-100
20-100

5

20-100
20
10-50
10
12
15
1
5
10
10-50
10
I
20
40
2
10
100
25
20
1.5

7.~65

38.14

lU

7.968
8.070
9.125
9.280
9.340
9.34.'\
9.465
9.4o5
9.482

37.65
37.17
32.88
32.33
32.12
32.10
31.70
31.70
31.64

10
20-IOO
5

9.500
9.500
9.500
9.503
9.505
9.510
9.520
9.523
9.525
9.530
9.530
9.530
9.530
9.535
9.535
9.535
9.550
9.550
9.550
9.570
9.570
9.570
9.570
9.580
9.580
9.590
9.590
9.590
9.600
9.600

31.58
31.58
31.58

35
10
1
10
10
10-50
20-100
5
2.5
!00
20-100
20
10
50
12

31.57

31.56
31.55
31.51
31.50
31.49
31.48
31.48
31.48
31.48
31.46
31.46
31.46
31.41
31.41
31.41
31.35
31.35
31.35
31.35
31.32
31.32
31.28
31.28
31.28
31.25
31.25

20
20-IOO
20

25

25
10
40
10
10
5
10-50
2
50
10
IO
10-50
20-100

______________ - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Call Sign

Station

Cape Town (South Africa)
..
Sydney (Australia)
,•
..
..
Budapest (Hnn!t"rv) . •
Taihoku (Formosa)
..
..
..
..
Wayne (U.S.A.)
Perth (Australia)
..
..
Vatican Citv
..
..
..
Manila (Philippine Islands) ..
Buenos Aires (Argentine)
..
Radio-Teheran (Iran) . .
..
Mexico City
..
..
..
Sydney (Australia)
..
..
..
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
British Oversca Service
..
Buenos Aires (Argentine)
..
,Singapore (Malaya)
.•
..
Us bon (Portugal) . .
..
..
..
Madrid (Spain)
..
..
Bandoeng (Java)
Sofia (Bulgaria)
..
..
Buenos Aires (Argentine) ..
I-isbon (Portugal) . .
..
Radio Nations (Switzerland)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
Canton (China)
..
..

ZRL
VLQ
HAT5
JFO
WCBX
VLW2
HVJ
KZRH
LRX
EQC
XEQQ
VLQ5
RW96
GRX
LRAl
ZHP
CSW7
EAJ7
PMN
LSX
CSW6
HBO
RIC
XGOK

25-Metre Band (11.700-11.900 Me is)
Motala (Sweden)
..
. . SBP
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
Winnipeg (Canada)
..
. . CJRX
Vatican City
..
..
. . HVJ
British Oversea Service
. . GSD
Hsinking (Manchukuo)..
. . MTCY
Boston (U.S.A.)
..
..
WRUL
Tokio (Japan) . .
•.
. . JZJ
British Oversea Service
. . GSN
Wayne (U.S.A.)
•.
. . WCBX
Pe"th (Australia)
.•
. . VLW3
Lisbon (Portugal)
..
. . CSW5
Melbourne (Australia) . .
. . VLR3
British Oversea Service
. . GS F
Cincinnati (U.S.A.)
•.
. . WLWO
Sydney (Australllt)
..
. . VLQ:!
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
..
. . WPIT
Sydney (Australia)
••
. . VLQ7
Chungking (China)
..
..
XGOY
~Ioscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
..
..
Moscow (U .S.S.R.) • •
Mo,;ccw (U •..,.S.H.) . •
.•
RN~;
Shanghai (China)
..
. . FFZ
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) . .
..
Quito (Ecuador)
..
. . HCJB
Kad o N ~tion; (Switzerland)
HllJ
19-Metre Band (15.100-15.350 Me/si
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
.•
..
RKI
Vat' can Citv
••
••
..
HV.I
Boston (U.S.A.) •
••
. . WRUL

Mcjs

Metres

9.606
9.615
9.625
9.636
9.650
9.650
9.660
9.660
9.660
9.680
9.680
9.680
9.684
9.690
9.690
9.700
9.740
9.860
10.260
10.310
10.350
11.040
11.402
I 1.640
11.650

31.23
31.20
31.17
31.13
31.09
31.09
31.06
31.06
31.06
30.99
30.99
30.9!1
30.98
30.96
30.96
30.93
30.80
30.43
29.24
29.10
28.99
27.17
26.31
25.77
25.75

1 I. 705
ll.7IQ
I I. 7:!0
11.740
11.750
II.775
11.790
11.800
11.820
) 1.830
11.830
11.840
11.850
11.860
11.870

25.63
25.62
25.60
25.55
25.53
25.48
25.45

25.42
25.38
25.36
25.36
25.34
25.32
25.29
25.27

11.~71)

25.~7

J1.87U

25.26
25.25
25.21
25.21
25.17
25.00
24.90
24.70
24.08

11.880
li.HOU
ll.liOO

11.920
12.000
1:?.050
12.145
12.460
H.5ao
1:3.040
J.'i.I:?O

15.130

10
25
7

14
10
20-100
10-50
10
2.5
10
10
1.5
12
10
20
20-100

12
20-100
2

25
10-50
20
20
50
10-50
10
10
2

10-50
50
40
35
20-100
20-100
20-100
20-100
20

19.!l!i
19.H4
19.83

20-!00

British Oversea Service

..

USl1,

15.140

IV!~

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

SBT
JZK
RW96
GSO
OIE
TAQ
XGOX
WPIT
CSW4
YUG
WRUL
GSI
WLWO
WCBX
VUD3
LRU
GSP
WGEA
HAS3

15.155

19);0
l!l7!J
19.76
19.76

15.180
15.180
15.190
15.195
15.200
15.210
15.215
15.240
15.250
15.260
15.270
15.270
15.290
15.290
15.310
15.330
15.370

5
6

20.61

!\lot ala, (Sweden)
..
fnkio (Japan)
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
British Oversea Service
Lahti (Finland)..
..
Ankara (Turkey)
.•
Chungking (China)
..
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
..
Lisbon (Portugal)
..
Belgrade (Yugoslavia) • .
Boston (U.S.A.)
•.
British Oversea Service
Cincinnati (U.S.A.)
..
Wayne CU.S.A.)
..
Delhi (India)
..
..
Buenos Aires (Argentine)
British 0 ~ersea Service
Schenectady (U.S.A.)
Budapest (Hungary)..

15.lt\O

kW

19.75

19.74
19.74
19.72

19.72
19.68
19.67

19.66
19.65

19.65
19.62
19.62

19.60
19.57
19.52

25

20
10-50
12
!\U

20-100
10-50
I
20
35
40
10

w·

20
10-50
50
10
10
7
10-50
25
5

Wireless

World

eau Sign

Station

kW

Mcjs

Metres

15.390
15.410
15.500
15.715
15.7:35
16.090

10.49
19.47
19.35
19.09
19.07
18.61

20-100
20-100
20-100
20-100
20-100

17.780
17.780
17.790
17.800
17.810
17.830
17.910
18.450
18.540
19.0:!0

16.87
16.87
16.86
16.85
16.84
16.83
16.75
16.26
16.18
15.77

40
25
10--50
35
10-50
10
20-100
20
20-100
10

---------·-------·- - - - - - - - - - - - -20-100
-Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
Moscow (U.S.S.R:)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
Moscow (U.S.R.R.)
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)

..
..
..
..
..
..

RW96

16-Metra Band (17.750-17.850 Mc/s)
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
. . WPIT
Bound Brook (U.S.A.) . .
. . WNIH
British Ovetsea Service
. . GSG
Chungking (China)
..
..
XGOX
British Oversea Service
. . GS V
Wayne (U.S.A.)
..
. . WCBX
.Moscow ,(U.S.S.R.)
..
Radio Nations (Switzerland)
HBF
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
Bangkok (Thailand) . .
..
HS6P.J
t;.t.ation~

s~tion

_____

__

_!!~~!~_Me~-

13-Metre Band (21.450-21.750Mc/s)
Boston (U.S.A.)..
. . WRUL
British Oversea Service
. . GSH
Schenectady (U.S.A.) . .
. . WGEA
Philadelphia (U.S.A.) . .
. . WCAB
British Oversea Service
. . GSJ
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
..
. . WPIT
British Oversea Service
. . GST
Wayne (U.S.A.)
..
..
WCBX
Schenectadv (U.S.A.) . .
. . WGEO
Cincinnati (U.S.A.j
..
. . WLWO
British Oversea Service
. . GRZ
11-Metre Band (25.600-28.600 Mc/s)
Boston (U.S.A.)..
..
. . WRUW
St. Louis (U.S.A.)
..
. . W9XPD
Cincinnati (U.S.A.)
..
. . W8XNU
South Bend (U.S.A.) . .
. . W9XH
Superior (U.S.A.)
..
. . W9X,JL
Nashville (U.S.A.)
..
..
W4.XA

of which the names are "indented'' are workjng outside the regular broadc<Bting

Metres

kW

21.460
21.470
21.500
21.520
21.530
21.540
2U50
21.570
21.590
21.650
21.640

14.00
13.97
13.95
13.94
13.93
13.93
13.92
13.91
13.89
13.86
13.86

20
10-50
25
10
10-50
40
lll-50
10

25.600
25.900
25.950
26.050
26.100
26.150

ll.70
ll.58

i'

11.56
11.5~
11.49
ll.47

\'

lOO

50

10-50

band~J.

Short..-wave Receiving Conditions
PROSPECTS FOR SEPTEMBER
(COMMUNICATED BY THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF CABLE AND WIRELESS, LTD.)

pROPAGATION conditions during the f!fSt half of July
were somewhat erratic as a result of ionosphere
storms on the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 9th, wth, 13th, 14th
and 15th; thereafter a general improvement set in, storms
in the second half of the month being confined to the
22nd, 3oth and 31st.
In a review of conditions for May' reference was made
to the prospects of favourable conditions (low magqetic
activity, during the last week of July; in this connection
it is of interest to record that for the seven consecutive
days, July 23rd to 29th inclusive, the average magnetic
activity, on a zero (very quiet) to 9 (extremely disturbed)
basis, fell to z.8, compared with 2.5 for the remainder
of the month.
;
Only one sudden ionosphere disturbance of the "Dellinger '' type was observed during the month ; this
occurred at approximately rqo on July 9th and affected
~imultaneously almost every circuit operating to and from
this country at the time. (This and other times given in
this report are GMT on the 24-hour clock notation.)
Atmospherics were noted to be above normal on the
fp!lowing dates: July 3rd, 5th, 6th, IOth, IIth, 12th,
13th, 26th and 27ih.
Particulars of the broadcast bands which, it is considered, should prove most reliable under normal conditions of propagation during September on five selected
routes are given below ; these may serve as a guide when
considering reception from places other than those mentioned. Considerations of transmitter power and efficiency
of aerials at both the transmitting and receiving end may
often result in better reception being obtained on other
wavelengths, as may also be the case during disturbed
conditions.
Tokio: Midt j ozoo, 25 or 31 m; osoo ( 0700, 19 or 25 m;
0700 I r6oo, 16 m ; r6oo I r8oG, r6 or 19 m ; 18oo I zooo,
19 or 25 m ; zooo I midt, 25 or 31 m.
The period 0200 I 0500 presents difficulty at this season
as signals on or below the maximum usable frequency
for the London end of the route would be greatly attenuilted at the Tokio end.
1
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Towards the end of the month reception may be possible via South America and New Zealand between the
hours of 0700 and uoo, giving rise to "backward"
echo.
Melbourne: osooloBoo, 25 m Westward (via Pacific); o8ooj
woo, 25 m \Vestward or 16 m Eastward (via Calcutta);
rooo I 1300, 16 or 19 m Eastward ; 1300 I 1500, 19 or 25
m Eastward; rsool r8oo, 25 m Eastward; r8ool 2100,
25 or 31 m Eastward; 2IOOimidt, 19 m Westward.
The period midt. losoo is unreliable, due to the coLJ.flicting ionosphere conditions at the two terminal points.
Bombay: Midt I 0500, 25 or 31 m; osoo I o]oo, 19 or 25 m;
0700 I 1300, r6 m ; 1300 I r8oo, r6 or 19 m ; r8oo 1midt,
19 or 25 m.
Buenos Aires: Midtlo3oo, 25 or 31 m; o3oolo6oo, 31 m;
o6oo I woo, 19 or 25 m; woo I 2000, 16 m; zooo 1ri1idt,
19, 25 or 31 m,
The 13-metre band may prove useful on this route
during the early afternoon.
Montreal: Midtlo8oo, 25 or31 m; o8oolrooo, 25 m;
rooolr2oo, 19 m; 12oo1zooo, 16 or 19 m; zooolmidt,
19, 25 or 31 m.
Local atmospherics should be less troublesome than in
recent months ; it is not uncommon in this country for
thunderstorm activity at this period of the year to be some
fifty per cent. lower than at the summer solstice.
In spring and autumn propagation conditions usually
change more rapidly than at the solstices, with the result that the difference in wavelength requirements fo.r
the beginning and end of the month is more apparent at
the former periods of the year.
With the approach of the autumnal equinox it is not
unusual for ionosphere disturbances to exhibit an increase
in both frequency and activity ; however, continuance
of the present trend would imply favourable conditions
centred on one or more of the following approximate
dates: September roth, 18th and 27th.
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Simple AF Oscillator
FOR MORSE PRACTICE

R

EADERS who are studying the
morse code will be interested in
an inexpensive valve oscillator
with a note of the same quality as
that usually associai;l3d with wireless
signals and of which the note
frequency can be :1djusted within
reasonable limits. In the instrument
to be described oscillation starts and
stops rapidly without chirps or wails,
and the shortcomings of the buzzerharsh note and uncertain action, at
any rate in the cheaper forms-are
absent.
The essential parts comprise a lowconsumption valve, valve holder, LF
transformer, o.oo2-mfd. semi-variable

Circuit diagram of the oscillator. Filament current may be obtained as
shown from a tapping on the 9-volt dry
battery, but for long periods of continuous use it will be an advantage to
provide a separate LT cell.

condenser, o.s-megohm resistance,
9-volt grid bias battery, on-off switch
and terminals for external connections.
The most suitable valve at
present available is the Brimar drybattery tetrode Type 3Q5GT, with a
filament requiring only 50 mA at
3 volts. It continues to oscillate quite
satisfactorily when filament voltage is
reduced to 1.5 volts. It can be used
as a pentode, or, with its anode and
screen strapped, as a triode, but in
the former case a wander plug
attached to the screen lead forms a
convenient volume control.
Any
low-consumption
filament
triode valve can be used as the oscillator, but if it is to be used with a
single g-volt battery its impedance
should be low, as otherwise it may be
necessary to employ a 16-volt battery,
or perhaps two g-volt batteries in
series.
The negative end of the battery is
connected to one end of the valve
filament, the positive end of which is
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connected to whatever tapping on the battery provides
the required filament voltage, reckoning from the negative end. A 2-volt valve will
usually operate satisfactorily
from the 1.5-volt tapping, or
a 4-volt valve from the 3-volt
tapping. If an old 4-volt
type happens to be available
its use is to be recommended.
The frequency of the note
is determined initially by
the transformer and the
valve used, but it can be
adjusted by varying the
capacity of the condenser in the grid
circuit. A Bulgin LF33 transformer
was used in the oscillator illustrated.
Should the frequency be too high,
it can be lowered by connecting the
condenser in parallel with the transformer secondary, when the frequency
will again be increased as the capacity
is reduced.
Constructionally, little need be said,
except that the '' sense '' of the transformer windings must be right to produce oscillation. The parts can be
made up into a compact little unit,
as can be seen in the photograph.
Two pairs of phones connected in
series will operate quite satisfactorily,
and one pair can be in another room
if desired. Also, since the key and
phones are in series, a second key

H~nry

The pitch of the note may be controlled to suit the taste of the user by
varying the grid condenser capacity;
the controlling knob is at the back.

could be included in series with the
phones at the remote end, so that if
provision is made to short-circuit each
of the, keys in turn, two-way communication can be achieved.
The unil will be found to oscillate
very readily, and in one instance,
using a very old 4-volt triode valve,
oscillations were produced quite positively with the filament and HT voltages tapped down to 1.5 and 4-5 volts
respectively.
E. S.

Farrad's Solution

THE circuit of the receiver, so far
as the loud speaker end is concerned, apparently is somewhat as
shown. If the external speaker is
high-impedance it
will be connected'
across the primary
of the o u t p u t
t ran s for m er,
through its own
transformer.
The mternal speaker, being of the
energised type, presumably has its
field coil used as a smoothing choke.
It is useless to look ior the fault in
other parts of the receiver, because the
hum 'would then be present in the
anode circuit of the output valve, and
would affect both speakers equally.
That not being so, one looks for a
cause in the internal speaker itself ;
and a probable one is a short-circuit
or other defect in the " hum-bucking" coil H, which consists of a few

(See page 385)

turns of wire in series with the
moving coil M and arranged to couple
closely with the field coil F, which
induces in it a hum voltage equal and

opposite to that which it induces in
M . . As the unbalanced hum voltage
resulting from a defect in H is only
very indirectly coupled to the extension speaker coil P, the hum produced
therein may well be considerably less.
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R.A.F. WIRELESS PERSONNEL

AN AMERICAN TENDENCY

Radio Mechanics and Operators Wanted
schedule of reserved occupations issued
THE rapid expansion of the Royal
in June reserved servicemen from servAir Force has resulted in an
ing in their trade capacity from 30.
increased demand for men for ground
Our contemporary, The Wireless
duties in maintaining the Force's radio
and Electrical Trader, states that the
apparatus. During the past few weeks
combined effect of conscription and
there has been a drive made by the
such special calls for volunteers as
R.A.F. to recruit men between the
the present one may easily reduce
ages of r8 and 50 who have a good
the servicing side of the industry to
theoretical and sound practical knowone-tenth of the normal.
In an
ledge of wireless. The appeal is especiendeavour, therefore, to meet the
ally addres3ed to men who are on the
demand for domestic servicing, The
servicing side of the radio industry and
Tmder has suggested a nation-wide coqualified as wireless engineers, testers
or repairers. It is not necessary that
operative scheme whereby the services
applicant~ should know morse. The
of the remaining engineers should be
rate of pay is 3s. gd. ·to ss. 6d. per
pooled for the period of the war.
day acccrding to p:·oficiency.
Recruits between the ages of I8 and
This recruitment is made possible by
38 are also needed by the R.A.F. to
the recent ruling of the Ministry of
be trained as wireless operators, the
Labour announcing that servicemen
pay being 2s. a day on enlistment,
over 30 were now free to volunteer for
increasing to 3s. 6d. when qualified.
duty as radio mechanics in the R.A.F.,
Trainees are given the opportunity of
although not in any other Service.
volunteering for additional training as
This ruling materially changes the
air gunners. Upon qualification as a
situation so far as the servicing of
wireless operator-air gunner, the pay
domestic receivers is concerned, for it
will be 7s. gd. a day with the rank of
will be remembered that the revised
sergeant.

Plug-in Components
JN order to facilitate the job of testing -and servicing radio receivers,
there is a tendency in America to
design components that can readily be
removed from the chassis and replaced
without the aid of tools. The latest
illustration of this tendency is given
in the July issue of Radio, where it is
stated that plug-in electrolytic condensers, originally designed fOt' the
United States Signal Corps, are now
available to the American amateur.
Fitted with four pins and a centre
locator, similar to that used on the
octal-type valve base, these condensers, which are of standard dimensions, are produced by the Aerovox
Corporation, of New Bedford, Massachusetts.

PURCHASE TAX ON RECEIVERS
IN the full list of goods that will be
subject to the Purchase Tax which
was issued on August Ist, Section
I 2 includes the. following, which are
chargeable at the basic rate of onethird of the wholesale value: \Vireless
receiving sets of the domestic or portable type, radio gramophones and
valves, batteries and accumulators
suitable for use therewith. Gramophone records, with the exception of
those for the reproduction of speech,
and specially adapted for the use of
the blind, are also included in this
section.
INDIAN WAVELENGTH CHANGES
ALL-INDIA RADIO has changed
the wavelengths used for the
morning transmissions from the Delhi,
Madras, Bombay and Calcutta shortwave stations, from the 31- to the 4Imetre band. This has been done in an
endeavour to give better reception
within a three hundred mile radius.
Although the 3I-metre band has been
found satisfactory in past years, the
present gradual transition from maximum to minimum sunspot activity
makes it necessary to use lower frequencies to ensure better reception.

~

MORE POWER FOR U.S. STATIONS
T\VO more American international
short-wave stations are seeking
permission from the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission to have
their power increased to 50 kW. They
are the National Broadcasting Company's 25-k\V stations WRCA and
WNBI at Bound Brook, New Jersey.
Application has also been made to
reconstruct the aerial array of WRCA,
which is beamed continuously on
Latin America. The two stations are
at present simultaneously operating a
continuous sixteen-hour service from
noon unti) I a.m. E.S.T. Station
WNBI's transmissions on I7.78o Mcjs
are beamed on Europe from 1 p.m.6 p.m. G.M.T.
The reason prompting these applications is to be found in a recent notice
issued by the F.C.C. to all licensees
of international stations.
This calls
attention to the proviso that no international station would be licens~<i for
operation with a power of less than
so kW after July 1st. It is also provided that aerials must be designed
and operated so that the signal toward
the region served is at least 3· 16
times the average effective signal from
the station (power gain of ro).

PHOTOTELEGRAPHY
Success of Long-distance Transmissions
THE clarity of the reception, at a
distance of 12,ooo miles, of photographs transmitted from the \Vest
Base of the U.S. Navy Antarctic Expedition, is attributed to the use of a
recently developed phototelegraphic
technique to counteract selective fading of the carrier frequency. It is described by the engineers of Pres3
\Vireless Inc., who originated the
scheme, as a "sweep circuit" which
was inserted between the scanning
apparatus and the soo-\V transmitter.
The transmissions were received at
the Press Wireless station at Baldwin,
Long Island, whence they were transmitted automatically by telephone line
to New York. The first photographs
of what is to be a regular service between the Expedition, and New York
were published in the N(!w York Times
of July 8th.

GERMAN FM
DID Germany use frequency modulation for field communications
during the blitzkrieg? Our American
contemporary, Electronics, commenting en this subject in the July issue,
says, "American newspapers, speculating on the ease with which German
military units keep in touch with each
other and with headquarters, have
given some of the credit fof' this feat
to Hans Roder, who took to Germany
all he had learned about American
practice, especially the virtues of FM.
It is supposed that u-h-f technique,
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Current Topicsprobably including FM because of its
ability to get around noise, has been
worked to the fullest extent between
mobile units on the battlefield."

NEW COLOUR CODES
For Condensers and Resistors
"RECOMMENDED
War
Standards ' ' for the colour coding of
resistors and fixed condensers have
recently been issued by the Radio
Manufacturers' Association. The resistor code now covers a wider range
of values, and, in addition, includes
markings to indicate percentage tolerances above and below the previously
accepted standard of ro per cent.

INDUSTRIAL REGISTRATIQN
UNDER the first industrial regi.stra tion Order issued by the
Minister of Labour, male wireless instrument makers and assemblers between the ages of 21 and 65, unless
wholly engaged on Government work,
are required to register during the
period August 19th to 23rd, at their
local Labour Exchanges. The Order
also requires the registration of those
under 65 who at any time during the·
past 12 years were engaged for not
less than 12 months in the specified
occupation.

R.A.F. CALL ON WIRELESS STUDENTS
ACCORDING to a G.P.O. statement, all students under training
for marine operator's certificates born
between 1913 and 1920, and who are
registered under the National ServicE's
Act, will be enlisted in the Signals
Branch of the R.A.F. on qualifying.
Students of other ages will be available for the Merchant Navy, for which
there are now vacancies, but may
volunteer for the Armed Forces. Men
of 35 or over may volunteer as civilian
operators at R A.F. stations.

Broadcasting in South Africa
TECHNICALLY, the outstanding feature
of the recently issued re-port of the
South African Broadcasting Corporation
is the successful inauguration cf the
diversity n·ceiving station which is now
being used continuously for the relay of
outstanding transmissions from oversea.
The cost of the equipment for this
station is given in the report as £3,328.
·An increase in the Union of more than
36,ooo licence holders during 1939 is
reported.
Amateur Award
IT was recently announced by the
Cohlmbia Broadcasting System that the
\Villiam S. Paley amateur award, which
is given annually to the amateur who has
the best record for research and proficiency during the year, will not be made
for 1939. It is understood that the
A.R.R.L. stated that no award was
justified last year. Because of this, it
is proposed to broaden the scope of the
requirements so that past achievements
will also be taken into account.
FM Studio
WHAT is claimed to he the first studio
!milt expressly for FM transmission was
used when station \VzXOR commenced
operation on August r st from its new
home in Madison Avenue, New York.
The studio, which was originally used by
the so-kW parent station \VOR, has been
equipped with Western Electric audio
apparatus to give a flat frequency response from 30 to 15,ooo cycles with a
total harmonic diotortion of less than 0.5
per cent. The 1-k\V transmitter radiates on a frequency of 43A Mc/s.

B.B.C. Short-wave News
THE <;all signs and frequencies to be
used during this month by the B.B.C. for
the transmission of news in English in
the European short-wave service remain
unchanged.
For easy reference, however, they are again given: GSA, 6.ojo
Mc/s (49-59 m); GSL, G.rro Mc/s (49.10
m); GSW, 7.230 Mc/s (41.49 m); GSB.
9.5ro Mc/s (JL55 m); GRX, g.Ggo Mc/s
(Jo.g6 m); GSN, rr.82o Mc/s (25.38m);
and GSE, rr.86o Mc/s (25.29 m).
The times (B.S.T.) of the transmission of news and the calls used are:-

00.301

07.15 GSA, GSW, GRX.
09.00
~::m GSA, GSL, GSW, GSN, GSE.
17.00-GSA, GSW, GSE.
19.011-GSA, G&L, GSW, GSB, GRX.
23.00-GSA, GSW, GRX.

B.B.C. Interval Signal
THE B.B.C.'s ticking-clock interval
signal, originally introduced in 1930 ami
reintroduced after a lapse of some years
a few months ago when the ban on the
ringing of church bt"lls prohibited the
use of the Bow Bells interval signal, gave
place on August 1 r1 h to the present
signal based on the musical notes B, B, C.
Obituary
IT was with regret that \Ye learned
after \Ye had gone to press with the
August issue, that Mr. Peter W. Willans,
M.A., M.I.E.E., had passed away a fortnight before, on June z8th. Readers of
The Wireless TVurld will remember him
as a frequent contributor to its pages in
the past under the nom de plume

FROM ALL
QUARTERS
A1as, a "Lakh" !
Do you know what a "lakh " is?
Apparently our contributor who supplied
the item entitled '' Indian Listeners '' in
last month's notes does not. A lakh is
a term used in India for one hundred
thousand, and is written 1,oo,ooo. This
number was misread by our contributor
to be r,ooo,ooo, hence the erroneous
statement that the number of licensed
listeners in India had " passed the sixfigure mark; " whereas it had only just
reached it.
The actual number of
licences issued up to the end ·of April
was roo.}88.
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ROYAL SIGNALS oFFICERS in the making. Men chosen from the ranks of the
Royal Corps ·of Signals are shown operating a field transmitter-receiver during their
course of intensive training in wireless telegraphy and telephony for commissions in
the Corps. All Army signalling arrangements are under the control of the Royal
Signals, which was formed in 1920 after the Great War.
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certificates at London, 1\Ianchester, Brrmingham and Bristol, in November.

American B.B.C. Relays

Current Topics-

l\IR. GERALD CocK, B.B.C. North
American. representative, states that the
arrangement with 34 individual American stations whereby they are granted
permission to regularly rebroadcast
B.B.C. news bulletins and talks by leading individuals, stipulates that the relays
must not be directly associated with ad,·ertisements, or sponsored in any form.

.. Empiricist." Mr. Willans was successively with Marconi's \V.T. Co. and
H.l\I. V. prior to acting in the capacity
of a consulting radio engineer.
The death in July of Mr. J. B. Garlick, of Freshwater, Isle of Wight, recalls
the part he played in assisting Marconi in
his early experiments in the island. Mr.
Garlick was then postmaster at Totland
Bay, a position from which he retired
in 1936. It was near the site originally
occupied by the Royal Needles Hotel.
Alum Bay, in which Mr. Garlick assisted
Marconi soon after he came to England
in 1896 that a memorial stone was
recently erected.

Short-wave Reception Guide
A MEANS of readily selecting the best
wavelength for receiving in Australia
transmissions from the major capitals of
the world at any given hour is provided
by a vest pocket short-wave log card
issued by the Amalgamated \\'ireless
Valve Company of Sydney.

Brit. I.R.E. Exams.

Varley Dry Accumulators
:\IR. J. M. G. REES, director of Oliver
Pell Control, Ltd., and Tok Switches,
Ltd., has been elected to the Board of
Directors of Varley Dry Accumulators.

WE learn from the British Institution
of Radio Engineers that sufficient applications ha,·e been received to justify the
holding of examinations for associate
membership and the radio servicing

NEWS IN ENGLISH FROM ABROAD
REGULAR SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSIONS
Country : Station

Mc/s

Metres

Daily Bulletins (B.S.T.)

America
WNB! (Bound Brook)
WCAB (Philadelphia) ..

17.780
6.060

16.87
49.50

..

9.590
9.570
15.270
17.830

31.28
31.35
19.65
16.83

WGEO (Schenectady).
WGEA (Schenectady).
\VPIT (Pittsburgh) ..
WRUL (Boston)
..
WRUL
..
..

9.530
15.330
15.210
6.040
15.250

31.48
19.57
19.72
49.67
19.67

..

9.590
11.870

31.28
25.27

5.0, 6.0.
U.45 (Tu., Wed. and Fri.),
12.0 midnight"t.
11.45 (Mon., Th. and Sat.).
ll.45.
8.30t, 10.50§:j:.
1.0, z.ot, 3.0t, 3.15§:1:, 4.o•·t,
4.30§:j:, 6.0, 6.30§:j:, 7.55t.
8.30t, 9.55§:j:, 11.25:j:.
1.0, 2.0:j:, 9.55§:j:.
6.0.
12.15 a.m.:j:, 12.0 midnight*.
12.15 a.m.:j:, 8.30§:j:, 9.30§!,
12.0 midnight*.
7.25 a.m.t.
7.25 a.m. t, l.l5.:j:.

31.20
25.27
25.25
31.32
25.32

9.15 a.m.
9.15 a. m.
9.50.
10.0 a.m., 2.50 (2.15 Sun.).
9.50.

31.58
25.21

10.30.
11.30 a.m., 12.10, 10.30.

------------- ---- ---- ------------

WCAB ..
WBOS (Millis) ..
WCBX (Wayne)
WCBX
..

WLWO (Cincinnati)
WLWO

..

..

..
..

..

Australia
VLQ (Sydney) ..
VLQ2 ..
..
VLQ7
..
VLR (Melbourne)
VLR3 ..
..

..
....
..
..

9.615
ll.870
II.880
9.580
ll.850

Cllina

....

9.500
11.900

.. ....

6.120
9.500

XGOY (Chungking)
XGOY ..
..

Finland
OFD (Lahti)
OFD ..

..

Hungary
HAT4 (Budapest)
HATii .•
..
HAS3 ..

..

llldia
VUD2/3 (Delhi)
VUD3 (Delhi)

....
..
..

..

9.125
9.625
15.370
9.590
15.290

32.88
3l.l7
19.52
31.28
19.62

1.30 a. m.§.
12.15 a.m.:j:, 12.30 a.m.t.
3.55t.
9.0 a.m., 1.30, 4.50, 6.30.
9.0 a.m .

Daily Bulletins (B.S.T.)

Mc/s

Metres

..
..

11.800
15.160

25.42
19.79

9.5.
9.5.

Manchukuo
MTCY (Hsinking)

..

11.775

25.48

7.30, 10.0.

Rumania
Bucharest

..

9.280

32.33

ll.O.

Spain
FET1 (Valladolid)
EA.J7 (Madrid)

....

7.070
9.860

42.43
30.43

8.50.
12.30 a.m.

Sweden
SBO (llfotala) ..

..

6.06:i

49.46

10.45.

Turkey
TAP (Ankara)
TAQ

..

9.465
15.195

31.70
19.74

7.15.
12.15.

7.545
9.520

39.76
31.51

9.600
11.710
12.000
12.145
15.040
15.180

25.00
24.70
19.95
19.76

Japan

..
..

Jz.J (Tokio)
JZK ..

..

..

..

U.S.S.R •
--(Moscow)
R\V96 ..

..

..

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..

-- ....

..
..

..
..

15.73.5
18.540

19.07
16.18

10.30, 11.30.
7.33 a.m., 7.30, 9.0, 10.30,
11.30.
1.0 a.m.
9.0, 10.30.
1.0 a.m., 10.30.
12.0 noon.
1.0 a.m.
1.0 a. m., 7.33 a.m., 9.0 a,m,,
7.3o, 9.o, I0.3o, u.3o•
5.0.
12.0 noon.

Vatican City
HVJ

..

..

6.190

48.47

8.0 (Tu. and Fri.),

..

6.100

49.18 \ 8.30, 10.30.

RAL

49.02 } 12.15 a.m., 8.55 a.m., 7.15,
31.58
10.15.

'

Country : Station

----------- ----

..

..
-RNE ..
..
-RKI ..
RW96

---

..

..
..
..
..
..

YugoslaYia
YUA (Belgrade)

..

..

31.25
25.62

The times of the transmission of news in English for Europe from the B.B.C. short-wave station are given on page 399.

REGULAR LONG· AND MEDIUM-WAVE TRANSMISSIONS
Country : Station

---Hungary

Metres

kc/s

---

Daily BuHetins (B.S.T.)

..

..

546

549.5

1l.IQ.

Ireland
Radio-Eireann ..

..

565

531

6.45:j:, 10.10 (10.5 Sun.).

Budapest I

Latvia
Madona
Kuldiga

..

..
..

583
I.l04

514.6
271.7

10.0 (Tu. and Fri.).
10.0 (Tu. and I<'ri.).

All ttmes are p.m. unless otherwise stated.
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* Saturdays

only.

Country : Station

--·
Sweden

kC/3

Metres

--- ---

Daily Bulletins (B.S.T .)

..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

216
704
941
1,086

1,389
426.1
318.8
276.2

10.45.
10.45.
10.45.
10.45.

U.S.S.R.
Moscow I

..

..

172

1,744

11.30.

Motala •.
Stookholm
GOteborg
Falun

§ Saturdays .excepted.

t Sundays only.

:j: Sundays excepted.
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Test Report

H.M.V. Model 1406
A HIGH· GRADE BATTERY PORTABLE WITH
PUSH • BUTTON TUNING. Price : 11 Gns.
VERYTHING of the best has
been put into the specification
and finish of this receiver. From
the special frame aerial winding to
the push-pull output valves, the circuit is designed to give the highest
possible performance from a set of
reasonable size, and although this has
called for the use of a lead accumulator for LT supply, the H.T. consumption has been conserved by a
battery economy circuit of unusual
type, which does not restrict the
volume available on local stations.
Mechanical push-button tuning in
addition to the usual manual control
aisists in changing rapidly from one
programme to another, and the workmanship and finish throughout the instrument are of a very high order.
Circuit.- The importance of an
efficient frame aerial in giving improved signal-to-noise ratio as well as
higher sensitivity has not been overlooked by the designers. The voltage available at the grid of the first
valve can be increased in two ways:
(r) by increasing the area of the
frame, (z) by raising the Q-factor of
the coil. Since the frame size is
limited by considerations of port-

E

ability, improvement over standard
performance can only be effected by
concentrating on the "goodness" of
the coil, and this course has been
pursued to its logical conclusion in the
Model 1406.
In the first place, ihe frame aerial
has been mounted on the back panel
of the sef well clear of the metal-work
in the set, and it is wounJ in the form
of a helix, i.e., with edge-on turns.
Sharp corners have been avoided and
~------------------------------------------~

I
I

!

WAVERANGES

1
Medium
:
: Long ...
I

1

200 - 550 metres
900 - 2,000 metres

I
I

!
I
I
i
I

~-----------------------------------------!

the turns are spaced by woven insulating sleeving, having good dielectric
properties, which is finally treated
with special varnish to· render it rigid
and moisture-proof. It is stated that
this form of construction gives a Qfactor of 70 at I megacycle, whereas
the Q of the average portable frame
is of the order of 45· On long waves
the aerial inductance is increased by

a series loading coil with iron-dust
core.
The frequency changer is a triodehexode and the IF amplifier works at
a frequency of 465 kc / s. Both valves
are controlled, the IF stage receiving
a lower A VC voltage than the frequency changer. Delay bias is derived from a potentiometer across the
last six cells of the HT battery. The
resistance across these cells ensures
that their rate of discharge shall be
consistent with the life of the main
HT battery.
Battery economy is effected by introducing a resistance in the HT lead
·to the frequency changer and IF
stages. The consequent reduction in
voltage considerably reduces the
current consumed without preventing
the oscillator section from functioning. There is, of course, a falling-off
in the RF gain of the receiver, but the
power-handling capacity of the AF

INTERMI!DIATII:
FREQUENCY

411 ko,J.

E

Circuit diagram of the H.M.V. Model 1406. Push-pull output valves are employed and HT current may be conserved by
reducing the voltage applied to the frequency changer and IF stages.
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H.M.V. Model 1406stages remains unaffected on strong
signals.
Separate tetrode valves in push-pull
are used in the output stage and are
coupled by a parallel-fed intervalve
transformer. The maximum undistorted power output available is 8oo
milliwatts and the circuit is so designed that this power is reached
without using specially matched
valves.
Performance.- The care which
has been taken in the design of the
frame aerial and its associated circuits
is reflected in the general liveliness of
the performance. Even with the battery economy control in operation a
good selection of foreign stations is
available, and one or more B.B.C.
transmitters should be available at full
volume in most parts of the country.
ln fact, the maximum performance of
which the set is capable is likely to be
called upon only on rare occasions, or
in a few isolated positions where reception is difficult.
If further evidence were required of
the efficiency of the frame aerial, the
excellence of the long-wave performance with inductance loading and the
sharpness of the directional minimum
might be cited. The latter property
is useful in cutting out unwanted
transmissions, but is not really necessary as the inherent selectivity of the
set is \\'ell up to the standard demanded of superheterodyne circuits
for broadcast reception.
Quality of reproduction is admirably suited to speech, and the volume
available is suitable for outdoor listening to news bulletins when circumstances permit. Music sounds best at
intermediate volume. This seems to
give the best tonal balance and avoids
any suggestion of thinness due to lack
oi bass at low levels of predominance
of lower middle and high frequencies
at full volume. In the ordinary course
of indoor listening to programmes of
all types one will instinctively work
well
within the
power-handling
capacity of the output valves, and
overload distortion will not enter into
the picture.
The edgewise tuning controls handle
smoothly and enable stations to be
:found quickly and without effort.
They are supplemented by the
mechanical
push - button
tuning
mechanism which moves the condenser
quickly from one setting to another.
Measurements of HT consumption
confirmed the makers' figures of 9 mA
and 6 mA for the "Maximum" and
· · Economy " switch positions. These
a re standing currents for no signal ;
a strong nnmodulated carrier reduces
the values by about 1.5 mA and 0.2
402

mA respectively, but deep modulation
may cause an average increase of 3 to
5 mA on these figures.
Constructional Features.- The
chassis is built on the so-called triplaue system with two sides parallel
to the top and front of the cabinet
and the middle section sloping at 45
degrees. A horizontal drum witl: a
spiral red line provides the tuning indication and is driven by a cord
coupled to the condenser spindle. The

nique. These differences have been
well ventilated in the columns of The
Wireless World since the outbreak of
war concentrated attention 011 the subject. The majority opinions of the
many experts who have contributed
to the discussion have been taken into
account in carrying out the revision.
The booklet, which covers not only
the mere learning of the code, but the
technique of using it in wireless operating, will, it is hoped, prove of real
value to those who are attempting to
increase their use f u 1n e s s in the
National cause-and, incidentally, to
speed up their own promotion.
"Learning Morse" costs 6d., or
7!d., post free, from our Publishers,
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.

Club News

The frame aerial is wound edge-on in
the form of a helix and is insulated by
special woven sleeving of low dielectric
loss.
push-button drive is of the pivoted
plate type, the 8tops on the push-button stems being adjustable from the
front of the set. The rotation is transferred to the condenser spindle
through a quadrant and double pinion,
the latter being spring-loaded to avoid
backlash.
The cabinet work is exceptionally
neat and the detail fittings are of very
good quality. Both batteries are carefully chocked to prevent movement
and the set hangs vertically from the
centrally disposed carrying handle.

''Learning Morse"
NEW REVISED EDITION

A HEAVY demand

on the part of
those expecting to join the wireless branches of one or other of the
Services has been responsible for the
rapid exhaustion of the third edition
of our booklet "Learning Morse," and
a fourth edition has now become
necessary. Advantage has been taken
of this opportunity to make extensive
revision, deleting material that was
mainly of interest to the amateur and
replacing it by information of more
direct concern to the would-be Service
or professional operator.
Differences of opinion still exist
with regard to the best method of
learning morse, and, even more impo~tant, with regard to operating tech-

Ashton-under-Lyne and District
Amateur Radio Society
Headquarters: 17a, Oldham Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancs.
Meetings: \Vednesdays, 7.30 p.m., and
Sundays, 2.30 p.m.
Hon. Sec. : Mr. K. Gooding, 7, Broadbent Avenue, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Lancs.
Several letters, which were received
from members serving with H ..:\1. Forces,
have been handed to various members
for reply after being read at a recent
meeting.
:Messrs. H. Hattersley and \V. Taylor
presented their report regarding the
Social held on August 7th.
British Short Wave Correspondence
Club
Headquarters: The \Vatering, Par ham,
Woodbridge, Suffolk.
Hon. Pub. Manager: Mr. T. Knight, 37,
Hartington Street, Barrow-in-Furness, Lancs.
Will readers please note that the present Hon. Sec. is Mr. A. Richardson,
whose address is at headquarters.
A branch of the B.S.W.C.C. has been
formed in Pembroke, whe:t;e meetings
are held on alternate Thursday evenings.
Readers are welcome to attend, and
should request details from the Hon.
Sec., enclosing a stamped addressed envelope for reply.
It has also been suggested that a
branch be formed in Barrow-in-Furness.
All persons interested should communicate with the Hon. Pub. Manager.
Edgware Short Wave Society
Headquarters: 4, Gainsborough Gardens, Edgware, Middx.
Meetings: \Vednesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. E. R. Radford, I, Gibbs
Green, Edgware, Middx.
Will those interested please note that
for the duration of the war headquarters
have been shifted to 4, Gainsborough
Gardens. The annual subscription to
the Society is 2s. 6d.
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Telephone Broadcasting
LINE DISTRIBUTION AT RADIO FREQUENCY
By T.·WALMSLEY, Ph.D., M.Inst.C.E. (Post Office Engineering Department)

It is a fortunate circumstance that the cables of the
telephone network have reasonably low capacity and high
characteristic impedance. This implies that for a given
voltage required at the listener's end of a pair of wires.
the energy input into the pair at the exchange end is less
than would be needed if the cabie pairs had higher capacity and lower characteristic impedance. Furthermore
the problem of
designing ampliI
I
'
I
' I
fier output cir--" -cuits for the pur~~
I
pose of feeding
HE attractiveness of any wire broadcasting service many pairs in
depends largely upon the difficulties of radio
parallel is simpli- , 1 1 ' ,
reception, and is at its greatest in areas where fied when their
I '
field strengths are weak or subject to large variations, characteristic imI '
/ I
or where interference from industrial plant is consider- . pedance is high.
\
able. On the cost side, to compensate for the additional
Another ade EXCHANGE WITH
AMPLIFIERS
charges incurred in providing a service such as that vantage obHF FEEDERS
- · - A F FEEDERS
under consideration is the fact that a receiver capable tained by using
- - - LOCAL TELEPHONE
NETWORK
of receiving several strong carrier signal programmes the telephone netcan be manufactured at low cost.
work for broadFig. I.-Simplified diagram showing a
Then there is the question of band-width. The car- casting purposes
typical layout for carrier distribution.
rier frequencies chosen for the Post Office service had a
arises from the
The number of sub-transmitters and
local networks would of course be
separation of about 30 kc/s. as compared with the
fact that each
greatly increased in many cases.
9 kc j s separation between radio broadcasting stations. telephone subThese figures give a measure of the potentialities of the scriber has a
carrier system for high-quality reproduction. The pro- separate pair of wires, thus enabling the energy requireposed width of the audio-frequency band was actually ments to be easily met as connections are added.
about 7,000 c/s. The carrier frequencies for the initial
Moreover, the average radius of the area served by each
telephone exchange is suitable for the distribution ot
scheme were to be 172, zr6, 252.5 and z8o kc/s, this
selection having been made so as to reduce interference broadcast programmes at carrier frequencies, an amplifier
from powerful radio stations to a minimum.
being needed only at each exchange.
In Fig. r a simplified layout d a
..
carrier system over a telephone wire
network is given. Of necessity the
layout is based upon the existine
telephone network. In a large-sized
town a main exchange is chosen fm
the central carrier transmitter. This
comprises an audio-frequency amplifier, carrier-frequency generating
and modulating equipment, and
carrier-frequency amplifiers.
By
means of telephone pairs the audior-- ----,
'+-~+---~~~~,~~
I
frequency programmes would be
fed from the nearest B.B.C. studio
I
I
I
and from the nearest G.P.O. receiv-I
I
I
I
ing station to the central carrfer
L-- ____.../
transmitter, thus providing both
home and foreign programmes. ThC'
central transmitter has two functions:
it provides carrier-frequency
Fig. 2.-How the modulated carrier is fed into the busbars at the telephone
currents for distribution to the local
exchange and thence to the subscriber's home.

Although the G.P.O. "wired wireless" broadcast
distribution scheme has been shelved for the
duration of the war, it is of interest to put
on record a description of the means whereby
distribution was to be effected.
This article
is contributed by a member of the Post
Office staff who took a prominent part in
the development of the system.
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subscriber and energises the junction circuits to feed
amplifiers located in surrounding subsidiary telephone
e xch an g e s.
These ampliJiers provide programmes for
I o c a I distribution. It is convenient to
arrange for the
provision of one
receiving station
in each radio
broadcasting region so that the
Fig. 3.-According to
the proposed G.P.O.
carrier
distribution
scheme, those subscribers who wished to
do so could have the choice of the
carrier service or normaf broadcast reception by means of this
change-over switch, installed in
conjunction with an aerial and a
suitable receiver.

is to reduce to a minimum any noise in the carrier frequency spectrum emanating from exchange equipment.
At the same time, appreciable loss in the audio-frequency
spectrum must be avoided in order
not to entail degradation of the telephone service.
Tests have shown
that by correct design of the Llter
and associated equipment the quality
of the telephone service can be
slightly improved. A reduction in
noise of 30 db. can readily be obtained by the use of chokes of very
small size.
The ideal system of feeding subscribers with carrier would be obtained by grouping on each pair of
bus bars cable pairs having about
the same total attenuation, and energising the various bus bars at appropriate voltages. In practice this is
not possible since near and far mbscribers might have adjacent lines
on the main distribution frame.
Arrangements are therefore made to
provide condensers of different
values in the filter unit. Three
values have been found convenient: 0.01 ~-tf for subscribers located between 2 and 3 miles from the ampliflying station, 0.003 Jlf for those about 1-2 miles a\vay,
and o.oo1 f!f for subscribers within about a mile of the
station.
Reference to Fig. 2 will explain the arrangements at
the subscriber's end of the cable pair.
Here again
chokes are used for the dual purpose of reducing uise
from the subscriber's telephone set and preventing the
carrier currents from being introduced into the telephone
set
at
appreciable
volumes. The necessity
for the latter precaution
arises from the fact that
it would otherwise be
possible for the telephone
30,000
transmitter to act as a
modulator of the carrier
currents when the subscriber is conducting a
telephone conversation.
A/

area covered by the regional radio broadcasting service
and the area covered by the wire broadcasting service in
a fully-developed system would roughly coincide.
The reasons for using carrier-frequency circuits as
much as possible instead of audio-frequency circuits to
provide programmes to the local centres (as well as for
distributing the programmes from the local centres to the
subscribers) are chiefly economic: a saving in physical
pairs is made since junctions can be used simultaneously
- for ordinary telephone purposes and for carrier-frequency
working, and only comparatively cheap
amplifiers are needed at the local
centres instead of costly transmitters.
The manner in which carrier currents
may be introduced into telephone
pairs at the telephone exchange and
5
thence into the receiver at the subscriber's premises is shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 2. The transmitter
or amplifier output circuit is connected
to the primary of a multiple trans~
20,000
ffi
former (or the primaries of several
z
;~
separate transformers) the secondaries
E Fig. 4.-Power ~equire
::;
of which are joined to small vertical
ments of a carrier dis0
tribution system. Curve A
copper bus bars located on the main
number
of
represents
ffi
telephone cable frame. Adjustable inarea
listeners in the
E
5
1o,ooo
ductances may be provided in the
z
served ; curve B is the
secondaries to neutralise the capacitatotal carrier power requh-ed
at the exchange end to
tive effects of the load of the subprovide each receiver with
scribers' lines. When it is desired to
/
I micro-watt.
Density of
provide service to a subscriber, a feedlisteners is assumed to be
/
0
ing and filter unit is fixed across the
SOO per square mile and
attenuation 13 db. per miie.
bus bar, and connections are made so
RADIUS OF DISTRIBUTION AREA IN MILES
as to insert the small chokes of the unit
in. series with the subscriber's line and to arrange for con- The subscriber's filter is a necessary part of the equipdensers to be joined up for the purpose of supplying the ment, and its dimensions are such that it can be housed
carrier currents to the line. The purpose of the chokes in a box approximately 4in. x 1!in. x I!in.
··
10

0

f y:
k
l/;v

/

.

.
.
j
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A change-over switch, shown diagrammatically in
This
Fig. 2 and in perspective in Fig. 3, is provided.
switch enables a change-over to be made from radio to
wire reception, and thus caters for those listeners who
either do not wish to be burdened with the expense of a
new receiver designed for carrier reception only, or who
wish to have the benefits of carrier reception for normal
use with the added advantage of being able to receive
other stations not provided by the wire service.
Associated with the change-over switch is a screened
transformer. The necessity for this transformer arises
primarily from the fact that the receiver has an unbalanced input circuit, one terminal being earthed.
The introduction of the transformer, fixed as close as
possible to the receiver, reduces the length of the unbalanced connections to a minimum. Thus the harmful
effects of interference currents induced into leads from
electric supply circuits are reduced, usually to negligible
amounts.
Owing to the fact that the noise introduced in pairs is
considerably less in underground circuits than in overhead circuits the power required at the receiver is appreciably smaller with the former system of distribution.
On the other hand, attenuation is greater in underground telephone circuits than in overhead. Thus the
voltage required at the exchange end of the line is dependent upon the make-up of the line, as well as the
actual length. To indicate the order of magnitudes involved, the curves of Fig. 4 have been prepared.
The values are based upon theoretical consideration
and have assumed a line attenuation of 1.5 neper
(I3.0 db.) per mile, which is roughly the attenuation of
a ro lb. per mile telephone pair at the higher carrier
frequencies chosen for the service. It is further assumed
that the density of listeners is soo per square mile.
The most noticeable feature of the curves is the small
amount of power needed when the radius of the distribution area is only one or two miles, but the extremely
rapid rate of increase when the radius extends beyond a
certain value. This increase is due not so much to the
greater number of listeners supplied as to the increase
in total attenuation.
Thus when the radius extends
from 2 to 3 miles the number of listeners increases in
the ratio of 2.25 to I approx., whilst the pmver requirement increases in the ratio of 30 to I approx.
These features impose an economic limit to the size of
the local distribution areas.

wireless mechanics
wanted by the

Increased aircraft production demands more men
on ground duty to maintain the radio appliances of
the R.A.F. There are vacancies NOW for fully
qualified mechanics, aged 18-50 with a good
theoretical and practical knowledge of radio. No
experience of morse code is necessary. Pay for
accepted recruits will be from 3/9d. to 5/6d. per day
according to proficiency, with good prospects of
promotion and higher pay. Men already employed
on radio instrument production and. other work
directly connected with the war effort are not eligible
but any men within the age limits, who are on the
servicing side of the radio industry and qualified as
wireless engineers, testers or repairers, including
wireless mechanics, are invited to volunteer. Men
registered under theNational Service (Armed Forces)
Acts who have not yet been posted for service with
one of the Forces may volunteer for enlistment.

The Wireless Industry

T

HE GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD., have announced provisional plans for set production during the forthcoming
winter. There will be six H.l\I.V. receivers and two radiogramophones-the latter in the popular price category. With
this reduction in the number of different models, it is expected
that in spite of the prior claims of war work and the export
trade, a satisfactory supply of receivers for the home market
will be maintained.
<&>

<&>

<&>

<&>

A leaflet describing the Latem lamp for emergency lighting
has been received from the Latem Electrical Co., Eastwood
Street, Hall Lane, Bradford. The body is of heavy enamelled
iron construction and is fitted with a Tucker tumbler switch
or alternatively a secret switch. A Varley dry accumulator
supplies current to the M.E.S. 1.5 watt bulb-; The price complete is 41s. 6d.
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APPLY IMMEDIATELY
R.A.F. Section of your nearest Combined Recruiting
Centre, the address of which may be obtained
from any Employment Exchange.

Test Report

Cossor Model 55
"ALL-DRY" TRANSPORTABLE SUPERHET
(4 .VALVES). PRICE £9 17s. 6d.
RECEIVER which is completely
independent of mains, even to
the extent of battery charging,
has many advantages, hut not every·
one requires the purely portable types
which usually make use of the corn·
hined HT and LT dry battery. The
Cossor Model 55 has a cabinet which
would not disgrace the more expensive
class of table model mains receiver,
yet it is light in weight and is equipped
with self·contained aerials so that it
can he moved and set up in any situa·
tion with the minimum of trouble.
Circuit.-The whole of the tuning
inductance on both medium and long
waves is_provided by the frame aerials
which are of about twice the area of
those of the normal portable. When
an external aerial is used the coupling
is aperiodic and the EMF is developed
across the hy·pass condenser in the
A VC feed to the frequeilcy changer
valve; The condenser is of rather
lower capacity than usual in order to
present the required impedance.
The frequency changer is of the
pentagrid type and is coupled to the
IF amplifier through an iron·cored
transformer with fixed tuning capaci·
ties. A single·diode·triode is used for

A

signal and A VC rectification and first
stage AF amplification, and tone con·
trol is incorporated in the coupling
between the AF stage and the output
valve.
Bias for the latter valve is
derived from the volt drop in a resist·
ance between -HT and -LT and a
lamp fuse is incorporated with this
part of the circuit.
A switch plug is provided for the
external loud speaker, which can he
used_separately or in conjunction with
the internal loud speaker. The external unit, if of tht: moving coil type,
must include a transformer presentin,s
a load of S,ooo ohms.
Performance.-Taking as a stan·
dard of comparison, the average small
all-dry portable, the Cossor Model 55
with a similar circuit, excels in two
main directions, (r) range, (2) quality
of reproduction.
As regards range, we may attribute
this partly to the efficiency of the
valves used, but principally to the unusually large area of the frame aerials.
The combination of these two factors
gives a sensitivity which ensures a
wide choice of stations without the
use of an external aerial.
Inside a steel-framed building the

WAVERANGES
190-.560 metres
8-30-2,000 metns

Medium
I

Long

!I________________________________________ J

performance was such that no need
was felt for any additional pick-up,
but as a matter of interest the outdoor
aerial was connected. It was found
that unlike most portables, the gauging and selectivity remained unaffected, the sole difference being an
imprm·ement in the volume of some
distant stations.
Besides allowing the use of large
frames, the cabinet also prO\·ides an
effective baffle area for the loud
EXTENSION SPEAKER

INTERMEDIATE

IMPEDANCE - l!,OOO OHMS
----...:

FREQUENCY

4N

Circuit diagram of Cossor Model 55·

kf./•

The coupling for an external aerial is unusual, and is designed to cause the minimum
1
disturbance of circuit alignment.
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Cossor Model 55speaker, which is of an even higher
efficiency than the type used in standard Cossor sets. The undistorted outpUt available from the final stage in
the set is of the order of zoo milliwatts, but the loud speaker makes it
sound like r watt or more. There is
an excellent bass response, and the
high magnet flux gives exceptionally
good transient 'response. The distribution of sound from the diaphragm
is also good and the instruments of the
orchestra seem to stand out in perspective instead of being conce11trated at
some point inside the cabinet.
In the particular set tested we
noticed a tendency to microphcmy
which was traced to the rHsG valve.
It was found that the acoustic pick-up
was mainly on the glass bulb so the
trouble was quickly cured by a rubber
band.
To house a dry battery set in a
cabinet zoin. by i6in. by roin. was a
bold mO\·e, but the designers have
undoubtedly produced a performance

of a character in keeping with the
appearance.
Constructional Features - The
roomy cabint>t permits the use of a
wide and deep receiver chassis, thus
giving the designer plenty of space for
the most effective disposition of his
components. Simplicity is the keynote of the construction and it should
be possible to produce the set with
much less than the usual quota of
special tool-making or fitting.
The loud speaker, frame aerial and
battery units arc connected by readily
detachable plugs and sockets and the
screws fixing the chassis to its shelf
are accessible.
An unusual feature is the provision
of a cream-coloured moulded bakelite
plate as the background to the tuning
scale. This gives freedom from warping troubles, which often cause the
pointer to foul, and the colour should
be retained indefinitely.
The weight distribution has been
well arranged and the set stands
firmly on its ball-bearing turntable.

Additions to the Cossor
Range
TABLE MODELS FOR AC, ACjDC AND
BATTERY OPERATION
THE new Model 34 is a batteryoperated receiver designed to
provide '' mains volume '' for those in
country districts who cannot make use
of the supply mains. It covers short
waves (r6-5o metres) as well as the
usual medium- and long-wave ranges.,
and the four-valve superheterodyne
circuit terminates in a QPP output
stage.
Special attention has been

Cossor Model 34 for battery operation.
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The same
cabinet is
used for
theCossor
Models 47
and 77·

given to the efficiency of the permanent magnet loud speaker, which is IO
inches in diameter. The price, inclnding 12o-volt double capacity HT battery and 6o AH accumulator, is II
guineas.
Model 77 is a three-waveband superhet with a triode output valve. There
are four valves plus a rectifier in the
circuit, and the frequency changer is
a triode-hexode. A similar circuit is
employed in the Model 47, which operates from either AC or DC mains. In
this receiver, however, the output
valve is a tetrode. Designed to give
all the essential characteristics of good
performance at a reasonable price,
these instruments are housed in simple
but well-proportioned cabinets with
indirectly illuminated tuning diaL
The price of the AC model is £II
7s. 6d., and of the AC/DC version rr!
guineas.
-

From the depths of the wireless one night,
Came a spook, and " Of" trembled with fright.
" f'm the ghost of the set and it's my job, you Iet
To haunt those who forget to use FLUXITE I"

See that FLUXITE is always by youin the house-garage-workshopwherever speedy soldering is needed.
Used for 30 years in government
works and by leading engineers and
manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and ·2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALLSPACE SOLDERING SET-compact
but substantial-complete with full
instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of
" soft " soldering and ask for Leaflet
on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and
TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

.....................................................

~

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels will
NOT keep round and irw! unless the
spokes are tied with /irre wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED. This makes
a much stronger wheel. It's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMP.ORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite on the
soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charging lasts
for ages. Price
1/6, or filled 2/6.
FLUXITE
LTD.
(Dept. W.W.),
DRAGON WORKS,
BERMONDSEY
STREET, S.E.r

1
~
I
j-..j,

'
, \

ALL .MECHANICS WILL HAVES,

C

-~

FLUXITE.
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Straight Line Calibration
-FOR WAVEMETERS AND OSCILLATORS
By W. A. ROBERTS

HERE always seems to be a
certain excitement in calibrating a newly completed wavemeter or radio frequency oscillator.
Provided that the instrument has been
carefully and stably constructed, its
whole value will depend upon the
curve which results from those lists of
frequencies and dial readings. If the
curve is straight, open, and of sufficient range, then the work of construction is adequately rewarded.
Very often, though-and perhaps
more often than not-the curve is not
quite all that may be desired. It may
be good, but it could be better, and
one of the most frequent annoyances
ig that the plotted line bends seriously.
As a resuft, the overall range of the
instrument is less than it could have
been with straight-line calibration, and
the useful range is restricted.
The
cramped portion at the end of the scale
is unreliable and difficult to read and
the next range must overlap to a considerable degree to cover the unsatisfactory portion of the calibration.

T

cramped in relation to the low frequencies.
These two types are, in
any case, more or less obsolete, though
there are still plenty to be found in
junk boxes. The third type; straight

+t

C

Cl

L

'

Fig. 1.-Typica! tuned
ci r c U i t j CI
represents
the stray
capacities.

straight line frequency and log law or
midline.
These curves show that the first two
condensers are q11ite unsuitable for our
purpost; the high frequencies are

408

capacities which will be placed across
it in practical use. Suppose a tuned
circuit is to be arranged to give a 2
to r frequency variation from minimum to maximum of the condenser,
with a straight line frequency law.
Then the condenser design must be
arranged so that the total maximum
capacity is four times the total minimum capacity (since frequency is proportional to I I .;C.). Any trimmers
which are in the circuit will be taken
into consideration.

Unsuitable "Strays "
If, now, that condenser is removed

Simplifying the Problem
The cause of this trouble lies in the
tuning condenser and in the circuit
capacities which are in shunt across
the main tuning capacity.
For tht·
purpose of investigating this point, the
wavemeter or oscillator circuit, however complicated it may be, can be
" br,iled down " to the simple tuned
circuit shown in Fig. 1. Here, L is
the coil, C the tuning condenser, and
Cr represents any incidental capacities occurring across the circuit.
Fig. 2 is a curve of dial readings
plotted against frequency for each of
the four main types of tuning condenser which are available. In the order
of the diagram the types are : straight
line capacity, straight line wavelength,

This article shows how calibra·
tion can be improved by the
use of series"padding" condensers
in conjunction with parallel
trimmers.

Fig. 2.-Characteristics of the four
main types of tuning condenser.

line frequency, is the best for our
immediate purpose, while the fourth
type-the log law-will also serve
quite well.
Considering the straight line frequency design, it might appear that
with one of these condensers connected
across a coil straight line calibration is
certain. In practice, curve A of Fig.
3 will almost invariably result: it will
tip up at the high frequencies and
compression will result at the low
capacity end of the scale.
The design of any modern variable
condenser takes into account the stray

from the circuit for which it has been
designed an::! put into another circuit
without the same trimmer and incidental capacities, then the strc;ight
line effect will no longer be obtained.
Suppose, as is most likely, that the
new circuit has lower inherent shunt
capacity than that with which the condenser is intended to work. \Vith the
plates near the full mesh position the
capacity of the tuning condenser is
large, and the effect of any minor
shunt capacity is small.
A straight
lin2 frequency I dial reading curve may
be obtained for about half the rotation
from maximum to minimum capacity.
\Vhen the condenser rotation has
reached such a position that the plates
are well out of mesh, the capacity is
decreasing to a very low value, and
the effect produced by the absence of
the fixed shunt capacity gets relatively
greater and greater. The total capacity
towards minimum is less than it should
be; the frequency to which the circuit
tunes is correspondingly higher; the

- - - DIAL READING

----~

Fig. 3.-Tuning characteristics obtained by variation of shunt capacity.
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Straight Line Calibrationcurve bends upwards at an increasing
angle, and A of Fig. 3 is the result.
If, for some reason, too much shunt
capacity is present then the curve will
bend downwards at the upper end, for
the total capacity there will be higher
by a considerable percentage than the
capacity required for straight line
results, and the highest frequency
reached will be lowered accordingly
(see curve C). This is the condition
which obtains when a tuned circuit
has been overloaded with fixed shunt
capacity to obtain higher stability.

0

Cl

Fig. 4.-Arrangement
for obtaining
straight line
calibration
with log law
condenser.

It is plain that somewhere there lies
a happy medium for the value of
shunt capacity and, in fact, a little
trial and error with a variable trimmer
or with d1fferent fixed condensers will
produce the desired straight line for a
curve of frequency against dial reading-as shown by B in Fig. 3.

Improving the Curve
Turning to consideration of the lo"
law or midline condenser, the sam~
remarks regarding design apply. The
theoretical curve (the bottom one of
Fig. 2) will not necessarily be obtained
by simply connecting the condenser
across a coil and calibrating the circuit.
However, using the circuit of
Fig. 4, where Cr and C2 are trimmers,
it is possible not only to obtain the
theoretical curve, but to go beyond
this and obtain something very close
to a straight line result.
Increasing
the shunt capacity Cr will lower the
highest frequency obtained, and increasing the series capacity C2 will
lower the lowest frequency.
The
effect of these condensers is, of course,
interlocked to some extent
Tha
dotted corrections of Fig. 5 can be
obtained, and the resultant is virtually
a straight line. It will be noticed that
this circuit is the same as that used in
a superheterodyne to "track" the
oscillator portion of the ganged condenser.
Because the unknowns are so
prominent it is not possible to give
specific values for the parallel and
series trimmers. One can, however,
give an idea of the values which will
be required, and after that, "trial and
error" is advised.
· First take the calibration curve without trimmers of any sort, and see
where correction is netded. Choose
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your correction circuit as described
previously. Now remember that with
the parallel connection the larger the
correction required, the larger must be
the capacity; with the series connection, the larger the correction· required
the smaller must be the capacity. Then
start connecting some trial values.
\Vith a o.ooos mfd. main tuning condenser, used at wavelengths between
200 and 2,ooo metres, a parallel trimmer of so m-mfds. maximum will
usually meet the case. With o.ooozs
rnfd. as main tuning, a condenser half
that size will be better.
Indeed, a
25-m-mfd. trimmer will be suitable
for use with most small tuning condensers. The "postage stamp" type,
of indeterminate capacity, often turns
out to be just about right.

The Series Padding Condenser
In the case of the series condenser,
we. have said that the smaller the
capacity, the larger the correction. At
the same time, there must be an early
limit to the smallness of the capacity,
or the resultant total capacity present
may not be anything like the nominal
value of the tuning condenser-with
adverse effect on the expected range.
The series capacity must be large relative to the tuning capacity, and on
the frequencies previously mentioned,
a suitable arrangement is a o.oo2 mfd.
fixed condenser having a 300 or soo

DIAL READING

----.j

Fig. 5.-Corrections obtained by adjustment of CI and C2 in Fig. 4·

m-mfd. trimmer in parallel with it.
For the smaller tuning condensers, the
fixed capacity may be reduced to
I,ooo m-mfd., with the same trimmer
for providing a range of adjustment.
Finally, it is ne.:essary to point out
that if the same tuning condenser is
used on several ranges, separately adjusted. trimmers must be used with
each coil. There is no particular difficulty in this. If the ranges are
switched, then the trimmers can be
switched with the coil: no extra
switch contacts are necessary.
If
separate plug-in coils are used, separate trimmers can be incorporated in
the construction of each coil.

RELIABLE

FUSES
& FUSE-

HOLDERS

Bulgin Radio Fuses are
consistently reliable, being
made to even finer limits
than those laid down by
British Standard Specification No. 646. They are
also in conformity with, or
better than, the limits of
R.M.A. and R.C.M.F.
In eveiy fuse each part is
as carefully gauged and
checked as if it cost ten
The
times the price.
special wires are individually drawn and continually measured to limits
finer than the readings of
an ordinary micrometer !
Fusing is consistent at
150-175% of carrying curren<, and the internal
resistance is very low. They
are absolutely fireproof !
Also, special "PAK"
fuses, with thermal lag to
withstand surges of 3-4
times rating.
From <ij-d. each.
32 ratings in three sizes.
FUSEHOLDERS
A wide range of Bulgin
types, to meet all needs and
all positions and varieties
of fixing. Safe, shockproof; fuses are securely
held, but instantly get-atable for replacement. A
selection :Baseboard F us eh older (Single)
List No. F.27 6d.
,
(Doublt)
List No. F.26 9d.
A~·cumulator

or

Flex- Wire

Fuse holders
List No. F.IO 1/3
. Baseboard F useholder(T rip! e)
List No. F.50 113
B,eboard Single Fuseholder
List No. F.J2 1/3
Panel Mounting Single Fuseholder
List No. F.24 2/3
Baseboard Twin Fuse holder
List No. F.ll 2/3
Safety Twin Model with cover
List No. F.14 2!6
Safety Twin Main F useholder
List No. F.24 3/·

WAR INCREASE 18K%

FOR .ALL RADIO

COI\t1PONENTS
Advt. of A. F. BULGIN A CO. LTD., Bye Pan
Road, Barkinc.
Telephone: RIPpleway 3474

Randon1 Radiations
Frequency Modulation
THE Armstrong system of frequencymodulated transmission appears
to be attracting more ·than a little
attention on the far side of the Atlantic. Regular broadcasting services are
to be run and those behind them
believe that once the general public
has had a fair taste of the quality of
reproduction and the freedom from
interference obtainable by this method
it won't want to go back to amplitudemodulation. I wouldn't go so far as
that. I agree that the man in the
street would like to be free from interference, but I'm not at all sure that
he appreciates real quality. He still
seems to like what he calls a "mellow
tone," which means in most instances
a cutting of top, combined with false
bass of the carpet-beater type. That
may, though, be an unduly pessimistic
view. ·I hope that it is! Anyhow,
people will undoubtedly be educated
up to demanding quality in years to
come.

Looking Ahead
A longish time ago I was rash enough
to predict that the future of broadcasting lay on the ultra-short waves.
I still believe that the bulk of broadcasting will be done at some future
date, which may not be so far ahead,
on wavelengths below 10 metres.
\Vhat I foresee is the retention of a
certain number of medium-wave (and
probably long-wave) stations for
reaching people scattered over thinly
populated areas, but the greater part

By "DIALLIST"
of the country being served by highfidelity ultra-short-wave transmitters.
There would, of course, have to be
many of these; but they could be of
comparatively low power and they
would relay both national programmes
and those originating in area studios.
Possibly each will have its accompanying television transmitter. If the
frequency-modulation system lives up
to the claims made for it there is the
possibility that my dream may be
realised by its adoption here, there
and everywhere.

Can We Outlaw Radiating
Appliances ?
One thing is pretty certain, we have
failed lamentably to take the action
necessary to suppress at its source
interference with radio reception .. It
is now probably too late to do anything in the matter. Apart from the
ignition systems of motor vehicles and
commercial electric machines, there
must be millions of pieces of radiating
domestic apparatus installed in the
homes of this country. No government would dare to prohibit their use
and if the sales of such appliances were
made illegal it would be many years
before all of those now at work were
worn out. It looks, then, as if we
must regard radiation by apparatus of
countless kinds as a necessary evil.
We can't suppress it at its source, for
matters have now gone too far for
that. \Ve shall have to tackle the

'
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problem entirely from the other enct
l::y endeavouring to make receivers
immune from the effects of unwanted
radiation. It may be that this will be
accomplished by developments in antiinterference systems combined with
better screening of receivers. But it
is also possible that frequency-mcdulation will show the easiest way out of
the difficulty.

..

..

..

An Imposing Array

THE number of wireless broadcasting stations collared by the Germans during the past 12 months is
staggering. All of the occupied countries had extensive broadcasting systems, including a proportion of highpowered stations. Poland, Denmark,
Norway, Holland, Belgium and France
were all in the forefront of broadcasting. Add the German and Austrian
stations and those in Italy and you
hm·e an imposing tale of mediumwave transmitters at the disposal of
the unholy Alliance. And then there
are the short-wave stations, not a few
•.nth
extensi.-e wavelength 2.llotments, and with world-wide range.
The total at the disposal of the Axis
Powers, taking medium-wave and
short-wave together, can't fall much
short of a couple of hundred. I'd forgotten the long waves because one so
seldom uses them nowadays: of these
Germany owns or controls now the
Deutschlandsender, Radio Paris, Warsaw, Oslo, Kalundborg and Hilnrsum
No. r. A formidable array! Nor have
the aggressors always remained content with the power output of stations
as it stood. Your wireless receiver will
convince you that the power of a good
many has been considerably increased.

Not All Their Own Way
\Ve haven't been exactly idle ourselves. The utmost use is being made
of the stations at our disposal for
bringing the real news both to Germans and to the peoples whom they
are protecting out of existence. But
we still need more and more high~
powered channels, particularly on the
short waves. One reason for this is
that Germany now has so many transmitters and so many channels at her
di5posal .:that she can afford to use
quite a number of stations purely for
jamming purposes when she feels so
minded. They don't get things all
their own way by any manner of
means. Our Empire stations are both
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Random Radiationswell equipped and well used. News is
going out continually from us in goodness knows how many languages and
it is getting to the people who want to
know the truth about what is happening. But we could do with further
high-powered short-wave transmitters
and I'm sure this pressing need is not
being neglected.

.......

From the Horse's Mouth

NOstatements
doubt you've beard or read
about the exaggerated

claims made in the German news
bulletins. I've been rather intimately
concerned lately with one part of th.e
country, which has received many
visits from raiding planes. It's been
more than interesting to observe the
difference between the hostile planes
seen to be shot down in particular
engagements and the number admitted
in the German news bulletins. Again,
I'm writing this at a very short distance from (and within actual view of)
a place reported by the Germans to
have been severely damaged by their
bombs. If they'd done what they
claimed I probably shouldn't be
writing! Anyhow, I can assure you
that that particular objective was
absolutely unscathed. The nearest
bomb fell several miles from it and as
they dropped on to open land they

didn't do anything-except possibly
to render a field or two useless as
potential landing grounds for their
own aircraft in case of invasion! I
suppose they think that if they broadcast their ridiculous claims some
people will believe them. But it must
have been rather a shock to them to
hear the eye-witness account of a
recent dog-fight in the Straits of
Dover broadcast recently by an
American over some of the big U.S.A.
networks!

VORTEXION

SOw. AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

......

An Opening

R.A.F.
T HEannounced

authorities
have
lately that they
require many expert wireless servicemen. I'm not surprised, for all the
services now make much use of radio
for communications over distances
great and small, and there must be a
vast amount of repair work and adjustment always to be done. \Vork
with the R.A.F. is bound to be interesting, for this service has always
made great use of wireless for many
purposes and its technical people don't
let the grass grow under their feet.
Research and experimental work are
constantly going forward in some of
the most entrancing branches of wireless. Any serviceman who takes up a
job with the Air Force will find that
it's a very up-to-date concern.

A pair of matche,t 6L6's with 10 per cent. negative feed·back ie fitted
in the output stage, and the separate HT supplies to the anode and
screen have l-etter than 4 per cent, regulation, while a eeparat&
rectifier provides biu.
'l'he 6L6's are driv~n by a 6F6 trlode connected through a driver
transformer incorporating feed ..baek. Tbia is preceded by a 6N7.
electronic mixing for pick-up and microphone. Tht additional
6FI) operating a.a firSt stage on microphone only 18 euit:..b~e for any
microphone. A tone control is fitted, and the large eight-section
output trail!'lformer is available Jn three types :-2-8-lfi-30 ohms :
4·15-30-60 ohms or 15-60-125-250 ohms. Theae output line11 can be
matched using all sections of windlngaand will deliver the full respon•~
(40-18,000 c/s) to the loud speakers wUh extremely low overall
harmonic distortioll,
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CBASSIB wilh valve10nd plugs . . • . . . . • • . • • . • • •
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Kealo Homo •••.••.•.....................•..
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£4 4 0

Kealo II.C. lil.ioropbonea........ . . . . • • • • . • . • . • •
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Many hundreds already in use for
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15w. AC & 12-VOLT DC AMPLIFIER

Marconiphone Model 911
A NEW AC RECEIVER OF . UNCONVENTIONAL DESIGN
THE latest product of The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., is a threewaveband superheterodyne selling
for 8~ guineas. It makes use of a
four-valve plus rectifier circuit with a
pentode in the output stage deliver-

A moulded cabinet and an unusual
chassis layout are features of the new
Marconiphone Modelgu.

ing 5 watts to a 5-inch moving coil
loud speaker. The short-wave band
covers the range r6.5 to 52 metres and
is calibrated to megacycles as well as
metres.
Undoubtedly, the most interesting
feature of the design is the use of a
moulded cabinet into which the chassis slides on fillets moulded on the
sides near the top of the cabinet. The
valve bases are on the underside of
the chassis and the valves project
downwards. This form of construction
enables the drum-dial to be mounted
with a short cord drive in the top
corner of the cabinet where it is most
easily seen ; most of the trimmers are
also made accessible on the underside
of the chassis.
The controls are all at the side, and
this arrangement, in conjunction with
the well-rounded corners of the cabinet, gives the set a neat and compact appearance, while at the same
time making for convenience in
operation.

TYPE CP20

This small Portable Amplifier operating either from AC
mains or 12-volt battery, was tested by" THE WIRELESS
WORLD," October 1st, 1937, and has proved so popular
thlri at Customers' demand it remains unaltered except
that the output has been increased to 17.2 watts and the
taltery consumption lowered to 6 amperos. Read what
"The Wireless World " said:.. During tests an output of 14.7 watts was obtained without anY
trace of Ui!!>tortion 10 that the rating of 15 watts is quite justified.
The measured response shows an upper limit of 18,000 c/s and a
lo"'\11-er of 30 c/s. Ita performance is exceptionally good. Another
outstanding feature is ite exceptionally low hwn level when AU
operated even without an earth connection. In order to obtain
the maximum undistorted output, an input to the microphone Ja.ck
of 0.037 volt was required. The two independent volume controh
enable one to adjll8t the ga·n of the amplifier for tbe same power
output from both sources, as well as superimpose one on the other,
or fade out one and bring the other up to full volume. The secondary
of the output transformer is tapped· for loudRpeakers or line impedanees of 4, 7.U and 15 ohms." Prices : Plut 10~~ war in('reaM
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itely road vehicles within the meaning of the Act, and here is my
trouble.
At the present moment we have
By FREE GRID
staying with us Kilocyclia, one of
When I arrived home I hastily my elder daughters, who long ago
looked up the September 1930 issues persuaded some unfortunate wretch
of The Wireless. World, and, to my that two could live as cheaply as
astonishment, I found that the one, with the inevitable result that
Editor was speaking the truth. she and her twin offspring spend
What surprised me still more, how- most of their time staying with Mrs.
ever, was to find that in those days Free Grid at my expense. The
we were so much in the dark ages trouble is that Mrs. Free Grid will
insist on taking a portable set in the
that the sup«rheterodyne had not
children's pram every time she
been vulgarised, as I referred in my
and Kilocyclia go off on a shopping
notes to a rumour which I had heard
that this ancient system of reception, expedition. As in the case of most
other women, she allows the set to
dating back to 1917, was about to
drool on all day irrespectively of
stage a comeback.
Even more
what programme is coming through.
astonishing, however, the same old
This is bad enough, for at any
problems of ether congestion which
moment a policeman may wake up
exist to-day were turning our hairs.
to the fact that a pram is a road
grey then. It set me wondering
vehicle and that, therefore, an
what things will be like ten years
offence is being committed, but, to
hence.
make matters worse, the set is
switched on· full blast all the time,
and it is inevitable that, before long,
Asking for Trouble
the laws of chance will .decree tl.at
ALTHOUGH we must all put up
the pram is being pushed through
with it as cheerfully as we can,
the town at a time when the B.B.C.
for the duration, there can be no
are churning out one of their news
doubt that this car-radio ban is a bulletins in German.
great hardship to people like myself
I dread to think what may
who take wireless seriously and do
happen, as the average person knows
not like to be without it at any time.
just enough about the German
There is no ban on the carrying of
language to recognise it when he
a portable set by pedestrians, but
hears it, and not enough to distineven the modern lightweight instru- guish between a B.B.C. news
ment gets very burdensome after the bulletin and what may well be
first mile or so, and I had been thought to be a deliberate attempt
endeavouring to compromise by to disseminate enemy propaganda.
using roller skates, but I have just
learned, to my horror, that I have _lk 'lr. 1~. li.II~CGWI~I ~:; cF~·· 11 ..,..,
unwittingly been rendering myself - .I
liable to be shot at dawn, as roller 'I i
-~~~ 1 11( I
skates are a road vehicle within the i ~j_ll: 11~1 ~
meaning of the Act .
l.llf· - - - 'i~l~
/li
The situation was soon remedied,
~~~
'
of course, by discarding the skates,
but now I find that, owing to the
pig-headedness of Mrs. Free Grid,
I am still liable to be charged with
an infringement of the road-radio
ban. It appears that, in spite of
Mrs. Free Grid and Kilocyclia.
perambulators cluttering up our
pavements in the disgraceful manner A crowd can be very ugly at times,
that they do, they have no legal as I learned to my cost on an occaright to be there. The proper place sion during the last war when I
for them is on the road, and I think absentmindedly walked through the
it disgraceful laxity on the part of streets of Portsmouth to a fancy
the police that the law is not en- dress ball dressed as a German
forced. At any rate, they are defin- submarine commander.

Unbiased
Regaling
oe~rselves at a
coffee stall.

Retrospect
THE other night, or, to be precise, very early the other morning, as the Editor and myself were
regaling ourselves at a coffee stall
after a heated all-night sitting of a
learned scientific body of which we
a>e both fellows, he suddenly seized
my arm and remarked in a rather
agitated manner that the next issue
of The Wireless World would be the
September one. Using his silk scarf
to mop up the coffee which he had
caused me to upset, I remarked
somewhat acidly that, having regard
to the fact that the last issue of the
journal was the August one, it did
not overmuch surprise me to learn
that.the next one would be the September issue and that, in my
opinion, it was highly probable that
the one following would be the
October issue.
He pointed out, however, that he
had suddenly remembered that it
was just ten years since he had asked
me to contribute to these columns,
and he wondered what ought to be
done about it. I replied that if he
'"'aS hinting that I should celebrate
the event by buying him some more
coffee there was nothing doing,
as, in the first place, I did not
approve of junketings in wartime,
and, in the second place, all my
.~pare cash was at present going toward the cornering of all the tele>"ision sets I could lay my hands
:11pon in anticipation of making my
fortune when the post-war television
boom descended upon us.
I suggested that· we should defer
our celebrations to next April, when
The Wireless World would be having
its thirtieth birthday, and it was not
impossible that by that time the
rest of the nation and ourselves
might have successfully completed
the little job we had on our hands
just now.
4T2
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Recent Inventions
Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio devices and developments disclosed in Patent
Specifications will be included in these columns

PIEZO·ELECTIUC CQYST ALS
ELATES to a resilient mounting for
a piezo-dectric crystal oscillator
snitable for use either with a gramophone, in a dictaphone, or as a hearing
aid. The crystal P, shown in cross section in the figure, is held resiliently at
its 10\H'r end between ,two clamps of
rubber R, Rr, whilst a third rubber pact
R2 lies along one side of its length.
For use as a hearing aid, the upper
eml of the crystal bears against a button
B which presses against the ear or om•
of the skull bones of the wearer, so as
to transmit vibrations from the crystal
to the auditory nerve. The button is
formed with a square shank S, which
passes through a square rubber-lined hole
in the casing, so as to prevent the button
from being twisted in the course of us<',
am\ so losing firm contact with the
cr;•stal. At the same time, the crystal
is· adequately protected from dar'nage
should the casing be dropped or rect"ive
an a c c i d e n t a 1
blow.
The British
ThomsrJn - Houston
Co.,
Ltd.:
p
L. B. Ault; and
!V.
A. Bocock.
Applicatioll
date
RI!
8th June, I9Jtl.
No. 5I56JG.

R

Rl
Cross section of
piezo-crystal
bone - conduction
hearing aid.

stream of electrons.
The latter is
diverted, by the field from an auxiliary
solenoid, away from the collecting plate,
before it comes under the control of the
usual pair of scanning coils which then
sweeps it across the fluorescent screen
in the ordinary way.
Ferranti, Ltd.; f. L. Miller; and H.
Wood. Application date August I2tl1,
I9J8. No. 51822r.
0

1!\tPQOVING CATHODE·QAY TUBES
T has been observed that the centre
of the fluorescent screen of a cathoderay tube tends to develop black markings after it has been in use for some
time. These are particularly noticeable
when the fluorescence is faint, and are
due to the bombardment of the screen
by negative ions of the contained gas,
and by other charged particles too hea,·v
to be sufficiently deflected by the applied
scanning fields.
The defect is overcome, according to
the invention, by projecting the hea \"V
particles against a plate which collects
and remo\·es them from the normal

I
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The British abstracts published here
1
are prepared with the permission :
l ol the Controller of H.M. Stationery 1
l Ofllce, from specifications obtainable
l at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton l
lI BulldinJts, London, W.C.2, price 1/- lI
:
each.
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ULTQA·SHOIU·WAVE AEQIALS
SHORT-WAVE aerial \Yhich is substantially non-reactiYe over a \\·ide
range of frequencies, and is therefore
particularly suitable for television, consists of a hollow inverted cone with its
apex placed near a flat reflecting surface,
such as the roof of a house. The feedline is connected across the point of the
apex.
Alternatively two cones, placed apex
to apex. can be used to form the two
limbs of a dipole, the inner and outer
conductors of a coaxial feed-line being
connected respectively to the two apices.
The points of connection are shifted some
way up the sides of the cone, if necessary, to match the impedance of the
aerial to the line.
Such an aerial is stated to react substantially as a pure resistance ovt>r the
band of wavelengths between 1.36 and
r ·55 metres, the phase-angle never exceeding 5 deg.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of P. S. Carter). Conventiou date (U.S.A.), June 12th, 1937· No.
515795·
0

0

0

TQANSMISSION LINES
COPPER tube, slit along its length,
is used as a high-frequency transmission line. Signals are applied at one
end by a coil wound outside the tube, •
and are similarly taken off at the far
end.
The energy is propagated as a
magneti(; flux.
The inventor states that the highfrequency flux cannot penetrate the
copper, :md is therefore constrained to
travel along its length, except for the
small portion that leaks through the
longitudinal slit. The slit is, of course,
necessary, as otherwise the tube would
form a short-circuited " turn " and so
prevent the flux from getting into its
interior.
The tube is said "to simulate a transmission line having inductance in series
with the path of propagation, and
capacities in shunt.
The tube can be used as a radiating
aerial by adjusting the width of the
longitudinal slit, so as to control the
leakage of the flux.
A. D. Blumlein.
Application date
March yth, 1938. No. 515684.

A

TUNING UNITS
COMPACT coil and condenser unit
to which small balancing or trimming adjustments can be made is shown
on the left of the diagram. The inductance coil L is mounted inside a metal
screening <ase K, the iron core for UH"
coil taking the form of a screw R. One
plate of the balancing condt>nser consists
of a semi-circular coating C mounted on
the underside of an insulated pia te P.
The other condenser plate Cr is of similar
shape and is mounted on the lower side
of a ceramic disc D which can be rotated
through an angle of r8o deg.
'
In the tool for trimming the tuning
of the unit, which is shown on the right.
the hollow end E fits over the polygonal
knob K and turns it like a spanner. At
the same time, a screw driver S is
brought into eng:~gement with the slotted
end of the iron core R, and can be

A

0

Pre-set tuning unit and trimming tool.
rotated by the handle H to force the core
further in or out of the inductance coil.
Telefunllen Ges. fiir drahtlose Tele·
graphie m.b.h. Convention date (Germany) 13th July, 1937. No. 516924.
0

0

0
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DIQECTIONAL SYSTEMS
RDINARY methods of determining
the direction of an incoming wave
only give accurate results if the wave is
polarised in the vertical plane. But in
practice, particularly at certain times of
the day, the received wave is likely to
include horizontally polarised components, produced as the result of the
reflection that occurs at the Heaviside
layer. It has already been proposed to
eliminate this so-called "night effect,"
by using a ~ystem of impulse sign~lling
in which the transmitter sends out a
sl'ries of "trains" of waves, separated
by very short periods.
It is then possible to distinguish, at
the receiving end, those signals that
travel along the earth from those that
reach the receiver after reflection from
the Heavisidc layer, and to take directional observations on!~· on the earthbound waves, since these are invarin!Jly
polarised in the vertical plane. But in
such systems, it is necessary to transmit
synchronising signals in order to control

O

Wireless
World
Recent Inventionsth<c receiver ~o that it shall respond only
to the earth!Jound wave, and not to the
S]Xlce \vave.
The invention describes a method of
impulse sign.1lh1g in which the use of
S) lKhrnnising in1pulscs is not necessary,
the required directional information
being obtained bv measuring the
'' slope '' of the rising part of the
ground-wave impulse, before it is aflected
hy the arrival of the corresponding space
l\'ave.
Telefunken Ges. fiir dralttlose Telegraphie m.b.h. Convention date (Germany) 2bth August, 1937. No. 5!7099·
0

0

0
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SHOIH·WAVE AERIALS
SHORT-WAVE aerial giving a broad
frequency response when directly
coupled to a standard transmission line,
~a v of 6oo ohms, consists of two or more
coi1ductors, each half a wave long,
arranged in parallel and spaced apart by
a small fraction, sav one-hundredth, of
the working wavel ... rigth. Each conductor is connected at both ends to its neighbour, so as to form, in effect, a narrow
loop. The transmission line is connected
to two terminals at the centre of the
nearest dipole.
The arrangement is equivalent to a
'ingle-wire half-wave dipole in radiation
characteristic, since, owing to the phase
reversal at each end, the current flow is
in the same direction in both \vires. The
radiation resistance of a two-wire system is, however, equal to four times that
of a single wire, without using any special
matching between the aerial and feedline. This givres <Ill extremelv flat impedance "·hen measured against frequency, and makes the aerial particularly suitable for handling television signals.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of P. 5. Cartn). Convention date (U.S.A.), July 24th, 1937·
No. 517342.
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VISUAL TUNING INDICATORS
a preliminary to tuning, the condenser of the receiver is set into
rapid rotation, either by a motor, or by
operating a press-button or lever which
drives a flywheel mounted on the condenser shaft.
A small Neon lamp -is
mounted on the shaft and rotates past
a translucent dial at a speed sufficient
to give the persistence of vision effect.
The Neon lamp is included in the
anode circuit of one of the amplifier
·valves, so that it glows more or less intensely at those points where the rotating condenser tunes the set to any signals
that are within range. In other words,
the listener is able to '' search the
ether," and to note what stations are
in operation, before selecting any particular one. The final choice is effected
Ly adjusting a stop or brake to arrest
the condenser at a point coinciding with
the appropriate luminous spot on the
dial.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.
(assignees -bj Le Matbiel Tellplwnique
Soc. A non.). Convention dale (France)
September 9th, 1937. No. 51803!.

AS

MICRO·WAVE OSCILLATORS
HE figure shows an outfit for
generating waYelengths of the order
of a metre and less. A short-wave valve
V of the acorn ty.pe is mounted inside a
cylindrical resonator chamber, the upper
part of which is divid<"d by two discs A,
C connected respectively to the anode
and cathode of the valve. Owing to the
distributed capacity and inductance of
the system, a stationary wave is built
up between the top plate P and the
anode disc A forming the upper part of
the resonator.
RF energy passes through perforations
in the anode disc A into the lower part
B of the resonator, from which it is
drawn off by a "·ire loop L to a load
circuit.
The size of the resonator
chamber is of the same order as the
wavelength generated, and the arrangement is such that the current distribution is symmetrical in all the conducting
members associated with the valve.

T

L

Resonator chamber for micro-wave
generation.
The nodes of the standing wave system
are so located in the resonator that
leakage radiation is prevented.
The
energy generated can be used, among
other things, for inducing an artificial
fe,·er in medical treatment.
A. H. Stevens (communicated by the
Lela.nd Stanford junior University).
Application date April 2rst, 1938. No.
517264.
0
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NAVIGATIONAL BEACONS
DIRECTIVE aerial system is used
to radiate two wireless beams at a
slight angle to each other, both being
modulated with interlocking signals, so
that the common or overlapping part of
the two beams indicates a definite course
or guide-way for an aeroplane in flight.
It is well known that if a dipole is
" backed " by a second aerial wire, of
equal or slightly greater length, the
latter acts on the radiated waves as a
reflector. If, however, the second dipole
is made shorter than the main aerial, it
serves both to strengthen the waves
along their original direction, and also
to concentrate them into a narrow beam.
It is then called a director, as distinct
from a reflector.
According to the invention, a combination of such reflectors and directors is
used to produce two overlapping radio
beams for navigational purposes. The
main or energised aerial is backed by a
reflector dipole, whilst a second dipole
is placed in front of the main aerial.
This second dipole is provided with a
section which can be opened or closed
by a :~eying switch, so that the dipole

A

acts alternatelv as a reflector or director.
The result is~ that each beam is interrupted or reversed in direction bv the
keying switch, at a frequency which provides the necPssary interlocking signals.
Bendix Aviation Corporation.
Conuention date (U.S.A.) July 2nd; 1937·
No. sr87q.
0
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FLYING "BLIND" BY WIRELESS
IRECTIONAL wireless is utilised to
give the pilot of an aeroplane a continuous indication of his position, relati,·e to the surrounding country. even
when fog prevents any direct sight of
land. The signals received from two
conrse-marking wireless beacons are
applied to control a cathode-ray indicator, so that the position of the machine
is marhcl at all times by the inter-section
of t\\"0 lines of light, as seen against a
map or chart of the route as background.
The map indicator is mounted on the
dashboard of the machine ,,-here it can
conveniently he kept under comtant
obsen·ation by the pilot.
The cathode-ray tube is fitted "·ith
h,·o " guns" so that two beams of electrons trace out independent circular
paths on a common fluorescent screen.
The'e paths are synchronised with the
rotating wireless beams radiated from
the land beacons, so that their intersection on the fluorescent screen follows the
points of intersection of the beams in
space. At any point within the area of
overlap of the beacons, the rect>ived
signals produce two bearing-line traces,
which intersect at a point on the chart
corresponding to the position of the
machine in flight.
J!arconi' s Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of V. K. Zworykin).
Convention date (U.S.A.), September
2.Jtlt, I'.J37· No. 5J7826.

D

0

0

0

0

INCANDESCENT TELEVISION
SCilEENS
HE ordinary fluorescent screen of a
cathode-ray television receiver is
replaced by one which becomes incandescent under the impact of the
scanning stream of electrons.
The
screen is made by spraying a foundation
of fine-wire mesh, having 200 apertures
to the square inch, with a solution of
thorium nitrate. The nitrate is " held '·.'
between the interstices, when dried, and
forms, in effect, a mosaic of separate
small rods or plugs.
The mosaic is heated to a temperature
of I ,ooo de g. C., whereupon the plugs
of thorium nitrate are converted into the
oxide, and swell in size so as substantially to cover the screen, though
without touchirog each other. The heatsensitive surface so produced can be
raised to white incandescence bv an
electron stream using an anode voltage
of less than ro,ooo V. Cooling occurs
sufficiently rapidly to " localise " the
light-and-shade effects of the original
picture, so as to produce the necessary
persistence-of-vision effect.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
(assignees of W. H. Kaufmann). Con·
veution date (U.S.A.) August 3rst, I937·
No. srSs8&.

T
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JUNIOR AUDITORIUM
~s illustrated) 10 in. model.

w~":t~r A~C~~ea~ £3.15.0
(without transformer)

SENIOR AUDITORIUM
12 in. model. Power rating

P~•kwatts....~~~: £8.16.0
(without transformer)
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"GOOD MANS Auditorium Loudspeakers are of exceptionally
high performance . . . . . all the mechanical properties involved
have been carefully proportioned and the resulting overall curve is
remarkably uniform. Amplitude distortion is guarded against by
making the voice coil long compared with the gap, and the use of
exponential cones for both high and low frequencies prevents the
production of sub-harmonics which often give rise to harshness
at high volume levels . . . . . Undoubtedly an instrument in the
front rank of quality reproducers."

GOOD design stands the test
of time. On the left is a4-year
old "W.W." report on the
GOODMANS Auditorium
Loudspeaker. In 1936, this
instrument was acknowledged the leader in its class •
To-day the same holds good
• • • yet its design has not
changed since its inception.
Its performance is still
unexcelled. Its popularity
is greater than ever, as
evidenced by these recent
testimonials.

Wireless World reports 4(9/36 & 25/9/36.

"The purity of the high notes is remarkable, the brilliance of
orchestral bells is a sure indication of high frequency response
. . . . . a very fine speaker."
J.G.H. CZL4FR).
" The general impression is one of extraordinary realism . . . . .
The overall response, from the lowest frequencies to ro,ooo
A.A. (Acoustic Engineer).
cycles appears very even."
" I was greatly surprised at its sensitivity as compared with
another supposedly high quality loudspeaker in my possession."

c.w.c.

liOODmRDS

POST THIS COUPON

Auditorium

for free copy of 20-page informative and technical booklet. "The
l'>ttainment of an Ideal." Please
Attach to
enclose 2!d. stamp.
letterheading or card.

LOUDSPEAKERs

GOOD MANS INDUSTRIES LTO., LANCELOT ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

Telephone : WEMbley 4001 (5 lines)

W.W.940

~=M•R• SUPPLIES=~
maintain their reputation for HIGH-cLASS ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT at BARGAIN
PRICES. Delivery by return. Sati<llaction assured.
ELECTIUC CLOCKS (Synchronous 200/250 v. 60 cycles). Follow;ng the great scarcity of
good models at popular prioos owing to the import emhargo we have secured a. parcel
of Siemeos' high·grade Electric Clocks which were lying in this country, Of the several
models available we mention the following as being the finest opportunitiert now prevailing:

:a':;e~~~e~~:w :r\~~bu~z~;a:l~:r!0!1n~~u~i::~~~\~~i2~/6i!ve[~~~~~~llld~~~c;s2~~

Works, Office, Institutes, Hotels, etc., 10i'' diameter, fine chromium plate, 42/6. Also
13!", 49/6. ltmust beemphasllied that these are really high claM clocb..s uot to be confused
with th~ inferior ones which were advertised elsewhere before the war. 1::\tocks obviously

TAYLOI\METER
32 RANGE UNIVERSAL

METER

Sensitivity 1,000 ohms per volt. A.C. and D.C.

limited.

REDUCTION GEAR JIOTORS (A.C. 200/2.'50 60 c.) Spindle revs. 6 or 3 (two model!!)
Overall only 3\~. Very high torque. Precision made, 25/-.
AUTODAPTOB VIBRATOR UKITS. Input 6-volts, output 115 v. 50 m.a. D.C., fully
smoothed. Ideal for H.'l'. supply independent of m& ins. For Radio, Amplifier and A.R.P.
wQrk. Robustly made in metal c011tainer, ij}" x 4"' x 31H, with long leatls. Listed Bbout
£6. Brand new, 25/ ....
BRUSH PlEZO-cRYSTAL ELEMENTS offererl at one half nett cost of importation.
2i"' dia.., Btted stylus. For construction of high-grade Microphone. Tweeter, Cardiaphone,
Pickup, etc. Rnre opportunity, 6/11.
•
ROTBERMEL-BRUSB D.l04 JIICROPHONE INSETS. The heart of the famous 5-guinea
D.l04 Microphone--only require housing, but can he used just a$ '~Up plied, 22/6.
BOTBEltiiEL-BRUSB PIEZO-CR.YSTAL PICKUP BEADS (De Luxe model). These 33/·
heads were designed to take the place of the ordinary sound box Lut can readily be adapted
to ftt a tracking arm. Finest possible performance, 19.'6. Tr:lcking arm adaptor 2/· extra.,
it required.
IUJIIATUBE P .M. MOVING COIL UNITS. The heart o.f the finest M/Coil mike. Diameter
only 3"', titted bigh·flux alni magnet. Imp. 12-obms. Many also used as extension speakers.
Ideal for intercom .• 12/6.
IIIIIIATUBE IIICKEL ALLOY TRAIISFORIIEBB to suit above, 2111.
ROTARY CORVEBTEBS :-All elec. and mechan. perfect as new. E.D.O., Input 220/230
v. D.C., Output ~30 v. A.C., 90~watts, complete with silenC"e cabinet and radio filter,
£6/15/..., c.t E.D.C., Input 12·voJts D.C., Output 2:-10 v. A.C., 160 watts, £7/10/-.
Wates, Input 220/230 v. D.C., Output 230 v. A.C., 80 watts, £4/10/-. WESTINGHOUSE.
Input 110 v. D.C., Output 1],0 v. A.C., 1,.'500 watts, Yery u<scful and efficient machine,

IJS/10/-. All c.l.

PHQTQ ..ELECTRIC CELLS. Brand new profession Cetron C'.E.l. Last now available
in the country. Fully guaranteed. Standard UX c<lp. lin. dia. Last list priae £4. .Final
opportunity for spares, 39/6.
MAINS TRAHSFOBIIEBS (Standard Telephones) Very high-cla<~s joh. Prim. 200/260 v.
(tapped) Se. Prim., Sec. 350/0/350 v. 120 ma., 2.6 "· 5 a., and 5 v. 2 a., 8/6.
LOW TENSION BECl'IFlEBS (Standard Tcle.) Permanent Metal type of the best Rpeci~
tlcation. D.C. delivery, 12/14 v. 1.6 amp., 10/9. Also new heavy duty type, D.C. deliveiy
12/14 v, 6 ompo., 211/6.
RADIO IliTEBJ'EBElrfCE SUPPRESSORS (Post Offire spec.) Definitely cut out all inte-rferen~ introduced through mains.
Easily inst!llled outside or inside set-diagram
supplied. M:my hundreds in use. Complete, 3/6.
OUTPUT TBANSFOBIIERS. Replacemf'.nt type for all speakers. B ratios, with tapped
primary and secondary, 6/6. Also our very popular offer of the exa.ct "Wireless \V(•rld"
Heavy Duty mortel, 11 ratioa from 12/1 to 7fJ/l witb C.T. for P.P., weig-ht 7i lb. High

;'usk'it:~Uif~aD-lCHAN~=· r~LmuS,

TIIIE SWITCHES, PICKUPS,

JI'JlACTIONAL MOTORS, etc., at 1owest prices, notwithstanding increasing difficulties of
IUpply,

M.R. SUPPLIES, 68, New Oxford St., London, W.C.I
Telephone : MUSeum 2958

MODEL 90
This Taylor Model 90 is ack·
nowledged as a dependable,
sensitive and accurate meter
for Radio and General Test
requirements.
PRICE

£8-15-0
Complete with detailed
book of instructions

Delivery at present ex stock.

THE 32 RANGES cover:
D.C. Volts 0-0.25 up to 1,000 in 7 ranges.
A.C. and Output Volts 0-2.5 up to 1,000 in 6 ranges each.
D.C. Current 0-1 m.a., up to 0-2.5 amps. In 5 ranges.
A.C. Current 0-1 m.a., up to 0-2.5 amps, in 4 ranges.
OHMS from I to 10 megohms in 4 ranges, making 31 ranges In all.
AI I Taylor Instrument• are British made and Guaranteed for 6 months.

TAY L0R

Electrical Instruments Limited,
419-422, Montrose Avenue,
SLOUGH, Bucks.

Telet>hone: SLOUGH 20061.
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THE CHARGE for advertisements iD these colnmDI
DEPOSIT SYSTEM. Readen may deal with

I
I
!,

1

ARM'ST RO NG

ia 12 words or less a;., 3d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
ADVERTISEMENTS, with remittance, should
reach Dorset House, Stamford Street , S.E.l, not later
than first post Tuesday,September 10th,for the October
iasue, or one day earlier at the Branch Olllcea, 8-10,
Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26B, Renlleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to trade advertisers on orders for consecutive insertions provided a
contract is placed iD advance, and iD the absence of
fresh instructions the entire copy is repeated from the
previous llsue. 3 insertions, 6 per cellt.; 6 ins., 10
per cent. ; 12 ins., la per cent.
Advertisements received too late for one issue, or
crowded out, are published iD the first following iD
which there is space. The Proprietorsretain)he right to
refuse or withdraw advertisements at their discretion.
The Proprietors are not responsible for clerical
or prillters' errors, although every care is taken to
avoid mistakes.
BOX NO. ADVERTISERS should include the
words "Box 000 c/o 'The Wireless World'" which
must be paid for. An additional 1/· is charged
for registration and cost of forwarding replies.
Letters addressed to Box Nos. are simply forwarded
to the advertiser. No reeponsibility is accepted iD
connection with these advertisements.

advertisers iD safety throagla our DeJOiit SJstem.
Porchase money payable to Dille & Sons Ltd. should
he deposited with" The W"lrelea World," when both
parties are advised of its reoeipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they mut be returned to
sender. H a eale is ellected, buyer instructs us to
remit amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to
retorn amount to depositor. Carriage Is paid by the
buyer, but iD the event of no eale, and subject to there
being no difterent arrangement between buyer and
seller, each pays carriage one way. The seller take8
the risk of loss or damage iD troi.nsit, for which we
take no responsibility. Details of any arrangement
made between parties which does not concur with
anyoftheaboveconditionsmustbeadvisedtouswhen
the deposit is made. For all transactions whether
a eale is effected or not a commission of 1 per
cent. is charged on and deducted from the amount
deposited (minimum charge 2/·). All correspond·
ence must be sent to Dorset House,' Stamford Street,
London, S.E.l.
Cheques and Postal Orders sent iD payment for
deposits or advertisements should be made payable tc.
- Dif!e & Sons Ltd., and crossed. Notes cannot be
traced if lost in transit. They must therefore be
regarded as. being despatched at sender's risk.
Alternatively, they may be sent per registered post.

·

I'"

ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE ,/

these days of universal shortage of material it Is almost
unbelievable that we can give immediate delivery from
stock of our NEW EXPORT Model EXP-48, but for some
time past we have been carefully conserving a supply of
material to give our friends overseas the prompt delivery
service normally enjoyed by the Home buyer.
As pointed out in our August announcement we are
anxious to co·operate in overcoming any local geographical
condition which may present a problem to our Overseas
friends and we look forward to hearing from you.
A limited number of these new chassis is available for the
Home market.

I SPECIAL OVERSEAS MODEL EXP48
8-v. 4-BAND ALL-WAVE SUPERHET CHASSIS

(13·160m. continuous&normal Broadcast bands)

I
I

.
·

1

i
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NEW RECEIVERS AND
AMPLIFIERS

USED SETS FOR SALE
HAYNES
2

*

H ~~~~s_~,·~d~~;. 26:S:~,;,~;,~":"~:l1 ; r~;,i~~~,;~?·

f>tamp for ilh1strate(l <'<ttalogues of finest all-wave
nl'eivers, handwme cabinet~, speakers and valves, firsts
(·nly 6/- each; tvery <lrticle fully guaranteed; buy
J10W before priees again rise.

R.M.E. 69
0
F ~Ps2~ePr~~eiu~~)~ ~~;~9 a~Jc~~~eriia~f~~;1ftt:r t:~I~

CHt.~~~~J,E~;~~~:.~ ~~~~;~~:~~~~-~~e 2l,t~l~
0

[9177

CH~~~·~J'q.~~ace,RrR,~~sterc8~t~, ~n~~~~·w.l '

1

speaker in metal cabinet.; b€st offers to: T. H. C<.lAbourn, 61, Victoria St., Douglas, Isle of Man.
[9158

[9176
Q. COTT Latest Philharmonic, new, complete, £150;
0
McMurdo 15-17 Georgic Autoradiogram, £82.A. C. S, Radio, 46, Widmore Rd., Bromley.
[9198
MBASSADOR Cha,sis.-Prompt delivery of latest
models from Coulphone Radio, Nt>w Longton,
A
J>reston. Full discounts. Model Ch. 6779, six-valve,
~ll-wave (12.5-52 metres), R.F. stage, 5.8 watts output,
1 Oin. spea.ker; £8 I 5 nett; carriage paid; stamp for
«ttalogue.
l9178
1

BA~!l~~~~~;'n B~!~:i~~~k!!:a~~~ke~~· s~~Y~1° c~~~~=:
~ith

guarantees, at less 30%-40% below listed prices;
;ilso Midgets, portables; send 2~~d. stamp for lists.lladio Bargains, Dept. W.W., 261·3, Lichfield Road,
Aston, Birmingham.
r9150
2

1

8

£11/10 ~ni{:F.Uit~~~i~~~c~-IT~ ~u ~!~~if q~a1if~

._mplifier, 10 valves, including tone control stage, 8
v.·atts triode output, ideal for quality reproduction
from radio and gramophone; limited number.-Bakers
Sllhurst Radio. 75. Sussex Rd., South Croydon. [9191

COMMUNICATION
RECEIVERS

N

i~~~tr;,~~;:.~ ~~tf,· ~~~k~r:·v~~~;; ':£~~~~~~~:

A
51, Graham Mansions, Hackney, E.B.

[9184

1-I 0s't~~n~Ph C~~~r~1 n/~a~~:fe~e~e~~~lit?;~; £iJ~ ~:g:~
1

ft.ange for good quality gram. amplifier in cabinet.-

Horsfield, Chemist, Ainslie St., BarrQw.

[9188

R -~i~fl6c~r 8 ~~~~:e ' a~

1 0

:gg h~;·Mj~-w~;ci ~ J~~
Howard 460, with speaker,
5

n~e;,~·

soiled, £27/10;
£26/10; Eddystone E.C.R., with speaker, £29/10.A. C'. S. Radio, 46, \Vidmore Rd., Bromley.
19197
pJJOp

Wanted
co~f~:~~~~;~:r}~~t~e~~~cR~;e:·· .,6 2~6 ~I.C.-4, f9e~~~

S U~~:-~kJ~~~e~·6,

8

McCarthy all~wave chassis with speaker, £6; Crosley
1938·9 console, £12/10; Marconi 346, £9/9.-A. C. S.
Radio, 46, Witlmore Rd., Bromley.
[9199

Wanted
This chassis has been developed on the lines of our Model
AW38 which has proved an outstanding s-uccess since its
introduction at 1939 Radiolympia.
Overseas require·
ments, however, have been given primary consideration.
Firstly, an additional short·wave band has been lncor·
porated a·nd the chassis now gives an efficient continuous
short·wave coverage from 13 to 160 metres. All coils
and I.F. transformers have been specially treated to render
them impervious to humidity.
Switching Is of extra
robust construction and contacts heavily plated. The
mains transformer is interleaved and has a generous iroia
content to avoid excessive temperature rise and the steel
chassis itself is heavily cadmium plated for tropical use.
International standard base valve·holders are
used throughout .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
ens.

8

1

1

MISCEllANEOUS
9
H·~fSc ~lel;~n~~~v~2~,td~~·e TT~bf:ort'ele~f~~~. ~d~~

~!~~1~la'ger~~-. ~~.E~t~.i1~ \92f~~
1

With I" P.P.Speakcr .............................. £9. 9.0
With 10" P.P. Speaker .............................. £10.3.0
Plus 4/6 for part cost of packing
and carriage on all orders in the U.K.

~VERSEAS

I

W ~~~;DmolJ~~;Pe.!"K{{i;t~fck.M~~el Ji~~l on°J, [9189
£~~:
donderry.
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PUBLIC ADDRESS

V
'TORTEX!ON P.A. Equipment
JMI'l'A'l'ED, but unequalled.

WE

Invite You

I

For"our friends at Home

OUR ILLUSTRATED Ain CATALOGUE
fully describes the aQove new model, our well-known
AWI25 PP (reviewed so favourably by "The Wireless
World"), the SS 10 and all other chassis in the
Armstrong range. Write for your copy to-day--6d. p.f.

tQ

a Demonstration.

A·cp;~d;~;2<;;.~~!t a~dp~~~i,';:, 3f~~~'tosooancJcl~~~{;oq:;
0.037 volts required to full load, output fer 4, 7.5,
an•J 15 ohm~ speakers, or to specification, inaudible
hum level, ready for use; B'h gns. complete.

c·p. u;~d \~;v~~A~:.:te~~t:~~ a~·~bo~~~ini~2 !\~~~~],

as

portable f'ase,

.C.~20,'

TRADE BUYERS- A
In~«? touch with us.
50

are Invited to get

7

in
with Colla.rd motor. Piezo
pick-up, etc., £14; C.P.20 ditto, £17/17,
-WATT Output 6L6s, under 60-watt conditions,
with negative feed back, separate rectifiers for
anode screen and bias, with better than 4% regulation
level response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver
transformer, and output transformer matching 2-30
ohms impedance electronb mixing for mike <WJ.d pic~
up, with tone control, complete with valve and plugs;
£17/10.
OMPLETE in Case, with turntable, B.1'.Jl. Piezo
pick-up and ~hielded microphone transformer;
£22/10.

C

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO. 8

o-~~,;;~et~odel, with nesative feed back: £25,
w-~~T~<~·'t i~~7~~s~~~g~~~~~i~n5~~( ~:~;~s~~~ ~ J~:
Nnthampton.
[9159 WARLTERI RD., HOLLOW AY, LONDON, N.7, ENGLAND.
120·W ~~:~ler.~del, with negative feed back; £40,
"1::;\AlR Market. Yalue Cash Offere1l for Goo1l Corn~
.L', munication Set~.-A. C. S. Radio, 46, \\~idmore -iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'Pl.Ofte: NORth 3213
I
P<1., Bromley,
[9196
(Thi.'1 adrertiMmt-nt contin?ud on. next roae.)

;;iij------~
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PUBliC ADDRESS
(This advertisement continued from previous pal]e.)

"Phono: VICtoria 5035.

2 5 o-v,~~~·~/~~it:U-~s;-~~~thV.~a:i~e Speaker, tield
E are l ompelled 'l'hrough H1sing Costs to Increase
W
by 10%.
ALLourP.A.Prices
Accessories in Stoc·k; trade supplied.
SEE Our Display A<hertiserneni on page 411 (EJit.).
Ltd., 257, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
V ORTEXION,
S.W.19
'Phone: Lib. 2814.
[9127
NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

London, S.W.1

FIELD SIGNAL LAMPS.
Aldis, Hand or Tripod. Trigger Type, £3.10

September, 1940

ly for the Radio Market, we are now

obliged to extend our activities to
matters of greater and more vital
moment, and Partridge Transformers
and Chokes which in happier days
were used t~ get the best from radio
entertainment are now doing a .more

NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS
BAK~RS

Brand New Surplus Speaker Bargains.

E y~t~cfio~ ~~~utJ"~~ri~~lt~~~stf~~e Je~;~l~~~~~ ~eeifl~t
£4/15; ~!~~~li~~n'ft~ 'ba~!n~1e~t~r.pecr~~~~~~
with beautifully finished cabinet in polished walnut..
1

11

now.

0

£2/7 /6 ;qu~Hl~1 t¥i~f: c~;e~!~·:k~r. ~;e~m:~~~~

serious job of work.
We know and appreciate that

magnet model: exceptional bargain; limited number.
SECURE One of These Exceptional Bargains Now.

thf" Trade and the private user pro-

B A~E~:o,Jo~~HURST

vided the demand that made our
Transformers popular. This open
letter is to assure old and valued

9

RADIO, 75, Sussex [ ~gj

SECOND-HAND LOUDSPEAKERS

customers that we are making every
effort to maintain our pre-war
standards of quality and service.

Should there be a slight delay
in delivery then we want you to know
that the reason is ''Country First,''
but, as always, the Partridge Orgcn·
isation is still primarily for you.

Something New in Switches.
A 2-amp. safety thermo. auto-tr.ip, quick break,
for back of panel fixing. Has tungsten-carbon
aux. and copper main S.P. contacts, springs
wide open on 3 amps. Front indicating knob
for .. on-off... Size 4H X r but only ·f* deep.
Worth a guinea. Fitted on our high S/G post
grade chargers. Guaranteed 3 years.
free

Service Equipment and Gear.

Dean Stanley Street,

To our Friends,
Like many other manufacturers
who before the war catered exclusive ..

-ELECTRADIX~

Keys, Buzzers, Sounders, 'Phones, lnkers, Aldis,
Horse Lamps, Hellos, etc.
Lamp Signal Training is very important.

King's Buildings,

COMPASSES. W .D. :M&rchiug Compaaa, jewelled, course setter, etc..
Mahogany catre 3in. X 3in. x lin., 10/•. W.D. Prismatic Watch .
type, bra.ss cue, floating card-folding prl.8ro, 35/·. Marinen Gin. ·
Binn&cle Boat Compass, portable, gimbal base'!!, etc., 45/-. Keh'in
Ship Compass, pattem.l4, liquid type, mahogany ca.ee, lOin. x lOin.
x 7in., 60/-. Plain lin. Poclret Compass, 1/-.

~~~~~ac~ K~~!, ~~~ ~\n_a Pr~~:m=:~~·tro~%nt::[,v~:

42/•.
TRAINIKG IIORSJii PBACTIOI!i SlliT.

ANTED, high quality permanent magnet loud
speaker.-Widdup,
Reedham,
·Poynton Park.
Poynton, Cheshire.
[9161

W

with key and brass-cased Power Buz.zer, 17/6.
tripo<lo.

PORTABLE FIELD PBOKI!S FOB LISTI!llllfG

POSTS AND A.B.P. Leather cased W.D. Type
135. Service Field Phones are diflicu lt to get.
at the present time, but we have some soiled
but serviceable. Magneto or battery cpU and
fltted morse keys, mike and phone.
EXCUA!lGES. Plug type, 5 line and 20 Uno.

~:ou

a

of

B

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
5
G
~~e ~0:m?~~~\ ~:~~~~~\~~1~~n\;ec~i~~~~~ s~~t~~n~~
agents; American and British Valves, etc. See adver-

tisement on page 2 --44.
ham.

Holloway Head,

hirming[tS::'l

DE~~t~ri~i ~ Po~k~~p~~n~'er~~~~~t~~~~~ ~~sJtl~\\d~
7

stn mp for catalogue. l"ote : Emergency address for
all enquiries. orders, etc., Denco, 59, \Valmington
Fold. Lonclnn, N.12.
[9180

MALLORY

VIBRAPACKS
&. VIBRATORS
Any Output Range up to 300 volts
at 100 mja from 6 or 12 volts.
Also ISO watts A.C. from 110 or
220 volts D.C.
As supplied to all the Services.
Send for technical data.

MASTERADIO Ltd.,

Dept. w.w., Vibrant Works,
193, Rickmanswortb Rd., Wattonl, Herb.
Watford 9885{9890
Mastiola, Watford

A

Wire and cablea cheap.

TELEPIIODS for
Shelter and Office.

all

purposes.

House,

L.R.. SOLO PBOlfES. The extra receiver you
want. Speech or buzzer morse, or circuit tester with a pocket cell.
Single Earpiece. 40 ohms, metal hook loop, with (;Ord, 1/3. Ditto, :
D3 60 ohms, with cord, 1/6. W.E. 1,000 ohms, with cord, 2/-. 2,000
ohms Earpiece, with cord, 2/6.
A.C. IIAINS LESDIX TUIIGAB CBABGEB.S. Two models, No. 1 for 70 volts
6 amp!!. with meters and controls, etc., lOO
<'ells a day, t:i/17/6. No. 2 Tungar fCir
two 6 amps. circuits with - meters.
Auto-Tbermo. switch and volt controls,
70 volts, 10 amps., for 200 cells, bargain,
1!12/15/-.
DAVElfSET A.S.C.4. 4-circuit charger for
up to 80 cells. I.ist Price £32. Four set.<J of Auto-charge regu·
lators, of j hmp., 1 amp •• 2 ampB., and 2 amps. or three of 1 amp.,
~ amps. and 2 amps .• or one of 50 volts 6 amps. Fine st.eel·clad eet

complete, 1!14/10/·.

CABINETS
C~\BINET

Heliographs and

.·

BUZZERS, small type, with cover, 116. Powar Buzzen, with screw
~~~~~t6.n~c~dJuetable armature, 2/6. Beav.v Buzzers. in Bake lite

TRIPLE CONE CONVERSIONS
\SV.P~CliLbbtle~~~··e ~~~1l'\~ln yon speaker free
rharge whil!'t we fit a triple cone to your present
unit; write for detail".
AKERS SELHl'RST RADIO, 75. Sussex Rd ..[ S t h .
9192
Croyd.Ju.

Special Duplex wilh Key

~Qj~ ~~t~:,m,~:.i;i&.d v~=~O~~r:£::-;t:..=i=.

srheduled for the scrap heap into one won.h pounds.-

for PERFECT PORT ABLE POWER

1

8

black moulded base, a. good 8m&ll key, 3/6. l.ong Bar Type Practice
Key, T.X.2, with cranked bar, 516. Superior model B2, with back
contact, a well-ftniahed key •a
polished wood },ase, 7/8. Operators' P.F. plated pivot bar and
terminals, mahogany base, 9/6.
Type l.V. Superior ditto, nickelplated pivot bar and fittings. on
polished baee,
10/6.
Panel
Keya to fold up flat, 6/6. Fullerphone double acting Moree Key,
solid brass on heavy base, 716. Three·colour light. Switch Box wit.h
morse key for code signals, 4;'6. S. G. Brown totally enclosed type,

AKERS Triple Cone Conversions \\'ill Immensely
B
Improve Heprodnction of Your Present Speaker.
("For a fe,lt ::.hillings
have converted a speaker

Telephone :
Telegrams :

9

World

Tbe Metal
Model !I/
llodel JliA

for Every Radio Purpose.

=~~ :J

AY will k.eep your battery ft.t on A.C.
charge 2 volts, ! amp., 12/6.

Trickle charge 6 volU!:, I amp., 17/6.

.ct!r~~::. C:~~~.6 1lo~~·~..a2ft6. 24/-.
6
8 3
:::~
lf/Dl /l~~.i:~a~~r·~=. 1;~~ts; :~~ i;., ~;:.
w~~:s:ere~l~~~:ed~f i~.~~~:~rs: {e~~ .•Cai~~fg~:~.J; !~~~(~ LABGI! WESTINGHOUSE BECTIPIEBS I<>< Special jobe.
SFRPLUS Cabinets (l'n<lrilled) from Noted Make.

kind of cabinet. required; stamp for reply.

JNSPECTION Invited.

H· ~;ef~n:;d."~~ 9i:', Ltd., 289. Edgware Rd .. [~B2S
Wanted
"H.M.V.'" record filing cabinet. Model
W ANTED,
10.-Widdup, Poynt.on Park, Poynton, Cheshire.
[9160

No. 1.

250 watts In Steel cabinet, 24in. x 24in., 200/250 volts A.C. to 3~
amps. 8 volts D.C., !8/10/-.
No. 2. I.arger size. BOO watt.s, in Steel cabinet, 48in. x 24in.,
200/200 volts A.C. to 35 amps. 23 volts, D.C., £14/10/-.
1~AY lftliE SWITCHES. Venner, 1 amp., 6 amps., O() amps.,
lOO 11mpa., 200 amps., cheap.
UNUSED X-RAY VACUUM TUBES. Hoven'l.ment HOilt•ital Surplus,
7in. dia. bulb. Big Electrodes. Emission guara.nteed. COST £0.
SALE 15/-. Callers only.
NEW PANELS. Ebonite quarter--inch Panels 24in. x 24in. for 8,16

ALUJIIIIIUII FOIL, l2In. by 12in., 94.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
L~a t1:iyes ch~r~~!~rype~~ol~:~~~~r:ic
etc., in stock, new and second-hand.

A.

e~~;!~to~ ~~!:

0

A-~;,iP.~~- ~~~vx~g~M:aY:S: 1 loi\'rw~W:r~~~~';,t~f2, ~t;
150 watts output, £3/10.

SCREEN-ALL for linin~J Cabtnet.a, anti-interference screen, flexit.le,
fire~roof tbin aebestos faced aluminium folt back and front. Any length
cut in 24in. width. 1,1.. per 2 aquare feet.
~
5f.. BIU:BGDCY PABCBLB of useful experimental
~~\:ict!~ a6J~. r~oai: ai:l/~aterial and apparatua,
.

6

Stomp«l tuldns$Pd entoelope mUll be e11clo1ed /M ottT Ntw~
!940 .Bat'fiQin Lillt " W," or reply lo all tntuiri.es.

W AH~f:>o~!\f<f{_'ingdon St.• London. E.C.4. ~~i~
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
A
N~~OE .~r~~~·~ut rk i~~~j~· .Sd9u:~;\,ie D;~- l~ 218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
6 volts maximum; £5, or best offer.-Apply Lushington, Kingsley, Bordon, Hants.

[9181

Telephone : Central -4611.

10
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VALVES

A L~nJYX~·~t~~u~~C,:~~:na?~~~P~~itr:~)c;ri~~s.Impex
W~e~l~ce~1:~t Stzy!J~s a f~ru 11A!:n~ri~~sl~}u:~~~r\~~~

American or Continental type at an appreci,lbly l0wer
price.
·

SE~~ns~~~.11~~ ~~rJ:~e~~si:t~~c:;:oet~I.ectrolytic

by P. G.A.H. Voigt
The Pick-up that does what
you thought impossi b/e.
Operating System
moving

Voltage 0 ut p u t
records)

coil.

(Loud

C

con-

IIAS. F. WARD, 46, Farringdou St., London, E.C.4.
l'el.: Ho! born 9703.
(0452

ETROPOLITA:-1
RADIO SERVTCE.-Amertcan
M
Valves, in all types, trade supplied.-1021. :Finchley Rd., N. W.ll. Speedwell 3000.
[0436
BRITISH Valves at Less ~'ban One-third Cost (all
. guaranteed).
Battery types, 2v. double diode

~~o~~d 2/~in~o~i~; lbf~ssst~r 3~:·e~~a1~;; t~~;,od:~:

A.C./H.L., indirectly heated, 2/6; A.C. SC'teen grid,
3/6; S.G. High Gain, 3/6; S.G. Variable-Mu. 3(6;
A.C./D.C. types, K.T.3Q, 3/6; L.l3 detectors, l/6;
U.30 rectifiers, Octal, 1/6; all made by well-known
British manufacturer; terms, f'a.sh with order to
B.S.{W.), Radio ServiC'e, 20, Upper Duke St., Liverp<•ol.
[9167

approx. 50 mlllivolts.

Reproducing Point stiffness
and pressure on the Record
less than in any
other pick-up.

Raising and lowering
by means of lever.

ratont O/>Piied for
Provi1ional
rtrice ExPeri•
mental models

£6.

METERS, ETC.
FERRANTI 2 1.2-inch Moving Coil Flush Meters, as
new, 0-15 ma., 0-1~;, amps., cost 35/- each; combined 7_1~ volt, 150 vol( and 30 ma., cost 52/6; all
half pnce; other goods, stamp list.-Box 2534, c/o
Wireless World.
[9202

Overheated irons need filing a.nd
retinning; a laborious or trouble~
some job-cut it out by using a
SOLON.
With Solon Electric
Soldering, in 4 minutes, the bit
gets to the correct heat and stays
there-just as long as you need
it; I 5 hours use takes only I unit.
No flame-no dirt. The constant
heat, at the point, makes the
solder run sweetfy; sweats it right
into the joint; gives you a strong.
neat job.
Made for following standard

voltages :-200(220 230j250.
Supplied complete
with Resin-Cored
Solder, Flex and
Lamp
Adaptor

Wanted
Delivery 8 to I 0 weeks.
Advance
information free
upon request. ACT NOW

mnlti-range meter, any good
pnce,-Fenn, 10, St. George's Rd.,
.
(9186

6D·

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co. Ltd. (Dept. 14;E)
Engineering Sales Department, GRAVESEND, KENT

Wanted

A-C.95,Avometer
or Avominor,
Danes Drive,

Gla~gow,

For Police & Mobile Patrol !

Solon Resin-Cored
Solder
per reel.

TEST EQUIPMENT

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.
THE COURTS, SILVERDALE, LONDON, S.E.26.
Td.: SYDenh.:.m 6666. Regd. Office: 22 Castle St., E. C. I.

9/4

A.C.-~.C.

W AN'J'ED,
make; good

Jil.7.

good order.-Cameron,
W.4.
[9183

M a~~~E c~~~~~~~~~ti~~~ve;:~~iv~/::F~?lodpa r t~~;l~~~~:
0

08

Pritchard's Radio, Menai Bridge, Anglesey.

,/VALVE":7~ HOLDERS

[9187

accurate instrument for checking inW ductance 1 micro Henry to 100 Henries.-Send
full details to Box 2533, The JV'irl'less World. [9170
A~'rED,

The

AC0 US Tl CA L
C25 AMPLIFIER

.~

COMPONENTS

30 Watts Output
from J2v. Battery or A.C. Mains SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE,

SURPLUS

I)RE:\IJER RADIO.
See
P LEASE
page 4.
SOUTHER~

A LT.

Our

Displayed

Advertisement or.
[0488

BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD.
1, Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.

66

so~~~~r~N ~tDIO, 46, Lisle St., London, [1i·~:3

£28

PRICE
Subject

Low Battery Consumption
The Output is obtained from a pair of KT 66 valves
operating in paraph<1se Push-Pull under 32 watt conditions.
A High Standard of Quality at 30 watts, combined
with the fact that the equipment operates direct from
a 12-volt Cilr battery or A.C. mains 1 plus the features
detailed below. makes this the ideal instrument for P.A.
work under all conditions.
o Dual inputs for high and low impedance lines, electronically mixed at Driver stage.
•
Four high gain stages all R.C. coupled.
•
Variable output impedance.
e Automatit polarising for low impedance input.
• H.T. and silencing switch for economy in consumption.
o Tone control, portability, etc.
Write (or full Specification and Circu·l.

TheACOUSTICALMANUFACTURING
COc
Electro .. Acowtic Engineers

201·205, Le...,r Street, City Road. London, E.C.I.

Tel,: CLErk.enwell 5821.

V A~~!J~~·~~~--t~!1 ug~£ad~pP[~;i}i~::Y

advertised still

VAFXHALL F'l'ILITIES, l63a, Strand, w.ct~-131

B R~J~;~ ~~c~re~~~~l§,h~~e;~n2rE~:r~~a~{~~~

5j -

embodying
the perfect contact helically
'lotted CLIX socket built
en laminated plastic or
Frequentite CERAMIC
~!ate~-for
all standard
valves and all conditions
of service.

H:lbDX

RADIO'S Wireless Bargains.

Goods Previously Advertised Still Available.

Valve-ho~ders

ohms tg~~~·

~~~~- ·d~i~[!~i:t~:t~~~~a~~~.pri~~~7Ie~~~~.er r~~~t

ances, and many other usefnl components, worth 35/-;
limited number; postage 1/-.-Bakers Selhurst Hadio,
75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.
[9194

co~~~~~2J:~ s~:f~Hlir N~;yst~ ~k~-u:S~e~~~-~

0

Rola. G.12's, energised, 52/6; P.M., 65/-, with transformer; 'I'ungsram va.Ives 3311iJ% discount; American.
4/6 to 6/-; Ambassador chassis 33%% discount. Stamp
for new lists.
[9179

C 0'b~~~s~N~l3t~~:tt!~~n~ ~~~. ~al7:::a~~t;;~O 1g:i~~~

8-valve 4 waveband cha~sis, with speaker, 8 gns.;
Sparton 78 gn. 11-valve automatic radiograms, 35 gns.;
Sin. Goodmans P.M_ speakers, Universal transformer,
list 27/6, at 15/ 6.-See other advertisements. [9190

RADIO UPKEEP
AND REPAIRS
FOR AMATEURS
by Alfred Wilts, A.M.I.E.E.
This invaluable handbook enab~es the average
radio receiver owner to diagnose for himself
the ordinary troubles of his wireless set and to
remedy them successfully. There is a useful
chapter on how to fit a gramophone p:ck-up.
6J6
by post. Every keen amateur should have ~ copy.

61net.

PITMAN, PARKER ST., KINGSWAY,

W C.l

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

R
RADIO CLEARA"i"CE, Ltd.,
6 3· High Ho! born,. W.C.l. 'Phone: Ilolborn 4631.
A L~~~~~~dE s.~;;~et 1~~n·~~- S:..,!·~v~n~·c;i•. J•rie~:
Pen A4, L.W., 4/ 350v.

Ran]!;es: Short wave, 16-48

metres; medium wave, 200-560 metres; long wave,
800-2,200 metres. Size of chassis. 14~/~in. long, 7~~in.
deep, lteight overall 81f!!in. Uontrnh:, tuning at side,
volume on)Off at side, wave-change, provision fDr pickup. Complete with valves and knobs. £4/17/6 each.
Special. speaker, 1.·500 ohms field; 10/6 each.
LIS~~~ v2~. ~c~:h.gritl Valves, S.U.215 an<l

41

2

LIS~~~2 l~-a~dt~~1\ 2 ~;~t~1!1' !~;~'

GALPINS R
LECTRICAL STORE:~

~

E HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.13

minium body, laminated field, ideal for dug-out ventilation.

100-volt, 25/.; 220-volt, 30/ •• Carriage Paid.

MAGNAVOX MOVING COIL SPEAKERS, 7in. cone,
6-volt field, complete with Speaker Transformer, 4,'6 each
post free,

ULfn~~c~~~~~ ~gg !fc0r~th~~i~~. ~~~~~i. h~~se2n/-~~~!

carriage

U L~~~i'Zta~l~~rt Cahnote~hoL~ss~na vHP-Q~ bl:e~'~r~~~~~ Lle~·;
than 0.05 ohms, boxed, list 2/6; our priee 1/3 each.
L 0\~;~e~~~rd c~~adm~ha~i;,ve5· Hao~~er;'.pi~i~s~M.H!~~
1/- each.

MAC~~~\~o~?i~g.T~~ul~~dd~~~~rs\~if~s~~~t,H~~~, n~f~~

and 1 mfd.; 6d. each.

R 0 ~~~~Y m~~~~s. 0c~~· bJ-i::fe~te~ib~· t~~~a~~ kf~~~~
wit.h C'ircuit, boxed, list 15/6; our price 6/11 each.

L

~~~~;~ i~~.:'l~tion~ab~ass v~;~·.~~e Li~~~tle~ito:

minimum capac-ity 5 microfarads, two types. boxed,

with knobs, 160 mm!d., list 7/6. our price 3/- each;
20 mmfd., list 5/6, our price 2/6 eal·h.
pu~~~~t~\ct~"'~~~~~s, Lissen; 2-point, 4d. <ach;
AMERICA::< Line Cords, with fittings; 3/6 each.

R

0

~~ve~.l\1an~pe~~~~~d~at~~;n~1b:{u:X:!inbo~~~l~· 1~t)~

each.
AGNAVOX 1{)in. Energised Speaker, field resistance 3,{)00 ohms, less transformer; 12/6 eal'h.

M

CL~~~-reA~~?e. ~i:-~~PP~irn.~;~*t~heo;;·it~ndpr!Ii:~
3/6 each; ditto less escutcheon, 2/6 each.

MAJ~S2 .~r~:~~~m4~~· 6P},_~~[; ~~~-a~;~g~·;

90

m.a.,

M AJ~~-~r0a:~f~~m~~~.• ~·~·~·~m~~.e~~;~ 2~Jn:~~~:
suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models; 6/6 each.
M 80 m.a.,
Transformers, Wearite.-R.C.1, 250--o-250v.,
4v. 2.5 amps, 4v.. 4 amps, 9/11 each;
AI~S

R.C.2,

350..0-350v., 120 m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v.
4 amps, 12/6 each; R.C.3, 350-0-350v., 150 m.a.,
4v. 2.5 amps, 4v. 2 amps, 4v. 5 amps, 15/- each;
R.C.4, 500-0-SOOv., 150 m.a., 4v. 2 amps, 4v. 2 amps,
4v. 2.5 amps, 4v. ·5.6 amps, 21/- each; all above are
centre-tapped windings; R.C.5 lOO-watt auto transformer, 100-110v., 200-250v., reversible, 12/6 each;
all transformers 200-25{)v. tapped primaries; R.C.D.
drop through type, capped, 350/350v., 100 m.a.,
5v. 2 amps., 6.3v. 5 amps., 10/6 each.

CH~-~~~~ ~~u:;~h~ 6~/:~. ~~~e;~~h~mL~~~~Ps, 1 0~:
4 5

each; 7-pin English type 3d. each.
-\VATT Resist~nces, poiar N.S.F.; 4d. each, 3/9 per
dozen: all s1zes up to 2 meg.
OLUME Controls, American C.T.S., finest. made,
divided spindles, length 2lj~in., with switch,

1
V

2,000, 5,CQO, I 0,000, 25,000, lOO,QOO, 250,000,
500,000, and 1 meg., 2/11 each; wire wound 5-watt (less
switch). 2,000, 10,000, 20,000 ohms, 2/6 each.
SPE!!f~hlfng~r~~~fo:a~h~·s, pentode output 3-4 ohms

B .Ii t'Xi!=~ehn~ ctTlt~~· s~i~r~~~c~O~~:t~~~· e~~h~fd., 12v.,
UBULARS, wire-end non-inductive paper con.
T
densers, all sizes up to 0.1; 5U. each, 4/9 per
dozen.
.I. 8x8 mfd., 550v. working, cardboard electroB lytics, 3/6 each;2/-ditto
16x8 mfd., 4/6 each;
ditto 8 mfd.
eaeh; ditto 4 mfcl. tubulars,
tubular~,

1/9 each.

COMPONENTS-SECON9-HAND
CLEARANCE; SURPLUS, ETC.

Y\\r~&·~. 0~;;Dnl;:,:

g:~~. ~~:£1 h!!~Jborn.

Lonclun,

E Ll;!~{i~;'~~~L'~pe~~~rs, oG:!J:.stio{~~s su~~~~1or~:;,~
speech 25 ohms. new. handle 8 watts. carry up to
120 m.a.; 3/9 each, to dear.

Telephone: LEE GREEN 5140

8/10 amps., 2,200 r.p.m., in new con.,

price 1/- each.

II

FE~~~!~'\~ot~~{ (~~e b~r~;:d 'fa~n~nagnd cg~~:.~. t~l~~;l
Terms : Cash with Order
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 2201240 volts input, 100 gr}d with r~action, chassis type; three for 2/6, with
cml
c"(Jnncctwns.
volts 40 m/a. and 4 v. I amp. output, 4/6 each. P.F.
D.C. MOTOR BLOWERS, 2in. inlet and outlet. Alu1
0
1

side terminal,
LISSE:X Rectifier Valve, 0650; 2/11 each.

0
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CRYPTO SHUNT WOUND DYNAMO, 12/18 volts.

37/6, carriage forward.

MET. VIC. ELECTRIC LIGHT SHILLING SLOT
METER~

for 200/240 volt 50 cy. lph. supply, 19,'6 each,

1,6.

X-RAY TUBES by well-known makers, 7in. bulb Tungsten
Targets. 15/ .. each, carriage forward.
MAGNAVOX PM PUBLIC ADDRESS MOVING
COIL HORN SPEAKERS, handle 15/20 watt,, size of
horn 40in., 20in. flare. Price 47/6, carriagE' paid.
EX-G.P.O. UNI-SELECTOR SWITCHES, with relay,
3 rows of 25 contacts in new condition, 25/• each.
TWIN CYLINDER AIR COMPRESSOR, high pressure.
in perfect mechanical condition, 95/ .. , carriage forward.
HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS, useful tor all
test work, or television.

Input 200/240 volts

output

5.000 and 7,000 volts, 6/6 each, post 1/-.
'
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts input, 12 and

24 volts at 4/6 amps. output, suitable for model trains, etc.,

15/• each, post 1/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/240 volts input, 50 volts
8 amp. output, useful for small arcs, etc .. 15:' .. each, Pa&t I/-·
ELECTRO DYNAMIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110
volt D.C. input 600 volts 150 m/a 6 volts 5 amps. D.C.
output, 45/ ... Carriage Forward.
B.T.H. LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms,
condition as new, but headgear needs repair.
pair. Post free.

Price 3/• per

EX·G.P.O. MORSE TRANSMITTERS, perforator Type
complete with 220 volt D. C. Motor, 45/•. Carriage forward.
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (Auto
Wound), 100/110 to 200/240 volts or vice versa. Guaranteed
12 months. 250 watts, 25/•; 500 watts, 32/6; 1.000 watts.
50/• ; 1.500 watts, 62/6. Delivery 7 days from date of order.
REGULATORS, STARTERS and LARGE DIMMER
RESIST ANCES, Stud Switcharm type. Please state
re_q!lirements.

SWITCHBOARD VOLT AND AMP METERS. Moving
coil and M. I. AU first class makers. Please state requirements.
PORTABLE LIGHTING ENGINES. 2!-twin Douglas
special air cooling, complete with all fittings, including

petrol tanks, etc., fully _protected. condition os new, £10, CIF.
SMALL ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110
volts D.C. input, 10 volts at 30 amps. output.
for garage charging.

ss;...

Carriage forward.

Useful

ROTARY CONVERTORS, all in good condition. lOO-volt
D. C. inl'.ut, 120-volt I amp. 333 cycle output, 35/•. Another
24-volt U.C. input, lOO-volt 3 amps. 500 cycles output, 45/•.
X-RAY TRANSFORMERS, input 120 volts 50 cy., I
phase, 40,000 volt 800 va output, £7/10/•. Another, same
iftput, 64,000 volts 2 kvo output, £11/10/•. Carr. forward.
50-VOLT D.C. MOTORS, -?, h.p., 1,500 r.p.m., 6/6
·each. Ditto, 100 volt D.C .• 7/6 each.
ZENITH VARIABLE RESISTANCES single-bor type.
5,000 ohms, carry 300 m.a .• 25/•, Ditto, twin-bor type,
180 ohms, carry 3.3 amps., 30/ • each.
EPOCH P.M. MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS, lOin.
cone, 10 ohm speech coil, handle 10/12 watts, 32/6 each.
Carriage, 2/6.
MAGNAVOX P.M. PUBLIC
SPEAKERS1 handle 15/20 watts.

ADDRESS

HORN

Size of horn, 40in. by

20in. flare, SSt•each. Carriage forward.

Packing, 2/6 extra.

MOVING-COIL METER MOVEMENTS for recalibrating
into multi-range meters. Low milliamp deAection. 2!in.
dial. Makers : Everett Edgcumbe and other good makers.
Price, 6/ • each.

EX·G.P.O.

PEDESTAL

TELEPHONES,

complete

with automatic dials, 8/6 each ; without dials, 6/ • each.
Bell Boxes, complete with A.C. bell, microphone, trans-

I;~-watt res~tances,

113 dozen.

'l'op Caps, 30 for 1/3; 9-pin plugs with
T HD!BI.E
cap and socket., two for 1/6; Epicyclic ( recluc-

t.ion l drives, two for 1/3; Erie 3-watt resistancrs.
0.25-270-300-350-400-15,000-60,000 2 meg., two for 1/3.

4 -"~t~;nke~d )~~rc~~ny;e3 ~~~~:h t'loC'~n c~~n~~~{~g s~~i~~~

~·ards 1/3; Polar dials. les~ escut.ch~on,
2-band, 1/6, Y.P. type, •pindle offset to right-hand.

stranded. 12

PECIAL Offer 2v. British Base 'rype Vah-es, triodes
onl~·. H.F, det., G.P. power, super power, similar
to 'J'riotron. all types, 2/- each; American 6G5 tuning eyes. 2/9.

S

8

8

8 2

E
L~~~~~!~~:Jfo ;:-;;,;;k~g. 4~!iv.":~r:;,pe1 / 9° ea~f.:
15/9 dozen; 'l'.f'.C. midget block e1ectrolytics, 25x25v.
and 10 m!. at 150v., 1/3 each, three for 2/9.

SP~te~s!~~~;dPJi:s & el~:,ti~~l Ph~lc~. !\~~~h-vsJlia~~r~
tode t-ransformer, fields 325 ohm for smoother, 8,600
ohm as b!eetler, handle 10·15 watt, 10/9 pair.
0

G 0 i?l:0 ~~s!1yai~sict~~f·se~i ~~~ee~:~ r:it~. g~n~~~
2 '9; Plessey twin gangs, screened, with trimmers, 2 1 6.

A

111

1

1

1

~~, ~~~e.T~·:'d!F ~~~~-~s .J~t:~n~.B:n~ Z2 l~ait~

output pentode, with valve base circuit a.nd deta.ils.
4- and S-pin, with top grids, 5/9 set three; valve
holders, chassis, to suit, three for ninepence.

AMrtl~~rp~t~~~la!i~.• '~Ol;;i:J;;n ~~t,Fs~r•. ~~n~~~

complt>te with four valves, pair Celestion elliptical
speakers, resistances, condensers, tone and volume controls, and comprehensive ctircuit, 3 stage high gain.
fully tested, for A.C. 200-250 volts; 45/-. carriage
2/6 extra.

B E~:;is~an;c~~~ ~foa~i~e!. ;: t~rd~~~d\t 2c/~egoz~~r~~h
watt type, 2/- dozen.
pAXOLIN Strip for Group Boards, etc.,

pots~f~i&" .~ifc\.,Cj~~;al:~n~:~g.2 i's~d

2~~~in. wide,
50,00Q ohm

LTRA Ty·pe Brown Knobs, octa.ngle, plain arrow,
L.S., 1/9 dozen, 8/6 gross assorted, 10/6 gross
plain or arrow.

U

SM~~ll~~~~~. c~~S ~~~i~:· zi~d~a~~. v:i~kY~oiir~~~~~~
tions for straight type gang.

FE~e~:1~~~ ~~~;, ~:1b~l~r. t1z::~.o~~~i~t.~~~~s6.0b~

2

8,000, 35,000; four !or 1 I 3.

c~dv~~r~n~0~~~rsct!ena;n~h:;si:n~p~t~~ :~~a;~
and 7-pin, round type, with cover, 2/6 dozen.

R EX
3B,

Type Switches, 4B, 2P, 4w., with shorttng
:~~~t~~1 es ~~2jg~, ~Bfo:~·/lw.• 1/6;

4lf!.at3e\~ .• of13s;

53

1

11

PL ii~~~e~s.3 -~tt'tf ~~ fr.i~~·:r~~d2n~a~~~:!~~P~i~onn~
straight type, all wave, ceramic insulators with Sl\1
cord drive, antimicro feet, 2/9.

V 0 \Y.~E s1~~~~~rol:i>in~?~? 0011 ~.hm,;n ui~sf· ,;;~~f.~

Sat or

10,000

ohm

broatl

base

type,

1/3:

mi~get type short spindle, 1 meg. and. .4 mcg., 1/3;
also well-known make standard size, 1 meg. and .4
meg., 1/3 each; Centralab long spindle type with
switch, % meg., 2/6.

R U~~~~·/ -~~~n~,~J~~g2/~·/r~~i~tr:unb~~r

d~~~~:· v~f

Hu:~~l..c;~g~~·:~g.~V~r~;;a ti"ve~.

former, condenser, etc., 3/6 each.

R

11
0
8
0
type, 3/6 each. Useful for remote control, etc.
DYNAMOS, for charging or lighting, etc., all shunt wound M J~~ 're~L~ ~~c. i~dudf~~ri~,~~~ r~~~~~igie,a~~l\;
transformer, 200-250 v.. 18/6, complete wjt.h
and fully guaranleed. lOO-volt 10 amp.. 4-pole. 1,500 auto
r.p.m., 901·; 50/75-volt 15 amp., 1,750 r.p.m., 4-pole, transformer.
3
0
2
0
90/•; 30-vol! 10 amp., boil bearings, 1,500 r.p.m., 4-pole,
70/•; 25-volt 8 omp., 1,750 r.p.m., 2-po!e, ball-bearing SPEfri~~~~leJ:1 ~~~": xMa i~~~ox hT.'2o~itl~ht~l~nt~!:
transformer, 6/6; Celestion 7.000 ohm, with trans37/6; 50/75-volt 25 amp., 4-pole, l 500 r.p.m.,
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, for sub-lettings, former, pentode, open pot type, heavy ma:;net, 8/6.
garages, etc. 200/250 volts/ 50 cy. I ph .• supply 5, 10 or
P~~~:l4x ~~~rX3e;~J·~o~g.ic45~~0/c:~Ov }~;~~~e~u1gbi~
20 omps .• 6/• each, post I •.
PHILIPS PRE·STAGE AMPLIFIERS. Consistin~ of G.E.C. replact>ments; 4/6.
4 X 4 mf. 750-volt condenser, 400-volt transformer, L.F.
choke, less valYes. 10/• each, Carriawe forward.
G·~i~G.'~~~~o:!,ts~·l~~~~~ /r;li~:~h~s, for replacr~~not

0

;/ffi ~a~h:"~1tt~
16 m!d. X 8 mfci .. 350v. wkg., 3/3 each.
AYTHEON First Grade Valves, largest stockists,
all types in stock, including Glass Series, Glass
Octal Series, Metal Series, Bantam Series. Singleended, Metal Series, and Resistances 'l'ubes; all at
most competitive prices; send for lists.
5

A Lrco,~~~erlro~~ ~f ~~;~~~s :

days, 9 o.m.-1 p.m. Saturday.

8

9ffi~~:.:6 ~~~-ag!·eek~

pLEASE Write Your Address in Block Letters.

'\V~~~~n;;n~£db~ta;~lltp~~:;:r( 2Jf;;3.).iries

R AEJ~do~.L\v~~_t.NCT~iep~~~~ :

6

Unless

iiol~~gnh 4r3°I~orn,
[9201

Hand Combined Tele-

T·~o~·v .. ·~.c~ f~·o;:r:gr. In~~~ar11f~n~~7:er~O ~h ~

phones with finger press switch, 4/6 ('ach.

EX-G.P.O. SMALL RELAYS, 1.000 x 1.000 ohms with
multi contacts, new

s;...

Ditto, 7,000 ohms twoMleave

canis.eU, in double rubber outer covering, 40/36, for
all domestic nses. 12 ye!~. 4/9.
·

uo; •.

S
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[:t RLf.
for everything
Radio & Electrical

Despite the war we are still able to supply a
number of domestic electrical appliances, e.g.,
Vacuum t..:Ieaners, Fires/Irons, Fans, etc. and can,
give immediate delivery of the new
SPECIAL
OVERSEAS

ARMSTRONG

MODEL

EXP48

COMPONENTS-;-SECOND-HAND,
ClEARANCE, SURPlUS, ETC.
Wanted
ANTED, qua.ntity of telephone headbands, any
W ty}Je, new or seco11d-hand.-&x "W.," 218, Upper
Thames St., E.C.4.
[9162
8

EL~~~~~~:1~~ Po~e~ul:~t~rr; ~~~~k~li~i~~~~-~~ ~?~~

cbarger.-~11,

ON EASY TERMS

CHASSIS

(With matched P.P. Speaker.)
Cash 19.1.0 plus 4/6 for part carriage or 44/·
(plus 4;6 carri'lge) with order antl 8 monthl~
pa)',nents of 20,'...
For details see A rmstrom~ advt. page R.
We shall be glad to quote for othrr high·
grade equipment such as Ambassador Chassis
a11d Receivers, SOund Sales Amplifiers, Yoigt
Speakan and Pick-ups, AvoMeters and
Partallle A.R.P. Receivers.

VICEROY Non-electric DRY
SHAVERS (Made by Rolls Razors, Ltd).
Ideal for men in the Services or at home where
electricity is not available. No brush, soap or
water is needed. Complete in case 12.10.0 or 101 ...
with order and 6 monthly payments of 7j3.
Send zid. postage for full details and terms of
any of the above.

SEPTEMBER, 1940.

Wcstley Av., Whitley Bay.

(9174

Evacuation address:

Est. 1925.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
"Winden," Ardingly Road, Balcombe, Sussex

CONVERTERS
for operating P.A. amplifiers, Radio

MISCELLANEOUS

Receivers, etc.

CA~~~be;ne~t(~~J~ps~~~~~~~~s; T~~~~s~' ~{:;

samplf'!".
Oak lands

[9182

Grove, J . onllnn. W.12.

WALLBOARDS.

M A~~fe!-~,Ii~~~!po ;~;d Har~~~~d.~E~~~i~ies[9123~~
1

1

4

Box 2530, c/o 1'he Wireless World.

EV~fRY T~:dt~i~i:!~r a~~hEf:crr?~ai ~e;d~::. ~h~~id

send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and
full details of the " Trader " Services. " The Wireless
and Electrical Trader " has the widest influence, and
is read by all the leading manufacturers aHd tracters.
Trade only, 17/6 per annum, post free. Published a.t
Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.l.
[0615

Wanted
Wanted, any
H OOVERS
" R.E.C.S.", Crown
2796.

('ondition; ~ash waiting.St., Readmg.
'Phone:

[9169

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

GE~~~~~~ ~~~i~s.D!~~~~:~~~~ 8R.~.1c~S~~elC~o~~~-u~l~~
Reading. 'Phone: 2796.
[9168
UARANTEED Hepairs, any transformer<;, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest
prices, immediate quotation, prompt, depenJ.1t)le s~r
vice.-See below.
.T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PIWOIJCTS,
~
Ltd.). Willesden, N.\\'.10.
Willesde" 6<186 (3
lines).
(6892

G

I
M ~~~~tn~-~t~~fo[g e;pe~i~;<~~i~n r~1ai~~Y r~;~~.~ls~o~:
1

The

•WARD•
AC/DC ROTARY

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
DC;DC ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, SHALL
ALTERNATORS, SHALL DC MOTORS,
H.T. GENERATORS, MAINS TRANSFORMERS up to 10 k.v.a. PETROL ELECTRIC
generator sets up to 50 k.v.a.
BATTERY
CHARGERS for private and industrial use, and are
fully equipped for general small engineering work.

petitive prices and prompt serviGe.-S 1,unly f:Iectric
Co., Dipton, Ne\'>'Ca~tle-on-'l'yne.
[0516

Full details of any of the above upon request
Export enquiries invited.

" SE~("~~~i-.h·i~~d a A~~:}~~-~~~~::;~ c(~fil a;~wt~~=~
Ameri{'an valves, spares, line cords.-F.R.I., Ltd., 22,
Howland St., W.1, Museum 5675.
[8934

46, FARRINODON ST., LONDON, E.C.4
Telephone: Holborn9703. Works: Bow,E.

CHAS. F. WARD

l>'l'ROPOLl'l'AN RADlO SERVICE.-Guaranteeu
repairs to Amencan and Bnt1sh receivers;
M
American valves, service parts and rewinds; trade sup

'

plied.-1021, Finchley Hd., N.W.11. Speedwell

THE
309,

POL.VTECHNIC
REGENT STREET,

W.l.

E v e n i n g S e s s i o n 1840-41
Courses and Classe!', including laboratory work in

RADIO ENGINEER! NG, extending over a period
of FIVE YEARS and suitable for those engaged in,
or desirous of entering, the Radio or Talking Film
Industries.

A Course in RADIO SERVICE WORK, extending

3~g

35 FOR

T

H~lborn

W.C.2.

3549.

0

SERh~~'(};{}~itr~dto c;_~~{bnr1~~ife!p ct~alJ~~~efor th~
winter~

low prices, best workmanship~ 3 months' ~war
antee card given with every job; all rep1acemtmt),;
valves 6/- each.-Challeng.er Radio CDrporation, 31.
Craven Terra('e, London, W.2.
[9176

R EPAIRS

to

Moving Coil

Speakers;

Session commences September llrd, 1940.
Enrolments: Sept. 16th to lOth from 6 to 8 p.m.
Full particulars and Prospectus from Director of Education

VA?~~!~~~~sti~~~~;s f~[ t~~v~\~~tr~'\lrS:nda'Wir~~~~

1321.

[0394

SITU A liONS V A CANT

Schools, Royal Air Force, at an initial rate of pay
Gf £4/12/6 per week, rising by annual increment::; of
2/6 a week to a. maximum of £.5/2/6 per week.
Candidates must be able to send and receive morsf'
1

:~P~~~n2:s~f }~cat~ri~i a~·a-~·achi:g, s~~f ~on~i~~~ah~~

ALL INTENDING PURCHASERS OF
CASES ARE ADVISED TO ORDER AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE, AS OUR STOCKS
OF RAW MATERIALS MAY SOON
BE EXHAUSTED.
Send 2j:d. in stamps for Slandar4 Details.
We ,'. 1so epeeiaHse in Inntra.ment Ca~s and Portable Caso:1
tor Transmitters and Receivers. lla.y we have your
enquiries P

LOCKWOOJ &CO ,MIDDX.
LOWLANDS RD., HARROW
'Phone : Byron 1818

given

to

others

who

consider

themselves

P ~~, r~~~i~,f~t~r.~u1\lr "Mi~fs~~;"(~5tD.~~i!:J~~:
W.C.2, giving full particulars as to previous experi·
ence, age, etc.

A

1

CA~DJ3!~~~ :C:~;J b~t R?~~iS~~o~~s ~~ie~~t:e;~~
and Test, but may be reimbursed the cost of thirdclass locomotion expense-; for this purpose.
[9154

W 1~;["'~e?igew~)V

WE BB'S

RADIO

14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.l

cones/coils

fitted or rewound; fields altered or wound;
prices quoted, mcluding eliminators; pick~ups . and
speaker transformers rewound. 4/6; trade IDVIt~;
guaranteed satisfaction; prompt service.-L. S. Repair
\Vorks, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.l2. Ba.ttersea

will be
capable.

COMPONENTS

Communication Receivers for work of National
importance ; and all accessories for short-wave
Call or write to
(9172 work and experiments.

over two years.
Courses prepare for the National Certificate,
Graduateship Examination of the I.E. E., City and
Guilds Certificates, and Examinations of the Institute
of Wireless Technology and British Institution of
Radio Engineers.

CAB INETS

SHORT-WAVE

EST Gear.-Precision in!"truments repairetl by ex-.
perts; don't leave valuable instruments in an
unrepaired <.'onJ.ition; rf'rtsonable eharges.-Chancer~
Precision Instrument Servkf', 59-60, Chancery Lane,

re;~n~~~e'~'ri~~u\ho. ~~di~ J:;ni~t~~~~

0

and Fittings, Ltd., 73, SloHnc Av., Chelsea, S.W.3.

(91'71

R A~~ ~!~~clo~~~!L n~:r;;ce Sp~c~:Ws1;:-g ~~~~h~~
H . .M.V., Pye; undertake aerial installations; familiar
0

all makes; able drive car; exempt military service.Full parbculars, wage required, referemes, to Box
ZfJ32, c/o 'l'he Wireless World.
[9133

R A~;zd ~=~~~c!PP~i~~~~~f{ Pos~=~~lie::~

k~~~i~:i~~·.

Write, stating experience, age, wage required, enclo!e
copie<5 referenf'es. Congenial, well equipped workshop.
Area C'onsi<lered safe.-Cha tte1I. 40, High St. North,
Dun~table, Bedford~hire. 'PhGne: 340.
[9173

RADIO DATA CHARTS
A SERIES OF ABACS
Providing most of the essential Data
required in Rece£ver Design
Second Edition

By R. T. BEAITY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.
PRICE 4!6 net
From all leadin-g

BY POST 4/11
bookseller~,

or direct from
the offices of
"THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, ::::.E. I
W.E.II

····-·············································;.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
intended for the

OCTOBER ISSUE
can be accepted up to

Tuesday, September lOth

:

.:
c
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SITUATIONS VACANT
1\IINISTRY.

DIRECTORATE of Signal.,.
Tbis unique Handbook
shows the easy way to
secure A. M. L C. E.,

A. Ill. L llloch. E.,
A.lll,l.E.E., A.III.LA.E.,
A. Ill. LW. T.,
A.M.I.R.E. and similar

.

q u a I i fl cation e.

WE

0

A PtrJi?i~;~~n~.
b~p;~t~~~:d a/ Ai:pr1~~~~~-nt\\· /T
Stations.
These appointment:; are of a temporary
nature in the first instance, but it may be possible
to absorb a proportion of teompornry pnst into the
pet ruanl:'nt establishment after the conclusion ol
lwstilities.

A P~;c ~tfh~ da~~~~s~~~~1n: tth~ea;i;li~:~~ t ;:n,Y~l}~~rl
1

0

8

GUARANTEE-" NO PASSNO FEE." Deta.ils are given of
over 150 Diploma. Courses in all
ches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aero,
RatUo, Televilion and Produofum Euineering,Draugbtsmanabip,
Traoin.J,lupeotion. Building. Govel'llDltnt Employment,etc. Write
for thisft;tlghtening Handbook to-day. PB.EB and p<lat free.
Mm with Radio knowledge can obtain attr"'ive posts in
the Services.

preferably possess the lst Class Postmaster-General's
Certificate or the Air Operat0r's Certificate in "Tireless
Telegraphy and have had experience in radiotelephony,
dire<:tion-finding and maint-enance work.
Operators
will be required to serve at any Air Ministry \V IT
station. as the needs of the servic-e may require.

8 RI T I S H I N
TECHNOLOGY
17, 18, 19

in2c5i~l~nt~e~k~ Tb.~rC:oe~~yr~~cL~rs t.~f adu~? x~~u~5 o~

I

U T E OF

THE NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC,
HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.7.
Department of Musical Instrument
and Radio Technology.
Head of Department: S. A. Hurren, M.I.R.E., F. I. W.T·

Da.y and

Evenin~

Courses In

RADIO SERVICING AND
TELEVISION SERVICING
In preparation for
all recognised qualifications In these subjects.
Practical laboratory and workshop experience
provided.
Prospectus free on application to Secretary.
New Term begins September 9th.
Evening Enrolment September 19th and 20th.

THE INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Founded in 1925.

Incorporated 1932)

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The advantaleS or professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless enaineers.
Full information with syllabus, may be obtained from the
Assistant Secretary, Institute of Wireless Technology,
25. Firs Drive, Palmers Green, London, N./3
'Phone : 1'ALMERS GREEN 2413

i

SAL~~[ ~~~oat ~~ers,R 1~~er~! ft~~ /- ri~in~'eb~. ~~~n~1~~

week exclusive oi meal times, day or night, or 180
in periods of four weeks. Arrangements will be made
for suitable candidates to be intNviewed at Renfrew,
Manchester, London or Bristol.

R E~ro~~J bebyAcfd::~s~dd t~r t::or{Y~d~;_t,~r~\:;;;ioo~
desired.
(9153
E xr~~~~t~g~uals~Iebo;;~ an1t:~a~orfn~r~~\~l~;,~yn raa(n~!
8

State. Air Ministry (S.l.e.), Julian lld., Bristr~l. 9,
and E:hould st:tte the town at which an interview is

works. inrluding ma<"hine shop and :-,heet metaJ.-J,Ihn
:\IcC'lure, I..td., Erskine Rd., N.\\' .3. Primrose 5435.
0

1

[9205

VA~t~h~ 1 ~fec~ri~~\ ~ ~d 0,\~t~~~~ss'~~ti;~i~. R~~vr~ic-~i~

Force, a,t a. rate of pay of £5/2/6 a. week. ri:5ing by
annunl increments of 2/6 a week to a maximum of
£5/10 a week.

CA ~f~~pAl'{~~

~~ us~ot!~d C:;t~~~!-~ecfie L~~tl~il~~\ ri\~~}

Their

principlf's and
Application
power Elertriral Engineering.

to

Radio and Low-

1

A p~~c r~~~:~~~t~fe~ul~rb~li~~~;~sst'~s~D.~~i(~d~~~
\V.C.2, giving full particular-3 as to pre\'ious experi

ence, nge, etc.

.CA~DJ3~~~~

~~~~d b~t R[~~i~ec1o~s Af~~e~ ~t~/~!fe~

and 're~t. but may be reimbur<:.ed the cost of thirdclass locomotion expenses for this purpose. The test
will include the giving of a !Pcture on any subject
which may be ('hosen by the randidate involving the
principles of modern radio. Lecturing sequence and
style are most important.
[9155

MORSE EQUIPMENT

pu~!;il~~~fs~ ~!co';J:~~sm~~~\11 ~t~~ys;ad1~acJ.~]~g::~~

manufactured

apparatus, designed a.nd
by '1\ R.
l\fcElroy, world champion telegraphist. Sole distribntor5, Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, W.1.
'Phone:
2089.
r8768

Gerrard

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
AGENTS

l\Iains Transformers to customers' own
specifications, or in accordance wilh our
standard list-of which we would be glad
to send you a copy.

W. BRVAN SAVAGE LTD.
W estmoreland Rd., London, N. W .g. 'Ph.,.... Oollllliol' 7131

LEONARD
HEVS
for prompt
and careluf
attention
to RADIO
DEALERS'
WANT-LISTS,

• Send us your trade card for
our interesting Catalogue
and ask us to mail you
our Mo1tthly Bulleti>Zs.
•

Our Postal Senice covers the British

Isles.

Wholesale only.

LEONARD H EYS, Faraday House,
36, Henry Street, Blackpool, Lancs.

s
0~
up

E

Q

RELIABLE AMPLIFICATION
The TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTO.
65, Bolsover St., London, W.I.Euston 5471

N~

D~

G EE

and Co. (H. '1'. P. Gee, llfem. R.S.G.ll .. efr.).
I~ane, London, \V.C.2.
Ho1born

51-52. Cbancery
4547-8. Handbook

free.

[t;001

PATENTS FOR SALE

THEto Owners
of British Patent No. 465,747 relating
"Improvements in or relating to variable in-

ductance and resistance coils" are desirous of entering
into negotiations with one or more firms in Great
~ritain for the purpose of exploiting the invention
either by the sale of the Patent rights or by the
grant of licences on reasonable terms.-Interested
parties who desire further particulars should apply to
Albert L. l\fond •ncl Thiemann, of 14-18, Holborn,
E.C.l.
[9175

London,

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED
"

TH~iaf~i;!~~ss ofnfh:1:g~ii~~eJ;a~fr ~:e~~ a\\~i~~i~~;

Trader; its pages reflect the very latest tu in of trade
events, and it is read by all the leading dealers and
manufacturers, for particulars of businesses offered or
wanted. By subscription, to the trade only. 17/6 per
annum, post free.-Send ~-our trade card for specimen
copy to Dorset House. Starnford St., London, S.E.l.
[0614

TECHNICAL TRAINING

W
Ai~ ~~~~ f.~tr:;~!r!e~~~in~;tt-:'ii~-d~~·,;;·~~~~i
Free Guide which shows how to qualify for well-paid
in

posts
aeronautical, automobile, chemical, mechanieal, elertrica], telecommunications, etc., branches,
and alone gives the regula-tions for A.M.I.R.E.,
A.llf.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.l!l.E., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.Chem.E., C. & G., etc., in which· examinations
'l'.I.G.B. students have gained 22 first places.

TH:R
r:xrl~~~~!~~l~ ~~r Il2i.¥.~t,~lon~ ~tc\l
(Founded 1917.)
[9165
8

foR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, completely, practically. When lte earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every-day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

Dept. 38, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Plrase explain fully about your Instruction in
the "ubject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination,
indicate it be!ow.
Inst. of Wireless Technology
P.M.Q. Certificate tor Wireless OJierators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircralt
City and Guilds Telecommunications

Name ............................................. Age ..... .
Adt.lres>

........................ .

.,~~

••Go to •

If you want to get right down to a
. speedy and sure way of becoming a
highly efficient 1\forsc operator, get it

-the Candler

"ft'BY

The Candler system of Code Training was
devised for those who intend to enter
or have entered the commercial side of
telegraphy, the Services, or who take a
real interest in Amateur Radio work.
JUNIOR
Scientific
Code
Course for beginners. Teaches
all the necessary code fundJmenta!s scientifically.
ADVANCED
Hi1h- Speed
Tefe1raphln1 for operators
who want to increase their
w.p.m. speed o:.nd improve ~.heir
technique.
Telearaph Touch·Typewriting for those who want
. to become expert in ~he use of
the typewriter for recording
messat;es.
Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly Payment .terms.

~-------couPoN--------~
Please send Free Copy of Candler " Book of Facts," toNAME .............................................................. .
ADDRESS ..........................•.................................
;~;t· c;;~~~- ·i~ · td: ·~-~~~~i~d -~~·~;;~~· t~· -~-~~~·M-~~~~-~;

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (Room SSW),

Ill, Kinpway, London, W.C.l

Candler System Ca., Ashville, North C<Jrolina, U.S.A.
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Code Courses.-" Book of Facts," !ree.M ORSE
Candler System Co. (Room 55 WO), 121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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RADIO ENGINEERING: A full-time day course
three years, preparing for all recognised examinations
and for the radio and telephone industries.
School re-opens on September 17th.
Prospectus on application to Director o( Education.

pRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio

t~levision,

test.

e1~b:R.eE.t ~~~gni. ¥~~-e·t=~~ci~a;chb~~k\~~ ,~~~-~

Secreta1y, I.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Rd., London, W.4.

ridge Gardens, London, N.13.

2~co1our heavy art paper, 4/6, post 6d. Limited ~upply
on linen. 10,'6, post 6d. \Vebb's Radio Globe, superb
12in. full-colour model.
Radio prefixes, zones, etc.
Heavy ()xydis~d mount.
Post paid, 27/6.-W·ebb's
Radio, 14, Soho St., London, ,V.l. 'Phone: Gerrard
2089.
[8767
"LEAR::'\IXG Morse." An easy method of ma~tering the intPinational signal code.
Contains
the f'o.Je. gi\·es methods of practice with the kEy, and
Cll5o detailo: nf an easily <'Onstructed mors_e praf'tice
get. Pri(·e 6U. net. lly post 7lf,d., from Iliffe antl Sons
lAd., l)IJ:"-el House, StamfrJrd Street, Londun, ~.E.l.

in tele-communications, extending over a period of

[8838

lf ~OU W~Rl lHE BESl SHORl
PlR ~OUR fAllH lOBl RMINGHAM:
RADIO, 41, CARR'S

W~VE SUS or COMPORERlS,

"Eddystone" products are made for outstanding performance.
They are used by the Fighting Services-have been employed
in Arctic and Tropical Expeditions-in
fact, whenever utter reliability ?.nd
the highest efficiency is essential,
"Eddystone" is used.
YOU, too,
will obtain the best results if you
MADE BY
insist on "Eddystone." Do so to-day.

LONDON SERVICE :
WEBB'S RADIO, 14, SOHO STREET, W.1'

WEBB'S

[9195

WE£lo~~~en.~~~ l'£:Ro~1 J~:rJV"rk'lzeE~~?~e\~,o~~i~~

Head of School: PHILIP KEMP, M.Sc.Tech., M.I.E.E.,
A.I.Mech,E., Mem.A.I.E.E.

\VI~~~~S ~~cef~;-S!~~~n~ou!~:J ~;i/r~~~~~~gesf.~

J)OSt,

B Rt~Dn!!~;, ~1bti~~s~· t:~~~.r :agi.o J.I.a~~~oX~h~

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Marine School, South Shields.

[9166

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

POLYTECHNIC

309, REGENT STREET, W.l.

LANE.

STRATTON &Co. Ltd., BROMSGROVE ST., BIRMINGHAM
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A MODEL WHICH SETS A NEW STANDARD IN RADIO

A

New -A M*a Ass ADo R
*
*

NOW GOING INTO PRODUCTION

with an entirely new circuit
featuring six wave bands (I 0 to 565 metres
continuously)
six valves and push pull output.

Write (or full details to the Manufacturers :-R. N. FIT TON LIMITED, BRIG H 0 USE, YO RKS, E NG LAND.
Cable Extn>rt Enquiries to: Ambassador, Brighouse, England.

-
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Sydney (N.S.~.), Dnsbane (Queen~land), Adelatde IS.A.), Perth (W.A.), •nil Launceston (Tasn::ama).
NEw ZEAL<ND: Gonion & Gotch, Ltd., Wellington,
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8.1. CONDENSERS
FOR

RADIO & GENERAL USE

B .l.

I THE NEW ERSKINE
McMURDO IS · I '
~~RECEIVER

CONDENSERS

Chassis price complete with
valves and speaker
50 g ns.

for Radio Receivers, Battery Elimmaton, Smootltins Circuits, etc.,
are made in several different types
to suit the various U$tS for which
Condcnsera are required in
connection with Wireless circuits.

IS valves (Including four duplex valves)
R.F. stace on all bands.
POLYSTYRENE COIL FORMERS.
SILVER·PLATED COPPER TUBE COILS.
I 0·2.000 metres coverage.

Th~ Condensera are the re~~ult of
36 years' experience
in the manufacture of all
kinds of Condensera from
the smallest sizea up to
thooe weighing more than
2 tons.

Variable selectivity.
Oistortlonless negulve feedback detector.
IS watts push-pull output with negative feedback.
I
loudspeaker.
Beat frequency oscillator.
lnter·statlon noise suppression.

s•

I n addition to the Standard
T ypes, B.I . Condensers
can be supplied in special
form~ toouit manufacturers'
requirements.

We are confident that the amatlng performance
of this new receiver will astonish even the most
experienced enthusiast.
Deliveries to commence shortly.

Tbe Illus t ratio n 11b nw e
T;rJM' l iJ r ecommen ded
fo r u.,,. Wltb ellmJo•tore.

May we send you details now.

ERSKINE LABORATORIES LTD.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.

PROSPECT WORKS,
8CALBY,

C.a b le Ma 1< e r 11 an d Ele c tric al Eng ineer$

PRESCOT, LANCS.

NORTH STREET,
8CARBOROUGH.

Tel. : Scolby 83.

T elephone No.: PRESCOT 6571.

h er

ERIE

MUSIC

SHE WORKS!

REPLACEMENT

VOLUME CONTROLS
at pre-war prices
and pre-war qual ity
Nothlnc Is skimped In tho manufacture ol Erie volume control$.
Only the finest raw materials chat are so essential for efficient
oporatlon are used. Even In the laca ol rlsln1 production cos"
cheaper •ubscltutes that are almost·u·aood do not f'ind their
way Into Erie volume cor,trols.
That la why Erie replacement volume controf1 are lhe be.st
value on the market to--day,
S O IUPLACii WITH EIUE
or bet~er ttiii-B U ILD w it h ERI E
Sunda,.d Cont r o ls
l /6 eac.h
Leaa awitch ...
..
••.
l ,· •
With si n1lo pole awitch
316 •
With double polo switch .•.
Cencro tapped with switch
D ual and Gonred Con trol•
lou owlteh
10 • each
With alnflo polo awltch •
10 6 ..
With double polo awltch ..
. 11 , • ..
All ~u..t with 2i'
Spindle. No,...l4ndon! spindles 21. extra.

5' .

a,.,.,

DEAlERS ANO SERVICE MEN. who prldt themstlvet on tpudy

ropain. are aakod to romem~r that althou1h we an oiler pre-war
quality. and pre·war prices, we cannot a.lways offer pr~war
delivery, and wo shall appreciate any aaslnance they can 1lvo liS by
pbcln1 ordon well In advana.
Complete prl<e ~~~ aent on request.

A

KITCHEN can be a dull placbr l&hten your wlft 'J workln.c
hours with cheery entertainment. E•teniiOn 1peakcr lls:ttn•nl Is the only
sotlsloctory solution to this probleml e provides radio In two o r mort rooms.

The economically prtud Stentorian
does full fuldCt to the flnttt rtctlven

le lives • quality or reproducclon
that will amue you. Ask your de-aler
tO demonstrate NOW.

C•blnet model•
Ch. .ele models

-

.

f rom 21 / 8
from 19/ 3

Literature on applltatlon.

ERIE RESISTOR LIMITED
Carlisle Road, The H yde, Hendon, N.W. 9.
Telephone: COLINOALE 8011.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD. , H A N SFIELD, NOTTS
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A PRIVATE LINE

t/up/

IS
11 is no longer necessary for the Diver to come
to the surface to make his report. To-day he can
have his own private line.

Thus, once again the

telephone adds a measure of security to a
hazardous task.
But whatever the method of communication whether it be by land line or rad1o be telephone or telegraph -

whether it

there you will surely

find T.C.C. condensers playing their part.
Forces

in Civ1l Defence -

In the

in Broadcasting -

in every phase of Industry -

T.C.C. stands for

long and dependable service.

From the smallest

silvered mica -

little larger than your thumb nail

to great Janks of Power Factor Correction

Condensers, the name T.C.C. is accepted as a
symbol of Dependability.
As a Radio manufacturer, dependable condensers can safeguard your good name and
ensure that your Sets give long trouble-free service.
Let the experience of our Research Staff afler

35

years'

manufacture -

specialisation

in

gained

Condenser

help you to solve your problems.

,..c.c.
CONDENSERS
AOV£ATISEM£NT

OF

TH£

TElEGRAPH

CONDENSE R

CO ..

lTO ..

WAlES

fARM
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